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INTRODUCTION 

The AGARD Plight Mechanics Panel  is interested in the wide aspects 
of the integration of the various disciplines into a final system as 
seen by aircraft designers,  developers and operators in addition to 
detailed developments in the areas of stability and control,   handling 
qualities,  simulation system methods,   flight test and instrumentation. 

The Technical-Session of the 31st Panel Meeting in GOttingeu.   Germany 
thus made a contribution to the problems of engine-airframe-integration 
considering both conventional and VTOL-aircrafts. 

In Session I and II different topical integration effects of engine 
thrust,   propulsive Jet,   engine control,  nacelle interference and intake 
design of conventional aircrafts were considered.     Of the five papers 
only the first is largely based on flight tests,   while in the others 
results of analog computer-studies or windtunnel-tests are discussed. 

The four papers of Session III and IV discuss two important  integra- 
tion problems of VTOL-Aircraft:   i.e.,   the problems of optimal  lateral 
control and generally the overall design of VTOL control systems,   and 
the problem of hot-gas-ingestion. 

Both subjects greatly affect handling qualities and mission 
performance of modern high performance VTOL-Aireraft design.     They 
are presented as results of simulators studies,   windtunnel tests and 
of detailed flight tests programs. 

CLEM C. WEISSMAN 
Member of the PUP 
Department of the Navy 
Office of the Chief of Naval  Operations 
Washington,   D. C. 
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INTRODUCTION 

La commission de la M^canique des Pluldes de 1' AGARD s' Interesse 
non seulement aux larges aspects du Probleme de 1' integration des 
diff^rentes disciplines dans un ensemble,   tel  que le voient les 
constructeurs,   les realisateurs et les utilisateurs d'avions,  mais 
aussi aux progrös d£taill£s realises dans les domaines suivants: 
qualit^s de vol.   qualltes de maniabilite,   möthodes de simulation des 
syst^oes,   essais en vol,   instrumentation. 

La Session Technique de la 31&me Reunion de la Commission tenue k 
Göttingen,   Allemagne,   a done apporte une contribution aux probl&nes 
de 1' integration moteur-cellule que posent les avions du type classique 
et VTOL. 

Les Sessions I et  II ont et^ consaeröes aux diff^rents effets 
d' integration d' int^rdt  courant produits par la pouss^e du moteur, 
le Jet propulsif,   la commande du moteur,   1' interaction des nacelles 
et la conception des prises d' air,   en ce qui  concerne les avions 
classiques.     Des cinq communications presentees,   seule la premiere 
se base en grande partie sur les resultats d' essais  en vol;   les 
quatre autres examinent les resultats d' etudes sur calculateur 
analogique ou d' essais en soufflerie. 

Les quatre memoires presentes aux Sessions III et IV,   traitent de 
deux problfemes d' integration importants poses par les avions VTOL,   ä 
savoir:   la question du contrdle lateral  optimum,   et de fagon g^nerale. 
de la conception  d" ensemble des systdmes de contröle des avions VTOL, 
et la question de 1*Ingestion des gaz chauds. 

Ces deux questions ont une influence importante sur les qualltes de 
maniabilite et  les performances de mission des  avions VTOL modernes k 
performances elevees.     Elles sont presentees  sous forme de resultats 
d'etudes sur simulateur,   d'essais en soufflerie et d'essais en vol. 
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The Influence of flight spaed on the thrust 

oalihration of a jet engine 

by 

J.P.K.Vleghert 

Scientific Officer 
Flight Test Department 

National Aerospace Lahoratory (NLR) 
Amsterdam, Holland 



Summary 

Engine gross thrust is generally obtained from the pressures 
over the jet nozzle and its flow area, using a calibration factor 
derived from test bed comparison of weighed- and calculated (Pearson) 
thrust, which is extrapolated for flight conditions. 

Flight test results show that the static pressure measured in 
the jet nozzle plane with a NLR-developed nozzle spider is 
considerably above the value expected from one-dimensional flow and 
is influenced by flight speed, especially at low nozzle pressure 
ratiot 

Assuming an elliptic static pressure distribution over the jet 
nozzle diameter the flow- and hence thrust reduction relative to 
one-dimensional conditions can be calculated. This factor bears 
close resemblance to the calibration factor obtained on the testbed. 
As it can be determined in flight, possible discrepancies between 
test bed- and flight conditions will be shown up. A possible source 
of discrepancies is the absence- in most cases-of secundary flow 
outside the nozzle under test bed conditions. 
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Notations, 

A Area 

CPR Central Pressure Ratio 

EPR Engine Pressure Ratio 

JPT Jet Pipe Temperature j 

N Mach number 

N fingine speed { 
i 

NPR Nozzle Pressure Ratio ' 

p Static pressure 

P total pressure 

Q engine massflow 

RNI Reynolds Number Index 

RPM Revolutions Per Minute 

RPR Ram Pressure Ratio 

T total temperature 

V flight speed 

XG gross thrust 

Y specific heat ratio 

$ gross thrust parameter 

<p, weighed/theoretical thrust 

<p2 subcritical massflow ratio (fig,4) 

<p, effective/geometric flow area 

Index 

1 ambient conditions 

2 engine inlet conditions 

j jet pipe conditions 

n nozzle conditions 

4« non-dimensional parameter 

eff effective value 
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1^ Introduction. 

Jet engine thrust may he determined, using either of the 
following three methods or a combination of these 
a) by weighing 
b) from nozzle conditions 
c) from engine parameters, 

a) The first method is direct, but only practical on an engine 
test bed. 

b) The second method is semi-direct in that calibration of the 
nozzle is required, using method a). The nozzle method can be 
used irrespective of the type of engine in front of the 
nozzle. It is mostly preferred for the determination of gross 
thrust, where it requires only pressure measurements. The 
calibration of a certain nozzly type does not alter with 
individual specimen, but it can depend to some extend on 
outside flow conditions, as will be shown in this report. 
For the determination of net thrust the massflow must be 
known, requiring additional measurement of total temperature 
in the jet pipe. 

c) Thrust determination from engine parameters is indirect. 
Usually the general engine characteristics are available, 
determined for the engine type with a number of engines 
using method a). For good accuracy, however, a correction 
should be applied for the individual engine. This mostly 
occurs on basis of extrapolation of calibration results 
obtained for the individual engine under a limited range of 
conditions. Discrepancies may occur under circumstances 
different from those of the calibration and in some cases 
due to engine deterioration. Some of these discrepancies 
may cause a shift in one engine parameter relative to 
another. The most sensitive indication, however, is total 
pressure in the jet pipe, which is in fact a nozzle 
parameter. 

The engine parameters depend directly on the nozzle 
characteristics and can therefore also be influenced by outside 
flow conditions, as has been discussed under b). The nozzle 
conditions therefore offer a more direct method of thrust 
determination except for the case of the massflow, which is 
closely related to (low pressure) compressor RPM. 

In practice jet engine net thrust is usually determined from 
total pressure in the jet pipe for gross thrust and massflow from 
compressor RPM for ramdrag. In some cases it may be difficult to 
obtain an accurate effective value for the total pressure in the 
jet pipe (uneven pressure distribution directly behind highly 
loaded turbine, short jet pipe, mixer, etc,). In that case it 
might be preferrable to use engine conditions throughout, to 
reduce systematic errors due to pressure pattern variation with. 
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however, the risk of introducing errors due to the effects discussed 
above. 

In this report a method is given to signal systematic deviations. 
This method has been flight tested in subsonic flight at fairly low 
value of the pressure ratio over the nozzle, using NLR's Pokker S-14 
jet trainer with measuring equipment developed at NLR (fig.l, 2 and 3) 

2 Gross thrust determination. 
2.1  Nozzle pressure method. 

Jet engine gross thrust X« 
in the jet pipe Pj, the nozzle 
pressure pi as follows: 

is determined by the total pressure 
throat flow area An and the ambient 

X  = Q.V + A  (p -p) u     n   n  n 

or    XG/A    PI   =  «PI I f (Y)  NPR-1 >• (assuming 

Y "  cp/cv ■4/3 

<p1   (1,259 NPR-1) 

for  Nozzle  Pressure  Ratio  NPR  «  P  /p,    ^    1»85 

and Xa/An  p1   -  qp1   2Y/(Y-1)   j NPR  exp  (Y-1)Y 

(p 8,00 (NPR0»25 -1) 

-} 
for NPR ^ 1,85 

X0/An p1 = Xa = 1,333 cp1 for NPR - 1,85 

The above equation is based on the flow model of Pearson, i.e. 
one-dimensional isentropic expansion in the converging nozzle to a 
uniform throat Mach number of M^ ^ 1»00 at NPR ^ 1,85 and - for 
supercritical NPR - further free expansion to ambient pressure with 
constant impulse. The thrust calibration factor qj. allows partly for 
friction losses and partly for other deviations from the theoretical 
flow model. It is found by calibration on an engine test bed as a 
function of NPR. 

In practice the flow through the nozzle has distinctly curved 
streamlines, which result in the pressure distribution in the 
nozzle throat plane not being uniform, as is implicated by the 
Pearson flow model. The static pressure along the centerline of the 
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nozzle will be higher than along the circumference, resulting in a 
lower local Mach Number, and also lower local massflow. Therefore 
the effective flowarea will be lower than the geometric nozzle 
throat area, which partly explains the fact that the calibration 
factor qp, is always lower than unity. Other factors are boundary 
layer displacement thickness and friction losses. 

At high NPR the Pearson flow model is conservative as it 
assumes supersonic expansion with constant momentum which is only 
true for the flow at the circumference of the jet. The inside flow 
expands more nearly isentropic, giving rise to a slightly larger 
thrust than according to the Pearson model. This is accounted for 
by a post-exit thrust correction coefficient. 

The static pressure distribution - and therefore the nozzle 
massflow - will be influenced by internal and external nozzle 
configuration and  by flight speed. Usually this influence is not 
determined as >ioth static engine test bed and high altitude 
simulating  facilities normally do not have representative flow 
outside the nozzle. Therefore it can be expected that flight test 
results with a specific aeroplane type may give results which 
differ slightly from the test bench data. As it is practically 
impossible to weigh engine thrust in flight another method must be 
used to determine the calibration factor cp-, (see 2,3), 

■ 

■ 

2.2    Engine  parameter method. 
Jet   engine  gross  thrust  may  also  be  determined   from  flight 

conditions  and  -   for  fixed  nozzle  engines -  one  engine  parameter, 
preferably     RPM, . , 

Rolls-Royce  gives:      (XG/A   po  +   l)/R01   =  f(N/  y^) 

re-written   in  the  symbols of ^ . , 
this  report   as ^XG^An  Pi"1-1)/^  =    9  =  f(N/     \/Ti' 

= f(N*) 

This relation is unique for supercritical NPR, because in this case 
the non-dimensional massflow Q*= Q ^T^/P . is constant, causing the 
engine to work along a fixed line in the compressor characteristics 
(the working line). At subcritical NPR, however, the relation becomes 
a function of the Ram Pressure Ratio RPR (=Pp/p,), Lowering RPR at 
constant N* (on the test bench by increasing static back pressure, 
in flight by lowering flight speed and slightly decreasing RPM to 
'-ompenscite for the lower stagnation temperature) in first instance 
lowers NPR and therefore Q , which in turn increases the angle of 
attack and therefore the pressure ratio of the compressor (a 
centrifugal compressor, although the mechanism is different, exhibits 
the same effect). This partly compensates for the lowered NPR, in 
fact the Engine Pressure Ratio EPR = P /Pp ■ NPR/RPR increases. As 
massflow decreases progressively with decreasing NPR (see fig.4b) 
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the inTluence of flight speed (or RPR) on engine thrust at constant 
N  will increase at lower engine setting. 

The engine characteristics are determined on a test bench versus 
RPR, but without representative outside airflow, which leaves room 
for slight variations in characteristics due to the secundary effect 
of outside air flow on the nozzle flow as discussed in the previous 
chapter. Under cruising conditions NPR will generally be well above 
critical for a straight jet or a normal bypass engine, minimizing 
any secondary effect on nozzle flow. In take-off or climb, however, 
- and on a high-bypass engine may be even in cruise - this effect 
can be noticeable. 

When EPR is measured directly in flight for the particular 
aeroplane type under test, any deviation from brochure data will be 
noticed. This is not the case for the engine parameter $ in the 
Rolls-Royce brochure, therefore engine calibration should be 
executed with instrumentation to determine the representative total 
pressure P . in the ,jet pipe. 

2.3 Approximation of the nozzle calibration coefficient in flight 
test. 

An earlier NGTE (National Gas Turbine Establishment) report 
(l) indicated from flight measuiements in an Avon-Canberra with a 
fixed rake across the nozzle, that the static pressure in the 
nozzle plane is distributed elliptically. On this basis it was 
considered adequate to measure only the central static pressure 
and - assuming elliptic distribution - to calculate the effective 
massflow through the nozzle as a function of NPR and the ratio of 
central static overpressure Ap  to total jet pipe pressure P.. 
The ratio of this effective massflow to the value indicated by one- 
dimensional flow at the same NPR is given as the factor cp, in fig.4. 

This factor cp-^ should approximate the factor cp, from the gross 
thrust equation except for the effect of friction losses in the jet 
pipe. I>ue to some direct thrust loss and the displacement effect 
of the boundary layer, resulting in a slightly lower flow area, the 
experimental factor ep, should be somewhat lower than the calculated 
<p,. The latter factor, based on measured NPR and Ap /P., should, 
however, provide a good basis for extrapolation of <p, for flight 
test results, including effects from outside flow. 

This method was chosen from a number of alternative methods 
discussed in lit,2 because it can be used with a fairly simple 
pick-up (described in 3,2.1) which does not influence the flow 
outside the nozzle. The flowmodel assumed, i,e, elliptical 
distribution of static pressure over the nozzle throat plane, will 
not be correct if the nozzle is not rotation-symmetric as occurs, 
for instance, when it is cut off at an angle. 
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^    Test procedure. 

3.1     Basic aims. ,' 

Primarily it was desired to obtain information as to yhat extend 
nozzle flow is influenced by engine - and flight condition^. Nozzle 
massflow is assumed - according to 2,3 - to be characterized by the 
nozzle pressure ratio and the central pressure ratio. Both values 
have been measured over the reuige of conditions possible in a normal 
ground test and a flight test programme has been set up to cover the 
widest airspeed range possible for a number of constant values of the 
nozzle pressure ratio. This necessitates flying under unsteady 
conditions, n.3 a medium value of the NPR at low airspeed implicates 
a high engine setting, and therefore a thrust surplus, which must 
be used either to climb or to accelerate, while the reverse is the 
case at high airspeed. 

The aeroplane available was NLR's Pokker S-14 jet trainer 
equipped with a Rolls-Royce Nene engine with centrifugal corapresior. 
The engine is situated behind the side-by-side pilots station, it 
has a plenum chamber intake fed by two channels from a single pi tot 
intake in the nose ol -the aeroplane (see fig.l). Maximum sp^ed is 
about M 0,80| maximum altitude is limited to about 40 000 ft dne 
to the absence of a pressurized cabin. 

Also an important goal was to verify if indeed the nozzle 
flow factor 9, according to 2.3 is an approximation of the factov 
cp. obtained by a thrust calibration, Por this it was necessary 
to measure static thrust directly. As no suitable engine test bet 
was available, it was decided to perform these tests on the 
aeroplane itself in the open air (see 3.2 for the instrumentation). 

A third objective was to determine if the engine data at high 
altitude shows any difference relative to the brochure, in which 
no correction for high altitude performance is incorporated. 

It was not realized until after analysis of the test results 
that the influence of nozzle conditions on the engine 
characteristics is more important for the thrust determination than 
that on massflow alone. As a result this influence could only be 
determined for a limited range of engine conditions. 

3^2  Instrumentation. 

3.2.1  Ground tests. 

Por the ground tests the engine has been equipped with means 
to determine intake pressure, total jet pipe pressure and the 
central static pressure in the nozzle plane. Ambient pressure and 
temperature have been obtained with normal meteorolcerical 
instruments. 

Por the intake pressure the plenum chamber has been equipped 
with three static pressure pick-ups situated at approximately 120 
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intervals just off the inside wall at about the compressor station 
(see fig.5). As the flow area is rather large at this station the 
error due to measuring static pressure instead of total intake 
pressure is small, it was in fact neglected. 

For measuring the central static pressure the nozzle has been 
equipped with an internal swept-forward three-legged spider carrying 
a static pressure tube with measuring orifices centrally located 
in the nozzle throat plane (see fig.3). As the gas flow in the nozzle 
is accelerating from approximately M 0,5 to unity over the length of 
the static tube it is expected that the static pressure at the 
measuring orifices is not disturbed by the upstream mounting of the 
static tube to the three spider legs. This configuration achieves 
no obstruction in the - often supersonic - flow outside the nozzle 
and due to the relatively low jet pipe Mach number the thrust loss 
will be small (calculated to about 10 lbs). 

Total pressure in the jet pipe is measured by four pitots in 
the forward part of the 21 feet long jet pipe, distributed equally 
along the circumference at 0,73 radius. As the ground tests proved 
this inadequate, a second set of four pitots has been incorporated 
in one of the legs of the throat spider. They were radially 
distributed along the leg so as to probe equal flow areas plus a 
central pitot. Each tube was connected via a restriction to the 
internal volume of that leg to effect a single sampled mean total 
pressure tapping. 

Static thrust was measured with the aeroplane in the open, 
parked on strain gauge equipped pads. These pads are supported by 
ballbearing mounted rollers on a bottom plate, allowing free 
movement in the sensitive direction (fig,2), For the strain gauge 
pods and indicating instrumentation a standard aircraft weighing 
kit has been used succespfully. 

Further ground test instrumentation included the normal 
aircraft tachometer and JPT-indicator, while also a fuel flow meter 
was installed. Each pressure pickup has been connected to a 
separate instrument for the ground tests in order to evaluate the 
quality of the recordings as to fluctuations in time and variation 
with station. 

3.2,2 Flight test. 

For flight tests the same pressure pickups have been used as 
for the ground tests, except that similar pick-ups were manifolded 
to a single instrument to save space in the photopanel recorder. 
The fuel flowmeter was deleted as it was not airworthy, JPT-indication 
could be switched over from the cockpit-instrumentation to the 
photopanel. Furthermore a normal aircraft altimeter and airspeed 
indicator have been added,together with a total temperature probe. 

All the flight test instrumentation as schematically given in 
fig, 5 has been connected to a pi tot-static boom on the nose of the 
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aeroplane separate from the cockpit-instrumentation to minimize lag 
by keeping the instrument volume in each static line as small as 
possible. An additional advantage was that the PEC correction of the 
nose boom was lower. 

^ Test results. 

4.1 Ground tests. 

First of all a ground run was done with instruments connected 
to each pick-up separately to see if the indication was steady. It 
appeared necessary to insert a slight restriction in the pitot 
tubes. With this restriction a slow engine acceleration and  decelera- 
tion was executed (respectively 200 and 50 RPM/sec) with no 
noticeable lag in the total pressure indication (max. difference 
0,5 %). 

Next a series of static thrust measurements has been executed 
with the aeroplane in the open, parked on the strain gauge equipped 
pads described in 3.2.1. Engine RPM was stabilized for one minute 
before photopanel readings were taken during a further minute. 
Thrust readings were obtained over a range from 1000 - 4000 lbs 
by electrically balancing the strain gauge cells. Readings at the 
left and right main wheels agreed within 50 lbs, readings at 
increasing successive thrust settings agreed with those at 
decreasing thrust within 20 lbs. 

Prom the test results the Rolls-Royce parameter 
&a (Xr,/269 P +l)/Rm was calculated, reduced to a ram pressure 

ratio of 1,00 and compared with the engine brochure. Agreement 
was generally within 50 lbs, measured thrust being slightly higher 
at low RPM and slightly lower at high RPM, 

Secondly the factor X^/A p, was calculated, compensating for the 
slight variation of nozzle area with JPT due to metal expansion 
(fig,6), Comparing this value with the theoretical value from 
Pearson at the same NPR yields the calibration factor qj, , 

The results using the four jet pipe pitots were unsatisfactory, 
probably due to the n.easuring station being too close to the highly 
loaded single stage turbine. The spider pitots situated at the end 
of the 21 ft long jet pipe gave much better results. The measured 
factors cp, and (p, based on P p generally fall within + 1 0/o on 
separate lines given in fig,4, indicating good measuring accuracy. 
The difference of 2 - 3 0/o between the two coefficients can be 
explained by friction losses and boundary layer displacement. This 
gives confidence in the extrapolation of cp, to higher values of NPR, 
based on measured values of cp^, 

Further ground tests showed the manifolded value of similar 
pressure pick-ups to be the same as the mean value of the separate 
instrument readings, making it possible to conduct the flight tests 
with single pressure instruments. In this configuration of the 
instrumentation the system lag was measured for the different pressure 
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parameters. The results showed time constants varying between 0,1 and 
0,3 seconds. After the flight tests the static thrust measurement 
was repeated with results agreeing with the pre-flight tests. 

4.2 Plight tests. 

As many of the tests had to be done under unsteady conditions, 
the way of testing was varied in order to duplicate the measurements 
under different conditions, i.e. a high value of NPR was measured 
both in level, accelerated flight (constant static pressure, 
increasing total pressure) and in steady climb (both static and total 
pressure decreasing). The end results did not show differences due 
to the way of measuring. This was confirmed by the fact that lag 
corrections, cjslculated for a typical case using experimentally 
determined time constants, amounted to a maximum of 0,2 0/o of the 
measured value - i.n this case p. - which is negligeably small. 

In fig.7 the central pressure ratio Ap A*-o has been plotted 
against RPR for a number of values of NPR. The relationship can very 
well be approximated by a straight line for each value of NPR. 

The result has beon summarized in fig.8 which gives a cross- 
plot of CPR vs NPR of the extreme values of RPR obtained in the 
tests. 

With fig.4 the flight range of values of qp, are determined 
from the measured values of NPR and CPR. At '•he lower engine 
settings this graph shows a reduction in (p-, of about 2 /o with 
increasing flight speed. At the normally used higher settings 
the variation is negligible and  shows justification of a linear 
extrapolation of the factor cp, determined from static thrust 
measurements. 

5, Conclusions. 

1) The results of the static thrust measurements agree ';ith the 
Rolls-Royce Nene brochure within 1-2 /o of max thrust. 

2) There is good agreement between the thrust calibration factor 
<p. determined from weighed thrust and the factor <p, calculated 
from total- and central static pressure in the nozzle. The 
difference of 2-3 0/o is of the right order to be caused by 
boundary layer displacement and friction losses. 

3) Plight test results show that  at normal engine settings a 
straight extrapolation of the factor q>, to higher nozzle 
pressure ratioes is justified. At low engine settings and 
hißh flight speeds a massflow reduction of about 2 0/o is 
indicated. 
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FIG. 1   STATIC THRUST DETERMINATION ON FOKKER S- 14 JET TRAINER 

FIG. 2  CLOSE-UP OF THRUST MEASURING PAD UNDER MAIN WHEEL 
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FIG. 3a  JET NOZZLE SPIDER WITH STATIC- AND TOTAL PRESSURE TAPPINGS 

FIG. 3b   INSTALLATION OF JET NOZZLE SPIDER 
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FIG. 4  CALIBRATION - AND CORRECTION FACTORS 

®Pj2    ®Apc 

NOZZLE SPIDER 

FIG. 5   SCHEMATIC DRAWING OF FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTATION 
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FIG. 6   COMPARISON OF MEASURED STATIC THRUST WITH PEARSON VALUE 
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SUMMARY 

This paper summarizes some results of VFW investigations related to aerodynamic 
problems of V/STOL a ire rafts. 

The results are based on windtunnel tests for a fighter type aircraft in a range from 
zero forward speed up to sonic velocity. 

Special attention has been paid on the change of aerodynamic forces and moments 
during transition and in STOL with ground interference. In addition tests jp to  transonic 
speed are discussed. 

Finally a possible theoretical approach on jet influence on wings by means of a 
simple jet model will be shortly discussed. 
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JET INFLUENCE ON V/STOL-AIRCRAFT IN THE 

TRANSITIONAL AND HIGH SPEED FLIGHT REGIME 

Günter Krenz and Jürgen Barche 

1.INTRODUCTION 
1-6   , 

It is well-known by a number of published papers that in contrary to con- 
ventional airplanes V/STOL aircrafts are strongly influenced by engine jets and 
intake flow conditions.  This is mainly due to the fact that in low speed flight the 
engine's thrust must be used to lift the aircraft.   Thus the powerful jets are inclined 
up to 90    relative to the mainstream and induce secondary forces and moments on 
the wing and tailplane which are of the same order of magnitude as the aerodynamic 
loads. In addition the big massflow ratio causes intake forces in the low speed range 
which are normally not to be expected from conventional aircraft. 

The jet and intake .nduced forces and moments depend in a different manner on 
the aircraft's flight Mach number. Therefore a separation into typical flight phases 
might be useful   for a better understanding of the problems. 

Such an outline is shown in Figure 1 which summarizes the characteristic phases 
for V/STOL aircrafts and main parameters in the flight range from zero forward speed 
up to sonic velocity. 

As indicated in the left row a division into hovering,   transition, STOL and wing 
supported flight seems to be reasonable. The second row shows the main parameters 
whilst in the third row that forces and moments are indicated, which are mainly 
influenced.  In the right line the resultant main additional forces and moments are 
sketched. 

For VTOL the main parameters are the clearance of the aircraft relative to the 
ground.  This influence is normally restricted to normal force   as well as pitching and 
rolling moments. 

During transition the ground influence completely disappears,  but additional 
parameters arise such as the ratio between mainstream and jet exit velocity or the 
attidude of the aircraft relative to the free    stream. 

For a STOL aircraft the problems are more complex,  because all mentioned 
parameters including ground effects are more or less significant 
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In aerodynamic flight the main interference between jet and aircraft is on 
longitudinal motion only. 

Regarding the discussed Mach number range,  it is obvious that jet influence 
is especially remarkable for transition.  Nevertheless in this paper a few hovering 
results and some high speed tests are dealt with, because little information has 
been available in this flight ranye up to now. 

The considerations are done frr a fighter type aircraft. Model configurations 
corresponding to the results are symbolized in the diagram.  The results are obtained 
on  1:10 models with sonic jets in German low speed wind tunnels and in the transonic 
tunnel of the ARA in Bedford/England as well as on VFW-test rigs. 

2.       JET INFLUENCE ON PARTICULAR FLIGHT PHASES 

2. 1     Hovering 

As it is wellknown the interaction between ground jets leads in principle to two 
different flow configurations resulting in different leactions on the aircraft* . These 
two configurations are indicated in Figure 2a. 

On the left side jet induced normal forces and pitching moments are shown for 
a VTOL type whose nozzle configuration produces the so-called fountain effect. The 
fountain increases the pressure between the nozzles thus giving a positive lift force 
for small ground clearances. 

The moments   strongly depend on the nozzle configuration especially with reference 
to the wing.  That means that positive as well as negative moments normally can arise. 

On the right side test on a close cluster of jets configuration are plotted.  This 
configuration cannot produce a fountain.  The curves are approximately valid also for 
a single nozzle configuration having the same thrust. No positive lift force can be 
obtained in this case because the sucking action   of the wall jet induces negative 
pressures on the lower side of the wing.  These forces are increased by decreasing the 
ground distance. 

A comparison of ground effect measurements done by VFW and NASA    shows 
figure 2 b.  In this diagram were also drawn the distances of the. jet exits of the 
different models.  The nozzlearrangementexplains the arise or the absence of the 
fountain - effects. 

The  measured   moments  are of the same order of magnitude as in the above mentioned 
case.  Because there is no aerodynamic rudder efficiency in hovering flight,  the 
stabilization of the aircraft must be realized by a bleed nozzle system or by thrust 
modulation. 

A detailed description of model- and testing technique is given in AGARD paper 26 
of the Fluid Dynamic Panel. 
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As it can be seen from the tested configurations the influence of the ground is 
restricted to a clearance of roughly a wing span.  The remaining lift loss is due to       _ 
the suction of the free jets and therefor*» mainly a function of the nozzle efficiency. 

2.2        Transition 

Swivelling the jet nozzles the increased forward speed leads to an increased jet 
interference even for smaller nozzles angles. A general explanation of this feature 
will be given in Figure 3. 

To counterbalance the weight of the aircraft during transition the total normal 
forces N as a sum of lift L, normal thrust component Tfsj and jet ind' ced lift loss £* L 
must equalize the weight W. In the diagram a typical variation of   that forces is 
plotted against Mach number for constant angle of attack and variable swivelling 
angle.  The hatched curve shows the resulting   lift loss if the total normal force 
equalizes the weight. 

It can be seen from that figure that with increasing aerodynamic lift and therefore 
reduced normal thrust component the jet induced lift loss firstly grows up and having 
reached a well-defined maxirr.um decreases to a small value at the end of transition. 

As a thumbrule it may be noted that normally the maximum lies between half and 
three quarters of the aircrafts minimum speed for aerodynamic flight and may reach 
the order of 0. 1 up to 0.4 of the aircraft   weight. 

Connected with that lift losses considerable changes in pitching, yawing,  and 
rolling moments are to be expected, which result from wing and especially from jet 
tai l-interferences. 

It is obvious that these features are highly important for the aircraft's handling 
during transition. A more detailed discussion therefore seems to be necessary. 

2.2.1 Longitudinal motion 

Figure 4a shows the influence of the main parameters on forces and moments in 
longitudinal motion of an aircraft type as symbolized in the diagrams. 

On the left side the lift loss-thrust ratio is plotted against the effective velocity 
ratio with nozzle angle and angle of attack as parameters. 
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Generally the increase of these three parameters  strongly  increases the  lift losses. 

Besides this the configuration i. e. especially the disposition of jet exits relative 
to the wing has a big influence as can be seen comparing the curves marked by the 
different symbols.   To reduce lift losses jet exit must be kept away from the wing as 
far as possible 2,4. 

Furthermore nozzle shape will influence the jet effects. Generally it can be stated: 
As more as the jet decays as stronger the jet influences are to be observed 3, On th« 
other hand nozzles with strong jet decay are recommended to reduce the noise level 
and the ground erosion.  This demand is therefore in contrary to the development of 
nozzles with small  jet induction. 

On the right side of Figure 4 a the additional moments based on thrust and mean 
aerodynamic wing cord are plotted against effective velocity ratio.  The additional 
nose up moments depend on the same parameters and in the same manner as the lift 
losses.   Thus an increased angle of attack, swivelling angle and velocity ratio increase 
the moment. 

In comparison with the lift losses,  however,  which are mainly due to jet interference 
on the wing,  the arising additional pitching moments are chiefly depending on the 
tailplane contribution, which varies   strongly with the height of the tail relative to 
the jets  1/2. 

It is highly important to notice that growing nose up moments are combined with 
an increased angle of attack. 

Comparing correlated changes in lift and moments for a fixed velocity ratio and 
jet direction of the symbolized types of aircraft it follows that jet influence decreases 
aircraft stability. On the other hand for c fixed attitude of the aircraft a positive 
zero pitching moment-shift arises, with increasing nozzle swivelling angle and decreasing 
velocity ratio. 

That shift not demonstrated in the diagrams,   leads to the typical positive elevator 
setting for such an aircraft during transition. 

Figure 4b shows the lift losses and the changing of the moments measured with the 
VFW-model compared with NASA-measurements^.  The lift- and moment characteristics 
have the same tendencies, but its values are strongly   diverging. 

Summarizing all the effects the following essential consequences for jet influence 
on longitudinal motion during transition can be drawn. 

1. Tilting the nozzles in more vertical position produces a normal 
thrust component; a great part, however, will be lossed by strong 
jet induced lift losses. 
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2. Jet influence; results in a positive zero pitching moment-shift and in additional 
destabilizirg effects during landing transition.  The jet induced destabi lization 
must be compensated by high static stability and by means of artificial 
stabilizing systems such as bleed air or thrust modulation. In order to 
compensate zero pitching moment-shift together with decreased stability 
the horizontal tail setting angle normally must be enlarged to positive 
values during landing transition'. This feature is demonstrated in Figure-* 
where nose up moments are increased to a maximum with decreasing 
transition speed. Certainly an unconventional behaviour of VTOL 
aircraft design. 

In addition due to destabilizing character attention must be paid on 
the swivelling procedure in order to prevent abrupt moment changes. 

3. In addition to jet interference on lift and pitching moment jet influence 
on drag is shown in Figure 6, where drag polars with and without jets 
are compared. For a fixed angle of attack lift as well as drag decreases 
but generally the lift - drag ratio becomes worse. This is mainly due to 
remarkable changes of the lift distribution by jet induction in the mid wing 
thus giving higher induced drag. 

Comparison of the two diagrams shows that the influence decreases with 
increasing velocity ratio and decreasing swivelling angle. 

2.2.2 Lateral motion 

Jet influences on lateral motion are mainly characterized by changes in the yawing 

and rolling moments due to intake and exit flow,  as sketched in Figure 7.   In this 
figure the basic configuration -i.e.  the aircraft without intake and exit flow - and 
the additional moments are plotted against forward speed for a fixed incidence, 
angle of yaw and nozzle position.lt can easily be seen that jet influence decreases 
the yawing and increases the rolling moments,  thus stabilizing in yaw and  destabilizing 
in roll. 

The intake flow on the other hand more or less reduces the weather cock stability. 
The destabilizing int-cke moment for a fixed yaw angle being roughly a linear function 
of the flight Mach number equalizes the stabilizing parabolic yawing moment at a 
certain speed.  From hovering up to this limiting speed the aircraft becomes unstable 
with respect to yaw motions.  This is of course a normal problem for each V/STOL 
aircraft, however,   it must be solved in order to use the aircraft's capability. 

The limiting speed which is marked by the line B in Figure 7 mainly depends on 
aircraft configuration and mass flow ratio.  The unstable speed range is larger for 
fuselage front intakes than for side or wing intakes. 
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In any case stabilizing in roll, worsened by jet influence as seen in Figure 7, 
must be efficient in the speed range of unstable yawing moments.   In practice no serious 
problems will occur, because of the support of bleed air. 

A much more delicate problem are the additional rolling moments beyond the 
boundary B in Figure 7 which need rather big efforts in bleed system design in order 
to avoid significant handling limitations. 

As mentioned above the discussed intake and exit flow interferences are valid for 
constant incidence, angle of yaw, and nozzle position.  It may be noticed, however, 
that an increase of these parameters increases the moments with the same tendencies 
as they are given for an aircraft without jets. 

2.3      STOL 

Much more complicate as during transition the jet effects are to predict for the 
STOL phase of an aircraft. This is because the ground acts as a new and highly 
effective parameter, which is illustrated in Figure 8. 

In this figure lift and pitching moment due to ground interference on jet influenced 
airframe are plotted against the relative ground clearance for given incidence, nozzle 
position and velocity ratio.  On the left part of the figure, which is valid for zero 
incidence, the typical tendency of ground effect is to be noticed.  That means that 
extremely small distances cause suction forces, whilst additional lift forces are measured 
for higher clearances and in general it can be stated, that in about a wing span 
distance the ground effect completely disappears    . 

In a similar manner the additional pitching moments are nose down for small 
clearances and change to small positive values in about a half span distance. These 
effects are normally increased by an increased nozzle angle,  the velocity ratio, 
however,  is not of strong importance for that case of zero angle of incidence as can 
be seen in Figure 8. 

As a typical example it may be assumed that a rolling aircraft has a relative ground 
clearance of 0.4. For a nozzle swivelling angle of 30   and a velocity ratio of about 
0. 13 this leads to a positive ground induced moment of about 0.03 T,  marked by 
the point P_^. 

On the right hand side of Figure 8 the same curves are shown with the only 
exception,  that they are valid for an angle of attack of 15   . 
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The incidence increases the additional  lift and moments which in addition are 
more sensitive with respect to jet direction and velocity ratio. 

But again for the example mentioned above even for 15    incidence the moment 
remains rather unchanged as can be seen comparing P^c and P0. 

Starting from that point, for fixed velocity ratio,  nozzle angle and incidence 
the hatched lines illustrate the changes in lift and moment as they are to be expected 
during take-off.  That means,  that together with decreasing induced lift the pitching 
moment tends from negative to positive values in a rather smooth progress. 

This is in principle valid also for higher speed ratios.   In this case the slopes are 
stronger,  however. 

Much more effective than velocity ratio the jet direction seems to be.  From 
Figure 8 it can be seen that a 60    nozzle angle gives worse results than a 30    nozzle 
swivelling angle.  This leads to the assumption that for STOL the nozzle angle should 
be as low as possible. 

A point of particular interest is the rudder effectiveness with respect to ground 
influence. 

Test results for the symbolized configurations indicate that no significant changes 
could be measured apart of a small increase for positive incidence.  This can be derived 
comparing the curves for zero and negative horizontal tail setting   angle In Figure 8. 

One can notice that ground influence producing a nose down pitching moment Is 
slightly decreased for negative setting angle. 

That means, uninfluenced rudder efficiency used to get nose up moments according 
to negative tail setting is supported by decreased nose dawn moments due to ground 
interference.   In summary no severe trim and stability problems are to be expected for 
STOL when using small jet deflections. 

2.4      Jet interference in high speed flight 

In section 2.2 It has been demonstrated that a lot of interference problems are 
connected with the transition phase of jet supported V/STOL aircraft.   New problems 

; might be expected in high-speed and especially in transonic flight due to compressibility 
effects of the free stream velocity.  In particular if the jet nozzles are fitted near 
the center of gravity on both sides of a fuselage. On the other hand It Is wellknown 
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that the interference of a jet in a nearly parallel stream is in a first order proportional 
to the difference of the jet exit and the free stream velocity.  Thus the difference in 
high speeds is smaller than in low speed flight. 

From our experience it appears that sonic jet pressure ratio is the main parameter in 
transonic flight. 

A typical test result is shown in figure 9 where for Mach number 0.90 and three 
nozzle pressure ratios the lift coefficient is plotted against incidence and pitching 
moment coefficient. From this example it can be stated that for small incidences 
neither the lift nor the pitching moment slope are remarkably changed within the 
measured pressure range from one up to four. The main influence seems to be a shift 
in zero pitching moment and zero lift angle. The stability of the aircraft is only 
effected at higher incidences i.e.   load factors which normally cannot be used.  It 
may be noticed, however,  that these incidences where stability will be influenced 
by jet   interference are somewhat smaller at smaller Mach numbers. 

Nevertheless as it is known from low speed tests the zero pitching moment and zero 
lift angle shifts seem to be the main feature of the problem. 

It therefore will be of general    interest to compare these low and high speed values. 
This has been done in Figure 10, where zero pitching moment and zero lift angle are 
plotted against the reciprocal effective speed ratio. For critical nozzle exit pressure 
the figure covers a Mach number range from zero up to one. 

The correlation of the results is rather good. The result can therefore be used as 
a guide for jet influence in transonic flight if low speed tests are available. 

The small values compared with low speed results prove once more that even for 
side mounted nozzles the problems of jet interferences are to be solved in the 
transition phase and not in the transonic flight region. 

This is valid for lateral stability too, where normally the jet influences can be 
completely neglected. 
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3.        THEORETICAL APPROACH 

The importance of jet induced forces and moments on V/STOL aircraft design 
asks for a theoretical approach.  Because of the complex problem no complete theory 
can be expected at this moment but even some guide lines could be helpful for 
the project engineer. 

2 
Recently an attempt was done by Williams and Wood     who established the 

"vortex-sheet theory", which can be called a "far-field-theory" of a single jet, 
based on Woolers small perturbation approach. 

Another possible theoretical approach,  using near field effects will be shortly 
described:  It is wellknown that a jet induces a velocity field,  as indicated in 
Figure  1 1 .  On a wing the additional normal and tangential velocity components 
will be induced which are proportional to the exit velocity vj.  The tangential 
components are to be understood as change in local dynamic pressure whilst the 
normal components give an add'tional circulation decreasing the sectional lift 
coefficient. 

Thus in total a change both in sectional  lift slope and magnitude and in addition 
a shift of the aerodynamic center should be expected. 

To calculate these effects some empirical knowledge of the induced velocities 
normal to the jet boundary is necessary, which can be obtained from  test results. 
Replacing the jet boundary by an arbitrary surface distribution of singularities which 
give the actual normal velocities on the boundary a potential-theoretical model 
can thus be established,  in order to calculate the complete induced velocity field. 
From these calculations it appears,   that the most important effects are generated in 
the vicinity of the nozzle. Therefore in most cases an approximation of the jet by a 
model jet of only some diameter's length seems to be sufficient.  On the other hand 
that means that the jet history far downstream has no significant importance on a 
wing, provided that the speed ratio voo/vj is small enough to ensure that no big 
deflections in the neighbourhood of the nozzle will occur. 

As indicated in Figure 11 three different regions of jet effects can be defined 
in principle.   In region I which covers the hovering phase the influence of the free 
streem velocity is extremely small.  This means that the jet induced tangential 
components are big compared wirh the free stream velocity.   Thus non-linear effects 
or strong changes in the lift coefficient slope are to be observed. 

In region II the tangential components as well as the curvature of rhe jet path 
can be neglected in first order calculations.  This simply means that only the normal 
components of the jet inductions are important,  giving a linear function between 
L/T and (voo /vi)e. 
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On the other hand this effect can be interpreted as a negative camber of the 
wing or as a simple OC   .- shift for constant lift slope. By means of the model 
descibed above this region can be easily calculated using the lifting surface theory. 

The third region may be understood as a speed range where the jet deflection 
must be considered.  This region can also be calculated by means of the lifting surface 
theory, but a more detailed knowledge about the jet inductions should be demanded. 
That means that the jet may no longer be compared with a submerged jet and should 
be better replaced by a vortex sheet as proposed by Williams and others    ' 

Fortunately for most jet supported V/SJOL aircraft transition /vill be finished 
at the end of region II. 

A comparison of theoretical calculations done in 1964 with new experimental 
results is shown in Figure 11 for the symbolized wing-bod/ combination. The 
agreement is quite good, although the interaction between the six jets was neglected. 
It therefore seems useful to continue on this theory which is described in more detail 
in an unpublished VFW work but will be published in the near future. 
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Some Studies into Inrprovenents in Automatic Throttle Control 

toy N.   H.   Hughes M.A. 

Blind Landinp: Experimental Unit 

Royal Aircraft Establishment Bedford 



Smmnaiy 

The  characteristics of automatic throttle control systems are 
described with particular reference to speed holding:, height holding 
on the glidepath and throttle activity. The  deficiencies of existing 
systems axe examined and a modified form of control is presented 
which shows promise of avoiding most of these deficiencies. 
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Sone Studies Into Improveaents In Automatic drottle Control 

1   INTRODUCTION 

Automatic throttle control systems (auto-throttles) are bein^j 
installed in an increasing nunber of civil end military aircraft and are 
in passenger service with Trident and V.C.10. Althoußh auto-throttle 
has been considered for other phases or flii^ht, it is primarily used 
during approach and landing.  In these critical phases, there is increas- 
ing pressure on pilots in fitting-in with ever tightening air traffic 
control procedures, and auto-throttle assists by relieving the pilot of 
the workload of speed control.  In addition it contributes to safety by 
improving speed holding on the approach, thereby reducing the risk of 
stalling the aircraft and enabling better height holding to be achieved 
on the glidepath.  During automatic landing, precise throttle control is 
particularly important in achieving accurate control of the touchdown 
point, and with supersonic transport (S.S.T.), and future aircraft which 
can be speed-unstable on the approach, auto-throttle is probably vital 
to make the aircraft flyable in turbulent conditions. 

An auto-throttle can be made to work by applying throttle propor- 
tional to airspeed error. However, to take out initial condition errors 
at engagement and to compensate for long-term changes in fli/^ht path, it 
is universal practice to include an additional throttle demand from the 
integral of airspeed error, a term which has to be made weak, and there- 
fore slow, to satisfy stability considerations. Finally, to compensate 
for shorter term changes in flight path, a throttle demand fron pitch 
attitude is included.  Such a system is shown in Fig. 1. 

Such auto-throttle systems, vriiich will be described in the 
remainder of the report as conventional auto-throttles, work well in still 
air conditions or in the presence of steady wind shear. However, in 
turbulent conditions, the direct airspeed input to the throttle causes it 
to follow the fluctuations due to gusts, producing excessive throttle 
activity. Iluch of the throttle movement which occurs is regarded by the 
pilots as unnecessary end is due to small short-tem gusts which the 
pilot neglects when controlling manually.  This throttle movement causes 
unnecessary wear and tear on the engines and produces a variation in 
amplitude and frequency of engine noise which appears to be much more 
worrying to passengers and people en the ground than a steady engine note. 
Bie throttle activity may also affect the performance of the pilot or 
autopilot in holding height on the glidepath, particularly in tne case of 
propeller driven aircraft where slipstreaci can account for a large 
proportion of lift or in any case whore the engines are mounted above or 
below the centre of gravity.  Also, in multi-engined aircraft with widely 
separated engines, variation in engine response can produce significant 
yawing moments when the throttles are active, thereby disturbing azimuth 
performance. 

With a conventional auto-throttle, therefore, there is a clash 
between the need to keep the airspeed gain high to provide good airspeed 
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holding In wind shear or large gusts and the desire  to reduce the gain 
to minimise the throttle activity in continuous turbulence.    The 
turbulence inputs to the system extend over a very wide frequency bend 
and any attempt to introduce sufficient filtering on the airspeed signal 
to produce worthwhile smoothing,  results in a serious degradation in 
closed-loop stability of the overall speed control system. 

Just as smoothing on the airspeed signal introduces stability prob- 
lems,   the use of a Jet engine at low power setting can cause instability 
because the engine response becomes very slow,   and this virtually pre- 
cludes use of conventional auto-throttle with existing engines for steep 
approach paths such as are being considered for noise abatement.    Such 
basic problems of engine response can only be solved by modifications to 
engine design,   including possibly the use of nozzle control to provide 
direct control of thrust regardless of basic power setting.    However, 
there is scope for considerable improvement in the performance of auto- 
throttles, when used with engines at normal power settings,  by modi- 
fying the control system.     This paper describes how,  starting from a 
re-definition of the perfozmance requirements for an auto-throttle,  it 
is possible to design a system which shows promise of avoiding most of 
the disadvantages of conventional systems. 

2 AUTO-THROTTLE DESIGN CRITERIA 

The problems with existing auto-throttle systems are not so much 
what they do in terms of airspeed holding but criticisms of the way they 
do it - particularly the throttle activity already referred to.    In 
considering possible modifications to auto-throttle control,   therefore, 
the aim was to  try to reduce  the throttle activity without prejudice to 
the performanc'3 of the system.     In establishing the kind of throttle 
behaviour which would be acceptable,   discussions were held with pilots 
and handling experts and the following desirable criteria were defined. 

An auto-throttle,   under conditions of average  turbulence,  should 
neglect small amplitude short period gusts but maintain average airspeed 
error near zero.    Under conditions of large sustained gusts or extreme 
wind shear, however,  the auto-throttle should react quickly to contain 
the airspeed error within safe bounds.    Also,   because of the greater 
threat to safety of speed loss,   both because of the danger of stalling 
or approaching a zero rate of climb speed and because an engine is 
generally more sluggish to accelerate than to lose thrust,  it Is des- 
irable that the auto-throttle should respond more rapidly to a speed loss 
than  to a speed gain. 

Although we have described the qualitative characteristics which we 
would like to be shown by an auto-throttle system,  we have not yet 
defined a quantitative performance criterion on wliich the acceptability 
of a nodified system may be judged.     To do this  it is necessary first 
to study the behaviour of the existing type of auto-throttle more 
closely.    However,   even before doing this we have to examine the charac- 
teristics of the plant we  are controlling - namelj   the engine. 
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For the purposes of this paper, we will a. sume that we are con- 
trolling a Jet engine. Often, for the purposes of stability analysis, 
this is regarded as a simple lag and has the response to a series of 
throttle xaoveoents shown in figure 2. In practice, however, for many 
engines this is an over-simplification, and we have chosen to repx*esent 
the engine in a more complex manner so that its response is as shown 
in figure 3. When the throttle is opened, thrust is determined by the 
turbine speed (R.P.i.i.)» and both rise together as though the engine 
were a simple lag. V/hen the throttle is closed, thrust follows the 
throttle but R.P.M. decay with the same lag as applied to the accele- 
ration.  If the throttle is opened again before the R.P.I.I. have 
decayed to the steady state value, thrust follows the throttle to the 
value dictated by the present R.P.II., and then continues to rise from 
that point with the simple lag.  The characteristics simulated have 
been deduced as a simplification of the characteristics of a common 
engine in present day service, and thrust has been scaled to suit an 
S.S.T.  Although these characteristics may be rejarded as rather 
extreme in comparison with the most modem designs, they are sufficient 
to illustrate the uajor effects that angine response characteristics 
can have on awto-throttle performance. 

To return to the problems of specifying auto-throttle perfomuuice, 
we will first look at the behaviour of the conventional an to-throttle 
system when subjected to various disturbcnnes. All the results we will 
present were obtsJnfid from an analogue simulation of an S.S.T. on the 
approach to land, flying on the glide path under autopilot control. 
Figure 4 shows the performance of the system in responding to step 
head sxid  tail gusts with the lineal' and non-linear engines described 
above.  In both cases the responses arc well  damped, but it can be 
seen that  the non-linear engine's sluggish acceleration slows down the 
response to a tail gust slightly in comparison with a head gust.  In 
terms of known soecirications for auto-throttle perfox*ia:uice, based on 
damping and settling time, either of these systems is satinractoxy. 
However, use of random horizontal turbulence as a disturbance brings 
to li-sht several interesting features of the system. Figure 5 shows 
the behaviour of the conventional auto-throttle with a linear engine 
simulation.  The first striking tiling is that the airspeed fluctuations 
do not seem to be reduced by the use of auto-throttle, the r.oi.s. 
airspeed error being the same as the r.m.s. gust velocity.  Although 
close inspection shows that the axito-throttle does alter the low 
frequency structure of the airspeed fluctuations, it does not affect 
the majority of the high frequency fluctuations.  One therefore observes 
that under turbulent conditions, such as frequently occur on the 
approach to land, an auto-tlirottie is certainly not able to act as a 
short-term speed control.  In fact, the indications are that if it were 
required for the auto-tlirottle to make a si/^nif.leant reduction in the 
airspeed fluctuations due to turbulence, the system gain and band- 
width would have to be increased a great deal.  Of coarse, such a 
form of control would be ext"emely Jerky and unconifortable and would 
not be acceptable.  As it is, it can be seen that the conventional 
auto-throttle produces a lot of engine activity in turbulent conditions. 
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even though this activity results in neslxeihle  reduction in airspeed 
error. 

Having disposed of airspeed holding as a usable criterion for 
evaluating auto-throttle performance, one must look elsewhere. For 
assessing safety in the approach and landing, it is considered that 
the accuracy of height holding on the glidepath is the prime parameter, 
and for the remainder of the study it has been assumed that the 
acceptability of auto-throttle system, from a performance point of view, 
can be judged by observing the effect it has on height in turbulent 
conditions. Under the test conditions considered, the conventional 
auto-throttle with linear engine produced an r.m.s. height error of 
about 2.3ft (0.7m), whereas with the non-linear engine (Fig. 6) the 
r.m.s. height errox* Increased to about 4*4 ft (1.4m). Close inspec- 
tion of the records also shows that the non-linear engine, with its 
slow acceleration, allows larger height losses to occur than height 
gains. Although the differing engine characteristics cause significant 
and readily detectable differences in height holding on the glidepath, 
the speed holding appears unaffected, confirraing the superiority of 
height holding as a criterion for coaparing performance in these con- 
ditions. Because of its significant effect on performance, it is 
clear that accurate engine dynamic response data is required if a 
fully satisfactory auto-throttle design is to be achieved. However, 
practically the only data available from aero engine manufacturers is 
in tiie form of slam acceleration and deceleration time histories and 
steady state relationships between R.P.M. and thrust.  This leaves 
many questions unanswered particularly about the dynamic response 
relationships between small tlirott.le movements and thrust at various 
operating points over the usable power range. Although more insight 
into engine operation may be obtained by simulating the complete non- 
linear fuel control system, much more information on the dynamic res- 
ponse of the engine is needed if a fully satisfactory auto-throttle 
design is to be achieved. 

In an attempt to avoid under-estimating the effects of engine 
response, the possibly pessimistic non-linear engine model described 
above was used for the remainder of the study. 

3   DBVELOPUEWT OF A U0D1PI£D  AUTO-^IROTTLE SYSTEM 

Before considering additions to the conventional form of automatic 
throttle control, it is worth demonstrating what would happen with 
simpler control. The simplest form would be no control at all, which 
would certainly satisfy the requirement for minimum throttle activity 
under average conditions. However, as we have considered an S.S.T. 
aircraft, which is speed unstable, we obtain the obviously unacceptable 
result shown in figure 7 - the classical divergence. 

A fora of control which might enable long term control of the mean 
airspeed to be obtained, without introducing much throttle activity, 
would be to apply throttle as a function of the integral of airspeed 
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error only.    Ihis results In trie instability shown in figure 8 and we 
conclude,   therefore,   that a direct speed term is necessary to provide 
satisfactory closed-loop operation*    Unfortunately,  if airspeed is used 
as  the direct control term,   this contains noise which extends right 
through the frequency band needed for ensuring closed-loop stability 
and as was stated in the introduction,  little useful filtering of the 
airspeed signal can be achieved without upsetting stability* 

A way of obtaining satisfactory closed-loop stability without 
introducing noise,   is to  repD ace  the direct throttle  control  term by 
groundspeed,   obtained by integrating the output of a fore-and-aft 
accelerometer,  retaining integral of airspeed as  a long-term monitor. 
Figure 9 shows  the perfornance obtained from this  system.     It is stable, 
and throttle and R.P.IJ.   activity is slight but height holding on the 
flidepath is seriously affected,   the r.m.s.  error increasing to 6.6 ft. 

2.2m)  in comparison with 4*3 ft.   (l.4m) for the standard system.     Tills 
results because  the  system tolerates large low frequency airspeed 
errors which would have been removed by the direct  throttle control in 
the  conventional system,   and these low frequency airspeed errors 
significantly disturb the flight path. 

Between  the extreme cases so far considered,   where  the direct control 
is  either all inertisl or all airspeed,   there is  a wide range of possible 
complementary filtered systems in which the dix-ect  term is groundspeed 
at high frequencies and airspeed at low frequencies.     A limi ,ed study of 
com.olenventary filtered systems was nade and it was found that very 
little of the airspeed term could be replaced by inertia!  information 
before height holding began  to suffer,   a smoothing time constant of as 
little as  1   second causing a noticeable degradation in performance. 
Figure  10 shows  the perfornance of such a system and it can be seen that 
very little reduction in  throttle activity is achieved. 

The above linear auto-throttle systeus were  studied  to establish to 
what extent the  throttle  activity could be reduced by inertial  and 
compleuentary filtered schemes,   without penalty on height holding on the 
glidepath,   and it was concluded  that little advantage  could be obtained. 
Also,   no account had been  taken of  the desire  outlined in section 2  to 
provide preferential  treatment for the effects of large gusts and speed 
losses.     After some experimentation,   the non-linear scheme,   shown in 
simplified block diagram form in figure  11,  was devised.     It enables 
throttle activity  to be reduced under average conditions,   but provides 
height holding only slightly inferior to  that obtained with the conven- 
tional auto-throttle  in conditions of heavy  turbulence.     The system 
operates as follows s- 

Under all conditions,   long term monitoring of  the airspeed is main- 
tained by connaanding throttle from integral of airspeed error.     Provided 
airspeed error is  less  than  some  tlireshold value,   the  direct  throttle 
control  is  frora groundspeed,   but when airajeed error exceeds   the  tlireshold, 
the  direct  tern is  replaced by complenent-iry filtered  airspeed.     The 
comparator',   which rjokes   the  change-over from Groundspeed  to conpleaentary 
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filtered airspeed control,  Is made asynnetrical,  operating for speed 
losses greater than 3 ft/sec (1.65 m/a) and for speed gains greater than 
10 ft/sec (3.3 m/a).    This ratio of limits was found to eliminate the 
lore« hoi^ht losses previously referred to when the non-linear engine 
model was used.     Although we state above that complementary filtering of 
the airspeed signal was only slightly effective in reducing throttle 
activity it was considered worth incorporating to reduce the tendency 
for the system to respond unnecessarily to large "spiky" gusts of short 
duration. 

r       Theiperfomance of the system in moderate turbulence (3*5 ft/sec 
Jl.2 ra/af   r.m.s.)  is shown in figure  12.     In these conditions,   the 
rooparator thresholds ore only occasionally exceeded and the system 
behaves very similarly to the pure t'jround speed control system considered 
previously,  having a very low level of  throttle and R.P.M.  activity. 
Figure 13 shows  the Jaehaviour of the system in high turbulence con- 
ditions  (6.5 ft/seel 2.1  m/s Vr.m.s.).     The choracteri&tlc behaviour of 
the system of i^oriivj small /rusts and responding only to the large 
ones is clearly seen.    This characteristic enables the system to show 
reduced throttle activity in comparison with  the conventional system 
even under these  turbulent conditions,   and R.P.LI.  variation is reduced 
by 2:1 which should show a worth-while reduction in noise perceived 
by passengers.     In spite of these advantages,   the r.m.s. height holding 
on the glidepath does not suffer,  a figure of 4.4 ft (1.5m) r.m.s. 
being obtained in comparison with the 4»3 f* (l.4m) yielded by the 
convontional system. 

No mention has been made so far of the authority limitation of 
auto-throttle systems or their behaviour in  the presence of extreme 
gusts.     Both conventional and the modified auto-throttles will have 
amilar response   to gusts which  are large in comparison with the  compar- 
ator threshold in  the modified system.     At present,   auto-throttles 
operate with a speed gain of about ^/l50  'g*  per ft. 

and are limited in authority to between + 0.1   end J 'g1 per m/s v 
1  50 J 
0.2  'g1.     Hence  gusl •g1.    Hence gusts of greater than  15  to 30 ft/sec (5 to 10 m/a) 

will cause the auto-throttle to saturate.     It is believed that in certain 
rare weather conditions,  gusts which appear effectively as steps of 
60 ft/sec could occur,  and even if there were no authority limitation, 
simulation tests suggest that these would cause height losses of 50 to 
100 ft on the approach,  depending on the engine response characteristics 
and airspeed filtering used.    Much worse results will occur when the 
authority is limited. 

In the studies described here,  no attempt has been made to take 
advantage of reduced throttle activity in average conditions in possibly 
allowing increased auto-throttle gain and authority to be used to 
counteract the effects of such extreme gusts,  and there is clearly scope 
for further investigation in  this area.     However,   design of a system  to 
cope effectively with such extreae conditions cannot be regarded solely 
as an auto-throttle design problem and must be a complete system dealgn 
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including auto-throttle,   autopilot and,  if necessary,   the aircraft 
Itself and its lift control system.    Such a study was outside the scope 
of this report.    However,   the reduction in throttle activity and satis- 
factory performance predicted in conditions of average and heavy random 
turbulence is regarded as sufficiently encouraging to justify flight 
test of the modified auto-throttle system and this is planned for the 
near future. 

Whereas use of auto-throttle has so far been restricted to  the 
limited periods of approach and landing where it is required for safety 
reasons,  throttle and engine activity have so far precluded its use for 
extended periods in cruise,   climb and descent.    However,  provided that 
the predicted improvements are realized in flight the modified system 
should allow much wider use of auto-throttle without causing annoyance 
to pilots and passengers and without penalty  to engine life or reliability. 

4 CONCLDSIONS 

The deficiencies of existing auto-throttle systems have been 
examined with particular regard to throttle activity in turbulence.     It 
has also been shown  that airspeed holding is  a poor criterion for 
judging the performance of auto-throttles in general.    It is proposed 
that the effect of  the auto-throttle on height holding should be used 
as  a performance criterion and it has been shown  that it is possible  to 
develop a modified auto-throttle system which sliowr. considerably 
reduced throttle activity in  turbulence without predjudice  to auto- 
pilot iieight holding on the glidepath.    Although a detailed application 
of  the techniques proposed would clearly have  to be worked out to  suit 
a particular airframe-engine combination,   it is believed that the 
principles should be generally applicable. 

The study has  shown  that the engine dynamic response characteristics 
can have a large effect on  the performance of  the overall autopilot and 
auto-throttle system and it is clear that more  detailed information is 
required from aero engine manufacturers if an auto-throttle design is 
to be achieved which provides satisfactory aircraft perfornumce, 
behaviour acceptable to pilots and passengers and which interferes least 
with efficient operation of the engines. 
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ENGINE AIRFRAME INTEGRATION PROBLEMS PECULIAR 
TO AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS WITH NACELLES 

MOUNTED ABOVE THE RING 

G. Lobert and J. Thomas 

1.    INTRODUCTION 

Prom the beginning of the Introduction of Jet propulsion for transport aircraft  It 
was  found practical to accommodate the engines  In Isolated nacelles mounted close to 
the wing or  fuselage.     Since structural considerations dictated relatively short pylon 
lengths a problem of aerodynamic  interference arose. 

Prom the aerodynamic point of view,   the practical engine locations may be divided 
Into three groups.     These are the  location of the engines  at the rear fuselage,   below 
and above the wing.     Tisough the   aerodynamic  interference   problem is only one of the 
various criteria to be considered when selecting the engine location,   this probably 
was  the reason why the engine  location  above  the wing has not  been  given  consideration 
up to now.     Small short-range transport,  aircraft have to be provided with an extremely 
high  thrust/weight-ratio due to the necessarily short take-off distances and the 
small number of engines.     In the case of low-wing configurations it   is,   however,   no 
longer possible  to mount  the  relatively   large bypass engines  below the wing without 
major structural and aerodynamic drawbacks.     A structural disadvantage will  result 
from the  large  landing gear  length  while  the cut-out  in  the  trailing-edge  flaps  in 
the  region of the engine Jets  results  in  a reduction of  the maximum  lift  coefficient. 
The  location of  the engines at  the  rear  fuselage of an aircraft of this  size will 
cause considerable problems of  balance and  trim due to  the  unfavorable arrangement 
of cabin,   wing,   engines,   and tail.     The aerodynamics of  this  configuration differs 
only  slightly  from that of an engine arrangement above  the wing,   because  for a 
reasonable  arrangement of the various  center of gravity   locations  the engine air 
intake generally overlaps  the  trailing  edge of the wing  considerably. 

There  is,   therefore,   a certain class of  low-wing aircraft   for which  an engine 
location above  the wing is unavoidable.      In  the present  paper we would  like to point 
out  and analyze the aerodynamic  advantages and disadvantages of this  aircraft config- 
uration.     We will draw upon  the   information  obtained  in   this  company   in  a pre-deslgn 
investigation of the aerodynamics of this engine  location.     Much of  the wind-tunnel 
testing carried out  in this preliminary   investigation was done with   the model  config- 
uration shown  in Figure  1. 

2.    GENERAL   AERODYNAMICS   OF   THE   WING-NACELLE-INTERFERENCE 

Before  giving a detailed analysis of  the  various aerodynamic  consequences of this 
engine-aircraft-configuration, we should discuss the cause of the nacel le-wing-interference. 
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Figure 2 shows the distribution of the local Mach number above a NACA 64A016  airfoil 
section  for a  free-stream Mach number of 0.65 at two different lift coefficients. 
Considerable super-velocities occur in a large region above the wing.     These are 
additlvely superimposed on the supervelocitles of the undi  turbed air intake and 
pylon to a first  approximation. 

The diagram  indicates one aerodynamic property of this engine arrangement.     Another 
is seen  from the next  figure   (Pig. 3) where the  flow around the engine nacelle under 
the influence of the wing is shown schematically.     It can be seen that the nacelle 
induces vertical as well  as horizontal perturbation velocities on the wing.     In order 
to fulfill  the boundary condition on the wing surface,   a circulation distribution is 
generated whose induction exactly compensates  the vertical component of the perturba- 
tion velocities caused by the engine nacelle.     The nacelle thus generates,   as a result 
of its flow displacement,   a lift,   a pitching moment,   and a drag force on the neigh- 
boring wing.     This  flow displacement which  is caused by the finite thickness of the 
intake lip and the  flow   around   the Intake leading edge  resulting from engine throttling, 
is  intensified by the  fact that the engine i'itake lies  in a region of increased velocity. 
Aerodynamically,   the intake operates  in a more  throttled condition than that  indicated 
by the intake velocity ratio    Vj/V,,, . 

The circulation distribution on the wing chord locally generates horizontal velocity 
increments which combine with those of the flow  field of the engine nacelle.     These 
two components combine with each other on the wing upper surface,   whereas on the lower 
surface they cancel each other almost completely. 

The measured pressure distribution on  the wing in the vertical plane of symmetry of 
the nacelle is plotted in Figures 4 and 5  for the two cases with and without nacelle 
for different  longitudinal and vertical  locations of the  intake. 

In these tests both the engine inlet  flow and exhaust Jet were simulated whereas the 
engine pylon was not  included.     It can be seen that on the upper side of the wing 
positive pressures are induced  in  front of the  intake and negative pressures  below 
the nacelle,   whereas the wing lower side was affected only slightly.     Qualitatively, , 
this incremental pressure distribution corresponds to that of the flow between the 
nacelle and the plane defined by the wing chord.     Obviously,  only aft engine locations 
can be considered,   because only  in this region has the wing a sufficient margin  between 
the local pressure and the minimum pressure on the wing to acconmodate the suction peak 
of the interference pressure distribution. 

Figure 5 shows that the magnitude of the aerodynamic  interference considerably 
depends on the  vertical  location of the nacelle as was  to be expected.     Since  this 
geometric quantity has an equally large  influence on the structural weight  the aero- t 
dynamicist can  use this means of reducing the  interference problem only to a limited 
degree. 

Figure 6 shows the measured effect of the  intake velocity ratio on the wing pressure 
distribution.     As was to be expected,   the suction peak directly below the engine nacelle 
increases with   increasing  engine throttling. 

Figure 7  is  a plot of  the  interference pressure distribution in the spanwise direc- 
tion.     As a result of the principle of reflection the  lateral decay of the engine 
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disturbance has a similar behaviour to that of the x-components of the flow around 
the  isolated nacelle.     At a distance of half a nacelle diameter from the engine plane 
of symmetry the suction peak has  already decreased to 65% of its maximum value,   whereas 
the magnitude of the retarded  flow in  front of the nacelle has decreased by only 8%. 

3.    LOW   SPEED   CHARACTERISTICS 

Regarding the low speed characteristics of this configuration the problem of the 
effect of the engine nacelle on maximum lift,   longitudinal stability,   and drag will 
be of particular interest.     In the course of the pre-design  investigations  low speed 
wind tunnel tests were conducted using a l/5th scale model of the configuration shown 
in  Figure 1.     The effect of the nacelle on lift  increases with  increasing flap deflec- 
tion.     Whereas with    5p =  0    practically no change or lift can be detected the addition 
of the nacelles results in a small  decrease of    CL    when  the  flaps  are extended.     In the 
linear region of the    CL(a)-curve    this results  from a change  in circulation while  in 
the region of maximum lift an additional lift  loss is caused by  flow separation at the 
aft  end of the wing-pylon-junction.     Here,   the nacelle creates a particularly  adverse 
pressure gradient,   as is shown in Figure 4,   to which  is added the positive pressure 
gradient  cf the engine pylon.     Better flow conditions can be achieved by means of a 
more favourable distribution of pylon thickness and by extending the pylon past  the wing 
trailing edge.     The  largest  loss of    CL is approximately    ACL % 0. 1 .     This may be 
considered to be a very good result.     A comparable nacelle located below the wing, 
which would in the present configuration have to be mounted directly below the wing 
or on a very short pylon,   would cause a disturbance of the  flow around the wing leading 
edge and necessitate a cut-out  in the trailing edge  flaps and would thus result  in 
markedly higher loss of    cLmmx  ■     Considering the    CL(Cm)-curves    for the tail  off 
configuration negative shift of the pitching moment curve  for the clean configuration 
is  to be noted.     The pressure distribution below the nacelle shows that the local  lift 
changes mutually compensate but  generate an additional moment,   i.e.   a zero moment  change 
which  becomes visible here.     An  inspection of the pressure distributions on the upper 
surface of the wing   (Fig. 4)  shows that  for this  location of the nacelle the  Induced 
pressures result  in  a negative pitching moment with  hardly  any effect on wing  lift. 
With extended flaps the effect of the engine nacelle at  a constant angle of attack  is 
much  the same as   Defore.     However,   since there  is   in  this case,   as mentioned previously, 
a simultaneous  loss of lift practically no change  in     C^,       can be detected.     The slight 
destabilisation near    CL is caused by the small   region of separated flow near the 
wing-pylon-junction.     The effect  of the engine nacelles on the drag polars  is to displace 
these  by nearly a constant amount,   i.e.   for this engine  location there is practically no 
influence of the nacelles  on the  induced drag. 

If the calculated value  for the  form drag of both nacelles and pylons  is subtracted 
from  the drag of the complete configuration there  remains an   interference drag  ranging 
between  6 and  10% of the  zero-lift drag of the wing-body  configuration.     The   inter- 
ference drag of 7%  for  the   flaps  retracted case  is  in  good agreement with that  obtained 
in   transonic tests.       The   flow conditions in the engine   intake during cruising  flight 
are of  great  importance   for  the durability of the engines.     Intake ruoasurements have 
shown  that throughout   the complete  flight envelope no  total  pressure  losses occir at 
the  compressor face during normal  operation.     This   favorable characteristic may  be 
attributed to the fact  that  the  flow asymmetry  at  the  intake due to a change  in  angle 
of  attack  is smaller by  an  order of magnitude  than   for example,    in  the case of  a con- 
ventional engine arrangement  in   front of the wing.     This  can  be seen   from Figure 9, 
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where the change of the flow direction in a body-fixed system of axes as a result of 
an angle of attack change is shown. 

Stalling 

What is the connection between the desired behaviour of the wing and the engine 
Intake conditions during stall?      In addition to the usual requirement of a stable 
pitching moment behaviour and sufficient aileron effectiveness,   there is for this engine 
location the requirement that the intake flow distortions shall not exceed a limit 
defined by the engine manufacturer.     The flow disturbances present when the engines are 
located above or behind the wing are a consequence of the geometric arrangement of wing 
and engine:   in the stalled condition,   the intake moves into the wake of the wing. 
Since large total pressure losses and flow nonunlformities occur in the wing wake,   it 
is possible that the engine may surge,   flame-out,   overheat or be severely damaged. 
The large number of aircraft with intakes above and behind the wing proves that this 
problem can be solved.     The pressure losses occurring in the intake at an angle of 
attack of 6-7°  beyond    CLmm/d    (Pig-10) are in the same order of magnitude as those 
of existing aircraft,   e.g.   the DC 9.     It is of utmost importance at which angle of 
attack the maximum admissible distortion limit will be exceeded.     If this angle exceeds 
the angle of maximum lift sufficiently so that it will not be reached in a dynamic 
stall then there is no problem of inlet flow distortion.    A natural phenomenon helps 
in this respect:   due to the reduction of supervelocity near the wing leading edge 
(see Figure 4) a limited region of the wing below the nacelle separates at a con- 
siderably larger angle of attack than the remaining wing.    When the flow separation 
progresses from the trailing to the leading edge the first disturbance reaches the 
air intake about 6° beyond the stall angle of attack as is confirmed by Figure 10 
«dich shows the relationship between    CL(a)    and   Ptot«l^    tor the flaps-up con- 
figuration.     With a further increase of angle of attack the flow disturbance progresses 
uniformly from the bottom to the top of the air intake.     It must be ensured that at 
all flap deflections no leading edge separation occurs otherwise the margin of about 
6° can be reduced considerably.    This is of course no great task in the case of trans- 
port aircraft with moderately thick wing sections. 

4.    EFFECTS   ON   HIGH   SPEED   FLIGHT   CHARACTERISTICS 
< 

Critical Mach Number 

The aerodynamic problems to be solved when selecting the engine location and when 
designing the nacelles and pylons have already become evident during the general 
considerations described in the first section.       It is obvious that the critical Mach 
number of the clean wing can only be achieved if the maximum negative pressure of the 
integrated configuration does not exceed the maximum suction of the clean wing.     Ulis 
means that engine nacelle and pylon cannot be located in the area of maximum super- 
velocities of the wing section;   consequently the engine nacelles can only be mounted 
on the rear part of the profile. 

Although,   strictly speaking,   local pressures can only be calculated when the three- 
dimensional problems of lift and thickness of wing,   nacelle,  pylon,   and fuselage are 
solved simultaneously,   the results of the step by step treatment are already very 
satisfactory.     Thus the engine Inlet lip has to be designed for the locally raised 
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Mach nuaber which corresponds to the cruise condition.  Then the pylon design must 
guarantee that the supervelocltles occurring under free-stream conditions do not 
exceed the still available span to the ■axiaun allowable speed. This requires that 
the distance between the position of maxlmuD nacelle diameter and the maximum pylon 
thickness becomes as large as possible.  When designing the pylon shape the upper 
section caused the bigger problems, because of the smaller allowable supervelocltles 
and the various structural and aerodynamic requirements specified by the engine 
manufacturer.  These requirements nay prove to be very restrictive in case of a bypass 
engine with a short duct operating at the critical pressure ratio. The shapes of the 
intake lip and of the engine pylon, developed on the basis of these considerations, 
are shown in Figure 11.  The corresponding pressure distributions measured for the 
cruise condition are presented in Figure 11(a).  As one may see, the suction on the 
upper wing surface is everywhere below the maximum value of the clean wing.  The 
suction peak occurring at the pylon exceeds this value by Ac = 0.14 which corres- 
ponds to a reduction in the critical Mach number of 0. 03.  This high negative pressure 
can be reduced to the wing level by modifying the pylon section. Taking into con- 
sideration the static thrust behaviour, the intake had not been designed for Mach 0.80, 
as would be necessary, but for Mach 0.75.  This results in a suction peak built up at 
the lower side of the intake lip. This suction peak, however, is unobjectionable 
because of its very small extension in the streamwise direction. Figure 14(a) shows 
the corresponding aerodynamic drag characteristics of the aircraft. One can see that 
the addition of the unthrottled bypass nacelle and of the engine pylon leads to a 
0. 035 reduction in the drag rise Mach number. 

The foregoing considerations indicate that an engine nacelle Installed above the 
wing strongly affects the three-dimensional pressure field on the upper wing side. 
This type of engine location is. however, unsuitable for wings with higher sweep angles, 
since it is well known that the favourable aerodynamic characteristics of these wings 
are due to the undiminished sweep of the isobars.  While the reduced sweep of the 
isobars at the wing root can easily oe corrected by relatively simple geometrical 
modifications of the inboard wing, this is no longer possible with a swept wing having 
an engine nacelle mounted above its upper side. 

Tuck-Under 

As pointed out in Section  1,   an engine nacelle  installed above the wing may con- 
siderably change the lift and pitching characteristics of the wing.    This can result 
in  an  influence of the speed stability,   since the .e interference effects become larger 
with increasing Mach number which is a consequence of the increasing lateral  extension 
of the nacelle displacement effect with  increasing Mach number. 

As is known the speed stability is proportional  to 

BM n   »const. 
lT>const. 

For the steady level flight condition the following applies 

const. 
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Now we obtain 

n   =con8t. 
iT=con8t. 
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- 2 —   -       m 
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In the  Incompressible flight regime all  terms except the last one become zero and 
Equation  (1)  now reads 

BCm C,  Be 
Bv v   Be, 

(2) 

From Equation   (1)  we see that the effect of compressibility becomes more and more 
Important with decreasing lift coefficient and static longitudinal stability.     The 
first term of this  equation may be written  In  the  following form: 

BC 
WB 

BM BM 

Be LIB 

a BM 

X8 XNWB (3) 
a 

At a constant  angle of attack the change of pitching moment contribution of the 
horizontal tall   (second term of Equation  (1))   Is primarily due  to a change of the 
wing downwash caused by a changed lift distribution on the wing.     Sign and magnitude 
of this change of pitching moment depend on  the lateral and vertical arrangement 
between the  incremental  wing lift distribution and the horizontal tail  location. 
Generally the wing lift which decreases with increasing Mach number at a constant 
angle of attack  results  in a reduction of duwnwash at the horizontal tall  thus reducing 
the speed stability.     A nose-up pitching moment can only be generated by a decrease of 
lift  in the outboard wing b .a or an increase in  the Inboard region. 
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and Equation  (3),   Equation  (1)  reads 

?5- _    B(^Niri 
3M 

BC LIB 

BM a CLa»B        S 

CL, 
de 

a«B dcLl| 

Be 

C,  Be. 
M  Be, 

Be LT 

BM 

Be 
CLaTBM 

CL WB 

(4) 

The first  term of Equation   (4)  represents the change of the wing zero  lift pitching 
moment as a function  of Mach number.     The second term results from the change of the 
wing lift at a constant angle of attack and consists of two parts which take  into 
account the change of the downwash at the horizontal  tall  and the Incidence adjustment 
required for sustaining the necessary lift.     This change of wing lift as a function of 
Mach number may be caused either by subcritical compressibility effects or by the 
formation,   amplification,   and movement of compression shock waves.    Generally,   these 
transonic phenomena result in a loss of wing lift,   since they are initiated on the 
upper wing side.     By means of a favourable distribution of thickness and camber, 
however,   it  is possible to create similar transonic  flow conditions on both sides of 
the wing without changing the lift coefficient.     It should be noted that this second 
term is proportional  to the horizontal tall volume.     Therefore the problem of speed 
stability becomes particularly severe with high-speed short-haul  aircraft,   since the 
CL  _,    values and the wing loading,   necessary for take-off and landing,   require large 
;a?r volumes on one  side and very  small lift  coefficients at cruise on the other. 

In the case of an  airplane with conventional  geometry where Mach-dependent  lift 
loss occurs in the  inboard wing area,   the coefficient of   BcL    /BM   of Equation  (4) 
ranges between 0.5 and  1.0. 

In order to get  an  impression how the   fore-and-aft position   of the engine nacelle 
Influences the speed stability at sub-critical speeds,   we have calculated the  lift and 
the pitching moment  of a two-dimensional configuration at Mach 0 and 0.707.     This 
configuration consisted of a flat plate at zero  incidence and of a nonllfting two- 
dimensional  body.     The results of this simple calculation are shown in Figure  12. 
As may be seen,   the sub-critical lift losses  reach their maximum when the maximum 
diameter of the engine nacelle  is located at the wing trailing edge.     On  the other 
hand,   the destabilizing wing moment reaches  its maximum when the maximum engine 
diameter Is located at about 50% wing chord.     It  is interesting to note how rapidly 
the  influence of the Mach number on the  Interference effect diminishes when  the 
leading edge of the displacement  body moves behind  the trailing edge of the  flat 
plate.     The curves  in  Figure  13 are plotted  for two different  values of the coeffic- 
ient of   BCL    /BM   for the total moment change caused by compressibility.     They 
Indicate that within  the sub-critical Mach number  range,   forward nacelle  locations 
have a stabilizing effect whereas central and rearward positions decrease the speed 
stability. 

Figure  14 shows  the pitching moment curves measured  for the configuration shown 
in  Figure  1 at     n =   1   ,   eT = constant,   for the   following three configurations:   complete 
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aircraft without nacelles,   aircraft with nacelles and original  intake lip,   and complete 
aircraft  with  improved intake  lip shape.     The  individual drag divergence Mach numbers 
are also shown.     The dashed curves  indicate the pitching moment variation which would 
be obtained without compressibility effects.     It may be seen that  the measured curves 
initially slowly deviate from the corresponding dashed curves,   and then diverge rapidly 
above the critical Mach number.     Whereas  the  first effect  is due to the growing dis- 
placement effect of the nacelle,   the second corresponds to the well-known speed 
instability caused by shock-induced  loss of wing lift. 

These two Mach number regions can also be seen in Figure  14(c)  where  the lift 
coefficient  at a constant angle of attack  is plotted against the Mach number for the 
three configurations mentioned above.     The strong stabilizing effect  above Mach 0.8 is 
due to the  loss of lift on the outboard wing.     The horizontal  tail experiences a 
further  increase in downwash when the lift of the thicker inboard wing area increases 
again beyond a certain Mach number. 

The approximate scale drawn  in Figure   14(b)   for the horizontal  tailplane setting 
angle is an  indication of the small  angular changes of downwash and angle of attack 
which are involved in the problem of speed stability.     Thus complete compensation of 
the undesired natural trim change is possible by means of a proper variation of 
stabilizer setting with Mach number,   amounting to a maximum change of tailplane 
incidence of 0.9°. 

The shock-induced speed  instability may be eliminated by creating similar transonic 
conditions on  the lower wing side as those occurring on the upper surface.     This may 
be achieved by  a suitable modification of the camber and thickness distribution of 
the wing.     During an attempt to obtain a similar result by mounting a simple two- 
dimensional displacement body on the wing lower surface,   the powerful  effect of such 
a body on wing lift was discovered.     In  addition to the normal procedure of eliminating 
tu?kunder by  a suitable wing design,   we  investigated the effect of a small blister 
mounted on  the upper surface of the horizontal tail on longitudinal  trim. 

Figure  15(a)  shows a comparison between  the pitching moment curves  with and without 
a small horizontal  tail blister.     The same diagram also shows the  lift coefficient 
based on the  blister area acting on the horizontal tail as a function of the Mach 
number.     As may be seen the blister initially  increases the stabilizer  lift  but as 
soon as the critical Mach number  is reached a  large downward force  is  induced on the 
horizontal  tail.     The former effect  is due to the local change of airfoil camber. 
The transonic  force characteristics of the  blister may be explained by the fact that, 
owing to the  increase of entropy  in the normal shock  located above the blister surface 
and the increase of the boundary layer thickness,   the external  flow is displaced  in a 
normal direction downstream of the blister.     It can be shown that to a  first approxi- 
mation the  following relationship exists between the displacement thickness of the 
entropy  layer downstream of the blister and the transonic wave drag of this body. 

3    =     K      WB
M2 t»  +   (K-1)M*0C]   . 

"TLOC^LOC 

This explains the considerable trim change caused by the blister above its critical 
Mach number. 
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Clearly the Mach number at which the transonic blister effect starts to become 
operative may be controlled by the thickness ratio and its intensity by means of the 
area of the blister.  Thus almost any desired variation with Mach number can be 
generated, i.e. the pitching moment characteristics required for the proper control 
forces can be achieved without any artificial devices.  This is illustrated by the 
double blister shown in Figure 15(b).  This blister was designed such that the 
smaller, thicker blister becomes operative at Mach 0.65, whereas the larger, slightly 
thinner blister begins to function at Mach 0.70.  The same diagram shows the pitching 
moment characteristics at n = I ,   €- =  constant for the complete aircraft with and 
without this double blister.  One can see that by means of this device it is possible 
to considerably increase the speed stability above that of the aircraft without 
compressibility effects. 

Extensive pressure and force measurements have shown that the blister causes 
practically no unfavourable side-effects.  The influence on zero-lift drag, elevator 
effectiveness, elevator hinge moment, longitudinal stability and horizontal tail 
buffeting are either extremely small or of secondary importance.  This is best demon- 
strated by the fact that the boundary layer downstream of a blister designed for Mach 
0.65 does not separate even at Mach 0.80.  The reason for this behaviour is that with 
increasing free-stream Mach number the Mach number directly upstream of the normal 
shock on the blister initially Increases, then reaches a maximum value, thereafter 
decreases slightly and finally approaches a constant value.  When taking into con- 
sideration that the blister is located within the region of retarded flow immediately 
upstream of its own entropy layer this behaviour may be understood to a certain extent. 
The advantages of such a blister with its self-protecting property are obvious. 
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Fig. 1  Configuration tested in low and high speed wind tunnels 
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Flg. 2       Local Mach numbers  for the clean wing.     Wing thickness   ratio   15.79% 
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Fig. 3  Schematic representation of nacelle flow pattern and resulting velocity 
perturbations on the wing 
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Fig.4  Influence of the engine location on the wing pressure distribution. 
Constant h/I 
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Fig. 5  Influence of the engine location on the wing pressure distribution. 
Constant  xv/Z 
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Figs.6 & 7  Influence of engine nacelle on wing upper side 
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TAIL OFF CONFIGURATION 

 ENGINE NACELLE OFF 
ENGINE NACELLE ON 

0        0.1       02      03      0.4       CQ       0.6 

Fig. 8      Lift,   drag and pitching moments      Low speed tests;     Re 2. 4 x 106 , M^ = 0. 17 
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=   11 

Flg.11       Pressure distributions on  the wing,   the pylon  and the  fan   lip at 
M^ =  0. 65 , CL  =   0. 19 
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AIRCRAFT  AND  PROPULSION  OPERATIONAL   CONSIDERATIONS 

RELATED  TO   INLET DESIGN 

by 

Frederick   T, Rail,   Jr 

Aeronautical   Systems  Division, 
United   States  Air  Force, 

Wright-Patterson   Air   Force  Base,    Ohio,    USA 



SUMMARY 

Diagnostic tests of an Inlet mounted on the side of a fuselage 
and under a wing have been conducted In a wind tunnel. Studies of 
the flow field ahead of the inlet identified an Influence on inlet 
performance. The effects of varying both inlet location and the 
fuselage geometry were related to inlet pressure recovery, distor- 
tion and turbulence. The fuselage boundary layer was subsequently 
found to be of particular importance  to this  inlet location. 

Full scale engine tests have investigated  the effects  of inlet 
turbulence on a  turbojet.    These  tests,   conducted in an altitude 
facility Incorporating a  choked venturi  to provide  the desired  turbu- 
lence,  have shown that inlet turbulence reduced  the engine stall 
margin. 

Wind  tunnel  tests  of an underwing inlet have shown the effects 
of inlet uns tart on  the  stability and  control  characteristics  of a 
supersonic aircraft.     The role of the inlet control system was in- 
cluded.     The effect of inlet uns tart has been found to be a major 
design parameter in  the placement of the propulsion system. 
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I.     INTOODÜCTION 

The integration of airbreathing propulsion systems with specific 
airframe designs  can be broadly classified into  the two general  cate- 
gories of Performance and  Operational.     Under  the Performance  cate- 
gory would  fall  such things as inlet pressure recovery,  exhaust 
nozzle drag,  and propulsion system weight.    Under  the Operational 
category would  fall the numerous inlet-engine compatibility problems, 
the effect of inlet and engine operation  on aircraft stability and 
control,  and acoustic  fatique problems generated by exhaust noise. 
Performance sells airplanes.    Good  operation is  the pilot's  objec- 
tive.    A  successful airplane has both. 

In the quest  for  ever  increasing performance  capabilities,   the 
propulsion systems and   the airframe have become more and more  inte- 
grated with a continually higher state of tune.     Propulsion  systems 
are now located  so as  to create a favorable interference effect on 
the aircraft lift-to-drag ratio.    Inlet structure is utilized  to 
carry aircraft loads as well as  inlet loads.     Subsonic diffusers 
operate at higher  duct Mach numbers  in order  to save some drag and 
to reduce weight.     Compressor operating lines have moved  closer   to 
the surge line in  order  to improve efficiency.     Exhaust nozzles  are 
designed  to ingest airplane boundary layer air  in  order  to reduce 
weight.     Variable  inlet,   engine,  and nozzle geometries and  associated 
control systems are utilized  to maintain  high efficiencies across   the 
speed regime. 

Performance has  been  the motivating  force behind  the  trend   to- 
ward integration and we have accepted as  necessary evils  the   solu- 
tions of the  operational problems as  they arise.     We  tend  to worship 
the God  of Performance  continually and pray  to   the God  of Operations 
only when we are  in  trouble.     To support  the belief  that a more 
balanced approach  can be achieved by emphasis,   this paper deals  ex- 
clusively with  the operational  considerations  of  the airfrar-.e-propul- 
sion integration. 

The length limitations  of this paper,  prohibit an extensive re- 
view of the operational  interface area.     Therefore,   examples  have 
been selected  on  the basis  of current interest and  developments  and 
to illustrate  the  variety  of the inter-relationships.     The   follovjing 
sections present  examples   of the  influence  of   (l)   the airframe   on   the 
inlet,   (2)   the  inlet on   the engine,   and   (3)   the  inlet  on   the  airframe. 

II  EFFECT OF AIRFRAME ON  INLET 

Much research  effort has been  expended   in   investigatinc   the 
optimum place   to  locate an   inlet  on  various  aircraft  configurations. 
These data  have generally  shown  that placing   the   inlet unier   the 
fuselage  or  a  lifting  surface,   tends   to  shield   the  inlet   fror,  ad- 
verse effects  due   to  increasing angle   of  attack.     In addition. 
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locating  the inlet in such a position at supersonic  speeds  offers   the 
advantages  of a reduced local Mach number due  to the wing leading 
edge shock which offers  the performance advantage of a reduced  inlet 
capture area and,  hence,   less weight and drag.     For an aircraft de- 
sign which  incorporates a high wing and  engines located aft in  the 
fuselage,   locating  the inlet under  the wing and next  to  the  fuselage 
is natural.     In  order to investigate  the effect of an  inlet being 
bounded  on  two sides,  a wind  tunnel model was built as  shown in 
Figure 1.     The  inlet configuration was  selected on the basis  of low 
spillage drag at the lower supersonic Mach numbers and  the  inlet was 
designed  to have the shocks  essentially on  the inlet lip at 2.2  Mach 
number.     Porous  bleed was incorporated  on  the compression  surfaces 
in order  to minimize shock wave-boundary layer interactions. 

A  splitter plate was located  between  the fuselage and  the inlet 
in order  to prevent the  oblique and  normal  shocks  from interacting 
with  the fuselage boundary air.     The distance of the splitter plate 
from the fuselage was  selected  on  the basis  of the expected height 
of the  fuselage boundary layer.     Aft of  the splitter plate leading 
edge,   the   flow area was  continuously increased underneath  the split- 
ter plate  to insure  that the  fuselage boundary layer would pass  be- 
low.     No difficulties were expected  from the wing boundary layer  be- 
cause  of the relatively short distance between the wing leading edge 
and  the  inlet.     Plows were designed   to remove the boundary layer  from 
the wing surface and  the outboard  side  of the splitter plate and pre- 
vented  these relatively low  energy flows  from entering  the inlet.     A 
combination sub-inlet and plow was  located underneath  the  splitter 
and aft of the  inlet cowl  in  order  to remove  the air  from beneath  the 
splitter. 

The  next  step was   to measure   the  flow  field provided  by  the 
aircraft at  the   inlet  face plane without  the  inlet and   splitter  plate 
installed.     The  local  velocity  vectors were measured  by  conical 
probes.     No  boundary layer measurements  were attempted.     Tests were 
conducted  at Mach numbers up   to design  and  from angles   of attack   of 
zero  to 16°,   the limit on  the conical probe  calibration.     The re- 
sults  of  these   tests were  as  expected.     The Mach number at  the  inlet 
face was  quite uniform at  all   angles   of attack  tested.     The   flow, 
however,   showed   significant  changes   in angularity.     At 0° angle  of 

The first series of wind   tunnel   tests were conducted  on  the  in- 
let removed  from the fuselage.     To prevent  the bleed-ofi' of pressure 
around   the  conical  compression surface   in  the isolated  inlet  tests, 
a  complete 360°  compression  surface was   installed  forward  of the  in- 
let cowl  station.     This  circumferential   surface replaced  the quarter- 
circle design  cone.     The  tests were run at 0° angle of attack and at 
the local Mach numbers expected underneath  the wing  for level  flight 
angle  of attack.     The  inlet and  diffuser performance was  as  pre- 
dicted,   from  the  theoretical  shock pattern and emperical  subsonic 
diffuser losses. 
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attack,   the flow was essentially in the  fi-ee stream direction.    As 
the angle was increased beyond 6°,   the flow  showed increasing compo- 
nents  in  the upward and outboard direction.     This  flow angularity 
appeared  to originate from the  cross  flow around the fuselage and 
from the span wise flow associated with the highly swept wing lead- 
ing edge.     The magnitude of the  flow direction change was  less  than 
that of the angle  of attack and,   therefore,   the wing provided  the de- 
sired shielding  from the full  free  stream angularity. 

The fuselage,  wing,  and  inlet were next  tested  together.     The 
results are presented  in Figure  2  in  terms  of inlet total pressure 
recovery,   compressor face total pressure distortion,  and  turbulence. 
The total pressure distortion parameter,   D,   is an area-weighted  fac- 
tor which basically considers  circurJTerential  total pressure varia- 
tions.     The  turbulence,   or noise,  was measured by a dynamic pickup 
at the simulated  compressor face.     This pickup had a relatively flat 
frequency response up  to approximately 200  cycles per  second. 

The results   of this  test were quite disappointing.     The inlet 
pressure recovery was expected  to continually increase with angle  of 
attack because of the reduced Mach number aft of the wing leading 
edge shock.     The  data showed  the maximum recovery occurred at the 
lowest angle of attack tested.     In addition,   the steady state dis- 
tortion and   turbulence increased with angle of attack  so rapidly 
that engine stalls  could be predicted. 

In order  to  investigate  the reasons  for  the relatively poor 
inlet performance  at  the higher  angles  of attack,   additional wind 
tunnel   tests were prescribed.     A   series   of five total pressure rakes 
were added  to the  fuselage immediately ahead  of the splitter plate. 
The data  from these rakes are presented   in  the  form of constant  total 
pressure profiles  around  the  fuselage as  shown  in Figure 3-     At A"50* 
the fuselage boundary layer height agrees well with the predictions. 
As  the angle was   increased,  however,   the boundary layer  height be- 
gan  to bulge  significantly and   the  splitter plate  distance   from  the 
fuselage was  no  longer  sufficient  to  capture  all  of the  fuselage 
boundary layer.     These data were  measured  both v;ith and without  the 
inlet and splitter plate on the model  in order  to determine  the 
effect  of  the  inlet  on  this  boundary layer   characteristic.     There 
was no  significant difference  in  the results. 

The bulging  of  the boundary layer was  diagnosed   to be  caused   by 
the  increase   in pressure underneath   the wing  ^s angle  of attack was 
increased,   plus   the  increasing  vertical   component  of  the   free  stream 
velocity at  the higher angles.     These   two  forcoc   tended   to  squeeze 
the  fuselage  boundary layer.     3ince   the boundary layer was   con- 
strained   by  the  fuselage and wing  surface,   it relieved   itself by 
locally bulging beyord  its  normal  height. 
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The measured inlet perfornance could then be explained by the 
fuselage boundary layer coining over the splitter plate leading edge. 
This relatively low energy air interacted v;ith the inlet shock -waves, 
causing some of the low energy air to spill into the inlet and ad- 
versely effecting the inlet performance at the higher angles of at- 
tack.  In order to test this theory, the inlet was moved outboard so 
as to place the leading edge of the splitter just outboard of the 
bulged fuselage boundary layer.  The splitter was also changed from a 
vertical orientation to one parallel to the fuselage.  (Figure U) 
The splitter orientation was changed in order to increase the dis- 
tance between the splitter and the inlet, and thus further decrease 
the possibility of splitter plate boundary layer air entering the in- 
let.  This change was also consistent with eliminating the vortex on 
the outboard side of the splitter plate.  This vortex, generated by 
the lower leading edge corner of the splitter, had been noted during 
oil flow tests.  It was believed to be caused by the cross-flow 
around the fuselage which caused a lifting vortex.  Changing the 
splitter orientation was expected to change the loading on the split- 
ter plate and thus cause the corner vortex to pass under the splitter. 

The test results of this configuration change are shown in Fig- 
ure U.  The inlet pressure recovery, distortion, and turbulence were 
all greatly improved and the inlet was now operating as expected. 
These results indicated that the fuselage boundary layer air was re- 
sponsible for the previous poor inlet performance. 

To further test these conclusions, the inlet and splitter were 
moved back to their original location and a fence was added along the 
bottom of the fuselage as shown in Figure 5«  This fence was designed 
to deflect the fuselage cross flow outward and downward, and thus 
shield the boundary layer along the fuselage side from the cross flow 
at the higher angles of attack.  The pressure recovery and total 
pressure distortions of this configuration are compared to tho?e of 
the original inlet in Figure 5.  These data show the fence to be 
quite effective in improving the inlet rerfcrriance.  The effective- 
ness of the fences further substantiates the boundary layer bulging 
theory. 

The overall conclusion from these tests is that locating an in- 
let under a wing and next to a fuselage can be accomplished quite 
successfully but that careful attention must be paid to the fuselage 
boundary layer. 

Ill EFFECT OF INLET ON ENGINE 

As noted in the previous section, inlets can deliver quite tur- 
bulent flow to the engine face.  In order to investigate what effect 
this turbulence had on the operating characteristics of a turbojet 
engine, a ground test was conducted on an actual engine.  The test 
was run in an altitude test cell with the basic test setup and in- 
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struj.icntation  ac   shovn  in Figure 6.     The  test arrangement consisted 
of an airflow metering venturi with a  translating  conterbody which 
allowed  the  throat  "ea   to be varied.     This  variation in geometry 
produced   varying   shock vave  systems   and,   because   of  the  shock wave 
boundary layer   Interactions,   produced   varying  intensities  of  tur- 
bulence at  the  compressor  face. 

JLeady state  total and  static pressures at  the compressor   face 
were measured  by  four  5-probe pitot-static rakes  arranged   90°  apart. 
Dynamic  total   pressures  at  the compressor  face were measured  by four 
?-probe rakes  located   90° apart and  in  between  the  steady state 
pitot-static  rakes.      The  dynamic pressure  instrumentation provided 
valid  data  up   to  about 200  cycles per   second. 

A   typical  waveform generated   in   this   test is   shown in  Figure  7 
along with   the   spectral  distribution.     The  amplitude  of the pressure 
fluctuation was   found   to  be distributed   in  an  essentially Guassian 
manner abouL   the  steady state pressure  level.     This property per- 
mitted   the wave  amplitude  to be defined  on a probabilistic basis 
since  the  standard   deviation, O0,   is  equal   to  the root mean  square, 
Hl-D.     The  definition   of  turbulence T.?hich  was  arbitrarily  selected 
is  as   foil owe: 

Turbulence   =  6  y  RIZLZJ.   k 100^  =  6 o- 

With   this   definition,   turbulence  is   the  ratio  of  the  99-7% probable 
amplitude range   to   ^he  steady state  total  pressure level. 

Fach  of   the  ejjht dynamic  total  pressure pickups  at  the  compres- 
sor  face were  individually analyzed  and   showed   that  the  turbulence 
varied  in  value  over   the   face  of  the  compressor.     Figure  8a  shows   the 
turbulence  variation across   the  face   of  the  compressor  for  a partic- 
ular   setting  of  the   turbulence generator  at a   simulated Mach  number 
of 2.2,   and  a   fixed   engine  speed  and   centerbody position.     In  order 
to describe   the   turbulence at  the  compressor   face  with  one  number, 
an arithmetic-average  of   the   turbulence   of  each of  the eight dynamic 
pressure measurements was  utilized. 

In addition   to generating  turbulence,   the  test set-up  also 
created  some  steady-state   total  pressure  distortions  at  the  compres- 
sor  face.     Figure  8b  shows   the distortion profile   for   the  same   test 
conditions  as   the  turbulence profile  in  Figure 8a.     All  of  the  steady 
state  total   pressure distortions were   found   to be  generally a   one per 
revolution  circumferential pattern with a  large radial   component. 
The  engine  had   been previously  tested   to  determine   the  effects   of 
distortion  on  engine  operation at MQ  

=   2.2.     Thece data   showed   that 
the distortions   generated   in   the present  series  of  tests  had  practi- 
cally no affect  on   the engine  operation,   including  stall   margin. 
Thus,   the results   of  the   turbulence  tests   can  be directly attributed 
to  turbulence  and   not  to  any effect of distortion. 
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The results of the testing showed that turbulence reduces the 
engine stall margin by decreasing the pressure rise across the com- 
pressor required to induce stall.  Engine stalls were induced in each 
of the following manners: 

1. Instantaneous stalls - The turbulence level was increased 
by continuously moving the centerbody until stall occurred or by 
setting the centerbody and increasing airflow until stall occurred, 

2. Steady-3täte Stalls - The turbulence level vas set and the 
engine was operated at steady state conditions until a stall occurred. 

3. Fuel Pulse Stalls - A turbulence level was set which was not 
sufficient to cause "Steady-State Stalls". A fuel pulse was then in- 
jected into the combustor until the compressor would stall. 

U, Afterburner Li^ht-Off Stalls - A turbulence level was set 
and the afterburner lit off. Depending on conditions, stall would 
or would not result. 

The Instantaneous Stalls were quite enlightening since the value 
of turbulence at which the engine would stall varied significantly. 
Six instantaneous stalls wore obtained at MQ = 2.2 and 100^ RPM.  The 
turbulence levels at these stall conditions varied from 11.5^ to 22%, 
This wide range of turbulence levels for stalls suggested that the 
occurance of stall might be probabilistic rather than deterministic. 
For this reason these stalls were analyzed on a probability basis and 
the results are shown in Figure 9.  These data show that as turbu- 
lence amplitude was increased that the probability of stall increased. 
The solid line on Figure 9  describes a Gaussian distribution and 
tends to support the probabilistic nature of the stalls resulting 
from turbulence. 

The steady-state stalls occurred after setting the conditions 
and waiting some time period which would vary from several seconds 
up to eight minutes. Nine stalls of this type were encountered at 
Mo = 2.2 and 1005? engine speed.  These stalls again tend to support 
the probabilistic nature of the turbulence-stall phenomena. 

The fuel pulse stalls were used to measure the compressor stall 
margin, defined at a constant corrected engine speed.  Figure 10 
presents the results of these tests in terms of the stall margin as 
a function of the average turbulence level.  The zero turbulence 
intersection was evaluated with screens In front of the engine to 
remove the turbulence as well as in previous engine tests.  The zero 
margin intersection was based on the $0%  probability of stall from 
Figure 5".  The data at intermediate turbulence levels were scattered 
about the line drawn. A definite decrease in stall margin is 
apparent as turbulence is increased. 
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Additional  tests were  conducted  in which the engine  stall mar- 
gin was  increased by such  things  as  increasing exhaust nozzle area 
which lowers  the compressor  operating line.    In each case  the engine 
tolerance  to  turbulence was  increased.     Thus,   turbulence  effects 
are similar to  other mechanisms  for  causing engine stall,   in  that 
they all  respond  favorably to increased  stall margin. 

More  instrumentation was required  in  these  tests  to have deter- 
mined  the physical process  involved  in  the turbulence  induced  stalls. 
In particular,  higher  frequency response instrumentation would have 
provided more  insight into  the possibility of high energy levels  oc- 
cluding at  frequencies greater   than  200  cycles per  second.     Additional 
instrumentation would have provided  a better definition  of the  spa- 
tial variation of turbulence which may well be of significance.    Addi- 
tional  tests with increased  instrumentation will be required  to under- 
stand  this  stall phenomena.     It  is   to be expected   that such  tests 
will lead  to a better understanding  of the stall mechanism and a 
more deterministic approach  to  the  influence of turbulence. 

The  overall  conclusion  from  these  tests  is  that  turbulence de- 
creased   the  compressor  stall margin  and,   hence,   should be  considered 
in future  inlet and  engine design. 

17 EFFECT  OF INLET ON AIRFRAME 

AS   the maximum Mach number of airbreathing aircraft has  in- 
creased,   the amount or air  handled  by  the  inlet relative  to  the 
amount  of air handled by the aircraft wing has also increased.     This 
has given rise  to increasing concern  of  the possible adverse effect 
of propulsion system operation on  the stability and  control   charac- 
teristics   of  the aircraft.     Of particular  concern was   the   impact  of 
internal  compression inlets,  v/hich under  some failure  conditions, 
could   forcefully expel  the internal   shock waves   forward  of  the  in- 
let cowl   (inlet unstart)  and  could   cause  significant  change   in   the 
aircraft's   flow  field.     This  concern led  to an  investigation  of  the 
effects   of an  inlet uns tart  on  the  aircraft  shown   in  Figure   11.     This 
aircraft had  two independent  internal   compression  inlets   located 
underneath and within  the  flow field  of  the vring.     The  inlets were 
located  just  forward  of the  center   of gravity close   to  the   centerline 
of the aircraft.     This  location   tended   to ninimize   the  forces  and 
moments   caused  by an  inlet uns tart and  by unsyrmetrical   thrust.      By- 
pass doors,   located   on  top  of  the wing  just  forward  of  the   two  ver- 
tical  tails   spilled  excess  inlet air  betv/een  the  tail   surfaces,   as 
shown in Figure 12. 

In  order  to investigate  the  effects  of inlet uns tart   on  the 
aircraft  stability and  control,  wind   tunnel   tests  were  conducted   on 
an aircraft  force model.     The model   incorporated   variable   inlet  geo- 
metry and   simulated   the bypass  geometries  and   flov;  conditions.     The 
bypass  air was  provided  by an  independent  source  of high pressure air 
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brought into the model.  This air supply was separately and inde- 
pendently controlled.  The model also contained pressure instrumenta- 
tion on the inlet ramps and cowl, the body, and on the vertical 
tails.  Since the external inputs of an unstarted inlet and deflected 
bypass doors were expected to be mutually independent, they were 
measured separately.  The tests were conducted at a Mach number of 
3.0. 

The incremental yawing moment coefficient resulting from an un- 
started left hand inlet is shown relative to the percentage of the 
design inlet capture area ratio in Figure 13.  The data points were 
obtained by varying the left hand inlet contraction ratio and inlet 
airflow.  These data have been corrected to zero duct exit thrust 
differential between the left and right hand ducts while the right 
hand inlet remained started.  Only stable inlet operating points were 
included since the six component force balance had a natural fre- 
quency close to the inlet buzz frequency.  This caused the force 
measurements to be unreliable during unstable inlet operation. 

The vertical lines in Figure 13 identify the maximum unstarted 
capture area ratios for various inlet contraction ratios.  The force 
measurements, together with the inlet ramp and cowl pressure data, 
showed that the high pressure air behind the expelled shock wave 
acted on the external ramps of the inlet causing a significant yawing 
moment.  The pressures on the outboard cowl produced a yax/ing moment 
opposite to that of the inlet ramps but the cowl moment was relative- 
ly small in comparison.  Integration of the ramp and cowl pressures 
agreed well with the force balance measurements. 

The data of Figure 13 suggested that the incremental yawing 
moment could be reduced by increasing the inlet throat height. 
This increase in throat height would allow the expelled terminal 
shock wave to stabilize closer to the inlet cowl, thus reducing the 
inlet ramp area which is being acted upon by the high pressures. The 
inlet control system would automatically increase the inlet throat 
height after an inlet unstart in order to restart the inlet.  The 
length of time that the aircraft would be exposed to this incremental 
yawing moment would be dependent upon the inlet control system and 
the maximum rate of movement of the inlet throat.  To insure that in- 
let back pressure would not be limiting the flow through the inlet 
during the restart, cycle, the inlet bypass doors were to be opened 
automatically shortly after the inlet unstarted. 

Unctarting the left hand inlet also resulted in a relatively 
large left wing down rolling moment.  This resulted from the low 
energy inlet spillage air destroying some of the lift on the left 
wing.  The larger the amount of air spilled around the inlet, the 
larger the incremental rolling moment.  Thus increasing inlet throat 
height would also reduce this inrmt as v/ell as the yawing moment 
innut. 
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The effects of bypass door operation were also obtained by both 
force measureinents and static pressure surveys.  During these tests, 
the right hand bypass doors were maintained closed while the left 
hand doors were opened varying amounts.  The pressure data showed a 
high static pressure existed on the body over the doors when the 
left hand bypass doors were opened at Mach 3.0.  This pressure de- 
creased In magnitude aft of the doors.  These pressures, in conjunc- 
tion with the gross thrust of the bypass air, caused a positive 
pitching moment input. The pressure distributions on the left hand 
vertical tall showed that the left hand bypass air expanded around 
the tall.  This lowered the outboard tall pressures and produced a 
negative side force on the tall.  The right hand vertical tall was 
unaffected.  The force measurements obtaining incremental yawing and 
pitching moment coefficients, as a function of left hand bypass door 
opening, are shown in Figure lli. 

The net effect of an inlet uns tart and bypass door opening was 
co produce a yawing couple, a rolling moment, and a positive pitching 
moment.  The forces which cause these moments are shov.n schematically 
in Figure 15. 

The input forces during inlet buzz had to be estimated because 
the force model was unreliable under this condition.  Observance of 
static pressure taps on the inlet ramps during buzz established 
the maximum upstream movement of the terminal shock pattern.  The 
assumption was made that a normal shock existed at this most forward 
station for a given period of time during the buzz cycle.  The static 
pressure behind the normal shock could then be calculated and was 
assumed to act on all of the exposed ramp surface aft of the shock. 
Previous experience showed this to be conservative because the shock 
pattern on the ramps during unstart consists of a series of lambda 
shocks generated by boundary layer separation rather than the simple 
normal shock which was assumed. 

A digital computer simulation of the aircraft response to these 
aerodynamic moments and forces was conducted next.  Many assumptions 
were necessary in this simulation.  In each case, the assumptions 
were made which would give the largest airplane response: 

a. The right hand inlet would always remain started independent 
of the airplane response. 

b. The left hand engines would continue to produce thrust at a 
level consistent with the inlet pressure recovery during the unstart- 
restart cycle.  (It is to be noted that the asymmetrical thrust would 
result in a yawing moment opposite to that caused by the inlet un- 
start and bypass door opening.  Thus the asymmetrical thrust produced 
a "favorable" yawing moment for this aircraft configuration.) 
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c.  The lightest airnlane weight was selected. 

The inputs were scheduled as a function of time consistent with 
the automatic inlet control operation.  The results of this simula- 
tion are shown in Figure 16. When the left hand inlet unstarted and 
the bypass doors opened, the resulting yawing moment manifested it- 
self as a sizeable side slip angle.  The side slip angle, in con- 
junction with the incremental rolling moment, caused the bank angle. 
The side load factor at the center of gravity reach O.Bg. 

Additional simulation runs were conducted with the stability 
augmentation system on.  This significantly reduced the airplane re- 
sponse. Additional various modifications to the automatic inlet 
control system were investigated which also reduced the aircraft 
response. 

In view of the lack of pilot input in the digital simulation, 
the airplane simulator was modified to simulate an inlet unstart and 
the pilot was incorporated into the loop.  The results of this showed 
that the pilot input occasionally was out of phase with the aircraft 
response and accordingly could aggravate the aircraft motions. These 
simulator tests depended upon the pilot response to instrument read- 
ings.  The pilot's ability to control the aircraft was expected to 
improve in flight because of the additional cues of sight and accelera- 
tion. None the less, modifications were made to reduce the inputs 
from the inlet and to improve the stability.  These changes made 
the airplane satisfactory on the simulator. 

Flight testing has demonstrated that inlet unstart can be safely 
accomplished.  In general, the airplane response is significantly 
less than predicted by the conservative analysis.  Three interesting 
conditions which had not previously been expected, have been ob- 
served during flight tests. 

First - The acceleration on the pilot during the unstart, is 
such that he creates an input into the control column when he is 
thrown forward with a force of about 0.2g. 

Second - The aircraft flexibility is such that the pilot side 
force accelerations and buffeting are much higher than expected dur- 
ing inlet buzz. 

Third - The stability augmentation system sensors are located 
near the inlet and receive an oscillating input from inlet buzz 
forces.  This induces a small oscillation input from the stability 
augmentation system which had not been previously expected. 
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A DISCUSSION OF THE USE OF THRUST FOR CONTROL OF 

VTOL AIRCRAFT 

By Seth B. Anderson, 

Ames Reseerch Center 
Moffett Field, Calif., U.S.A. 



SUMMARY 

The use of engine thrust to control VTOL aircraft in hover has been 
examined to point out the importance of certain items that affect handling 
qualities.  Information is based on the results of NASA-Ames Research 
Center tests using the piloted six-degree-of-freedom motion simulator and 
the X-l^+A variable stability and control aircraft.  The discussion includes 
consideration of the use of thrust vectoring and thrust modulation.  The 
results indicate that thrust vectoring to produce lateral translation can 
be used satisfactorily, reducing roll angular acceleration requirements. 
When thrust modulation is used for control, control lags must be minimized 
to avoid oscillatory tendencies. 
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A DISCUSSION OF THE USE OF THRUST 
FOR CONTROL OF VTOL AIRCRAFT 

By Seth B. Anderson* 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Control  of  VTOL aircraft   in hover and  low-speed  flight has  been 
an  important   item  in pacing  the development of  this   type  of  aircraft. 
The   required   reaction forces   for attitude  control during hover have 
commonly been achieved by the  use of engine compressor bleed air.     This 
method,   used  on  early Jet  lift VTOL aircraft  such  as   the  Shorts   SC-1, 
Bell  X-lkA,   and  Lockheed XV-h,   has  been  successful whenever a  sufficient 
quantity of  bleed  air was   available.     More   recently,   particularly for 
larger VTOL  aircraft such  as   the  EWR VJ-101  and Domier DO-31,   engine 
thrust has  been  vised directly for control.     This  method has   the  obvious 
advantages  of   improved efficiency and  lighter weight,   but when  it  is 
used,   certain  items  should be  considered  carefully to   insure  satisfac- 
tory handling qualities.     Handling qualities  are  affected by: 

Thrust vectoring  authority 
Thrust response   (engine time  constant) 
Excess  thrust  for maneuvering 
Gyroscopic  coupling 
Engine failure 
Cross  coupling 
Ingestion and  recirculation of exhaust gases 

The  first three   items  are basic  to any configuration,   while the  last 
four depend  on the configuration,   and although  important,   will  not be 
discussed   in  detail   in  this   paper. 

The purpose  of this  paper  is  to present some  information,   recently 
obtained by NASA,   on the use  of  engine thrust for control of VTOL air- 
craft.     Information  is based primarily on the results   of NASA-Ames 
Research  Center tests  using  the  piloted  six-degree-of-freedom motion 
simulator and the X-l^A variable  stebility  and control  aircraft. 

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Thrust modulation and thrust vectoring are used in the following 
ways for control of VTOL aircraft:  Roll and pitch moments as well as 
height can be controlled by thrust modulation while translation and yaw 
can be controlled by thrust vectoring.  Because the requirements for 
controlling roll are generally demanding, the discussion has been 

*Chief, Flight and Systems Simulation Branch, Ames Research Center, 
NASA, Moffett Field, California 94035. 
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oriented toward the roll axis.  It should be recognized that the research 
thus far covers only the hover mode and further research studies should 
include the transition area. 

2.1  Simulator Study of Thrust Vectoring 

The proper use of thrust vectoring is important since angular 
acceleration control power may be reduced if, instead of tilting the 
aircraft, the pilot uses thrust for translation.  A translational con- 
trol has obvious advantages for large aircraft for which large amounts 
of roll inertia severely limit the angular response.  The amount of trans- 
lational acceleration desired must be defined as well as the method of 
controlling it.  Preliminary information on a direct translational control 
system has been reported (l) and the method of control is shown schemat- 
ically in Fig. 1.  The control which employed a movable vane in the 
engine exhaust was investigated in two phases.  Tests were first made in 
the Ames piloted raultiaxis motion simulator (Fig. 2) and then in flight 
in the X-lUA Jet lift VTOL aircraft.  The simulator tests sought answers 
to two questions:  (l) how to control a lateral thrust vectoring vane 
from the cockpit (i.e., by a thumb controller or by stick deflection), 
and (2) how much to deflect the van«- for satisfactory maneuvering. 
Answers to these questions were needed to expedite the fiIght test 
program. 

2.1.1 Effect of type of controller.- Three methods of operating a 
controller were studiedl J^l)   vane deflection commanded by the stick, 
(2) vane deflection proportional 1 3 bank angle, and (3) vane deflection 
by a thumb controller mounted on t )p of the stick.  In the first method 
the vane was geared directly to the stick so lateral acceleration. Ay, 
was proportional to stick deflection.  When pilots evaluated this method 
of control by a series of lateral quick stops and reversals, phasing 
problems between roll attitude and side acceleration occurred regardless 
of the gains.  This control method could not be made satisfactory with 
a rate-damped system, and with an attitude command system the pilot did 
not have precise control during a roll reversal when side velocity was 
momentarily opposite to that normally associated with a given bank angle. 
In the second method, with side acceleration proportional to bank angle 
and an optimized rate-damped system, the control method was found to be 
satisfactory when the side acceleration for a given bank angle cp was 
increased by a factor of 1.5 

Ay = 1.5(g sin cp) 

For the third method two types of thumb controller action, on-off (bang- 
bang) and proportional, were studied.  The proportional thumb controller 
was preferred because of the pilot's desire to modulate side acceleration 
for "fine" control. 

2.1.2 Effect of amount of side acceleration available.- The pilot 
rating of maximum amounts of side acceleration, for both the proportional 
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and on-off thumb controller, are presented in Fig. 3. The preferred 
range was 0.08 to 0.13 g, depending somewhat on the type of controller 
used. The minimum for adequate maneuvering was 0.08 g while values 
greater than 0.13 g were uncomfortahle for the pilot. As expected, 
the on-off controller was less satisfactory at the higher g values 
because the pilot tended to induce an oscillation (PIO) laterally as a 
result of the side force against his arm. 

2.1.3  Effect of type of controller and maximuTn roll control power. - 
When the results from the simulator study of the various methods of 
control (Fig. h)  are compered with the conventional (vane inoperative) 
roll-to-translate method of control, two points are evident:  (l) The 
vane improved (lower number) pilot rating; (2) programming the vane as 
a function of bank angle was not as desirable as actuating the vane by 
a thumb controller on top of the stick.  The method of coupling side 
acceleration with bank angle had the obvious benefit of requiring 
smaller angular displacement and, hence, lower maximum angular accelera- 
tion (cp) to achieve a given side acceleration.  When high values of 
cp were used, however, the system was too sensitive and was rated 
slightly less desirable than the conventional system.  The separate 
thumb controller was clearly easier to use for maneuvering sideways 
at the lower values of cp and the pilot needed only a small amount of 
cp to correct for inadvertent upsets.  The pilot desired attitude 
stabilization in roll which would eliminate for all practical purposes 
any need for additional angular roll control (cp) . 

2.2  Flight Study of Thrust Vectoring 

The flight evaluation of the side acceleration vane was made UTing 
the X-lUA jet lift VTOL aircraft shown in Fig. 5.  The close-up shows 
the vane control surface, complete with outrigger airfoils needed to 
improve effectiveness and reduce longitudinal cross coupling.  The 
variable stability and control features of the X-l^A permitted a system- 
atic study to be made of the effect of variations in roll control 
power (angular acceleration) and sideward acceleration without the dis- 
traction of any cross-coupling effects such as roll due to vane deflection. 
A satisfactory value of roll damping was used for these tests.  The 
evaluation maneuver consisted of a lateral translation of about two wing 
spans (approximately 70 ft) as well as flying around an obstacle course. 
These tests were made out of ground effect in calm air since only 
maneuvering aspects were to be evaluated.  The proportional thumb 
controller method of regulating the vane, evaluated in the simulator 
studies, was essentially unchanged for the flight program. 

2.2.1 Effect of side acceleratioi. values.- The first series of flight 
tests were conducted to determine the amount of side acceleration 
desired for wings-level lateral offset maneuvers. The results (Fig. 6) 
indicate that Ay of the order of O.O3 g is acceptable and 0.10 g is 
satisfactory. In terms of the amount of time required to move sideward 
one wing span (33 ft), the foregoing Ay values correspond to approxi- 
mately 13 and 7 sec, respectively.  When low values of  Ay  were used. 
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the response was too sluggish and too much lead time vas required to 
maneuver precisely.  Higher values of Ay  (greater than 0.10 g) were 
desired when moving forward as well as sideways.  In flat turns, however, 
at 20 knots forward speed, the maximum side force capability of the vane 
(0.15 g) was insufficient to offset the centrifugal force, and the 
pilot preferred to add bank angle.  At the high Ay values, there was, 
of course, an appreciable thrust decrement and a consequent loss of 
altitude.  This demanded adaptation since the pilot no longer could use 
bank attitude- as a reference for height adjustment. 

2.2.2 Effect of reductions in roll control power.- Data in Fig. 7 show 
how pilot rating changed as roll control power, q5, was varied.  The 
flight results confirm the simulator tests in that less maximum angular 
acceleration was needed to obtain a satisfactory pilot rating when the 
vane was used to reposition the aircraft laterally.  It should be recog- 
nized that in this case the pilot was not evaluating control power in 
the usual sense; roll control was used only to keep the wings level. 
As angular acceleration was reduced for the conventional (roll to trans- 
late) method of control, the airplane became too sluggish and the pilot 
used full control to speed up the repositioning.  Consequently, pilot 
rating deteriorated because no control margin was available for 
correcting trim or upsets. 

Several additional observations can be made from the data in Fig. 7 
relative to the use of thrust for translational control.  First, it was 
not possible to define the minimum cp  needed for maneuvering out of 
ground effect with the thrust vectoring (vane) system tested because 
additional roll control power was needed to fly in ground effect distur- 
bances during takeoff and landing since the pilot could not select 
lower control power values (cp) in flight.  It would be expected that 
J.ower values of cp  than those shown would be entirely satisfactory for 
the thrust vectoring control out of ground effect.  With the rate stabi- 
lization available for the X-l^A tests, the pilot had a combined task 
of translation and roll stabilization.  If attitude stabilization were 
used, some very minimal angular acceleration would be required to allow 
the pilot to ad.lust bank angle for conditions such as touchdown on a 
non-level surface.  A second point is that when a rate-damped SAS was 
used for landing and takeoff of the X-lUA, roll control power could 
not be reduced below approximately 0.6 rad/sec2 regardless of the type 
of control method used.  In other words the disturbances due to ground 
effect cause attituce upsets that were not alleviated by the vane 
control method alone.  For this reason, as well as to reduce roll dis- 
turbances introduced inadvertently by the pilot, attitude stabilization 
would be required with the vane control system.  Finally, the difference 
between the lowest value of control power acceptable (0.6 rad/sec2) and 
the value where the curves intersect (0.9 rad/sec2) is an indication of 
the minimum auount of control power needed for conventional (roll to trans- 
late) maneuvering.  Thus, 0.6 rad/sec2 needed for ground-induced upsets 
and disturbances plus 0.3 rad/sec  required for minimum maneuvering, a 
total value of 0.9 rad/sec2, represents the minimum total control power 
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required to operate the X-14A aircraft with a rate-damped stabilization 
system.  More than 0.9 rad/sec2 is needed, of course, for more rapid 
maneuvering and for gusty air. 

2.2.3 Effect of vane response.- Another factor to be considered in 
evaluating the thrust vectoring method is the time constant (response) 
of the control system.  The system used had a first-order time constant 
of approximately 0.2 second.  Although systematic tests were not con- 
ducted to evaluate their effects, larger time constants would probably 
degrade pilot opinion.  In recent NASA Langley tests (2) to investigate 
height control requirements time constants greater than 0.5 second 
presented little problem during hovering (away from the ground); however, 
during landing the pilot had to alter his technique (to reduce over- 
controlling) to allow a safe touchdown.  It follows that, if precise 
sidewards maneuvering is needed (for operation in close quarters), low 
control system time constants are needed for the thrust vectoring system. 

2.2.k    Use of vectored thrust for larger aircraft.- One can only 
speculate at this time from the limited testing on the X-l^A how accept- 
able a lateral acceleration vane would be for larger air-.iaft.  Other 
than the obvious advantage of easing the angular acceleration roll 
problem for high-inertia aircraft, it would appear logical that when 
hovering larger span aircraft near the ground, the pilot might prefer 
to use vectored thrust because he would have less tendency to strike a 
wing tip.  To check this hypothesis the wing span of the X-l^+A was 
doubled, as shown in Fig. 8, by installing lightweight tubes and wing 
tips of orange-colored styrofoam spheres. 

Three pilots then evaluated the thrust vectoring control as well 
as the conventional roll-to-translate method for the extended span air- 

1 craft in air taxi, quick reversals, and obstacle course maneuvers. 
Other than a barely perceptible tendency to hover at a higher altitude, 
none of the pilots preferred to use thrust vectoring for fear of hitting 
a wing tip in operational-type maneuvers.  Apparently this simulation 
of size was too crude to result in meaningful conclusions,  although 
the tests generally showed no serious limitations to the use of the 
vane control, it was apparent that this type of control would be used 
more for air taxi type maneuvers (slow, relatively short distances). 
For quicker repositioning, the pilot would prefer to re-aline the air- 
craft in a flat turn.  The flat turn maneuver requires training because 
the side forces are not natural. Further research should be conducted 
with the vane control in slow speed flight; however, as noted pre- 
viously, attitude stabilization is needed to unburden the pilot and 
thereby allow a more accurate assessment of the vane control method. 

2.3 Thrust Modulation 

A slowly responding turbojet engine will require the pilot to 
lead the output to compensate for the sluggish behavior.  Little infor- 
mation is available to aid in defining tolerable levels of engine 
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time-constant for VTOL thrust modulation.     Engine time-constant   is  of 
particular  importance when larger thrust  engines,  such as  the deflected 
cruise type,   are used for control  in hover and when fan thrust  is 
controlled by varying fan rpm.     There are two areas  of primary interest 
to consider when thrust modulation  is  used for controlling VTOL aircraft 
(1) the  effect  of thrust time constant on control requirements,   and 
(2) the  effect  of reducing total  l^t when a control moment  is  applied. 
The following discussion primarily concerns  the effect  of  time constant. 

2.3-1    Sffect of lag on control   requirements.- Current control 
specifications   (3)  for VTOL aircraft  are  expressed  in terms  of an atti- 
tude change  after a given time following  a control  input.     It  is   shown 
in Fig.   9 that as  control lag  is   increased,   the moment needed to produce 
a given  attitude   increases,   depending on the time  increment.     Since 
the attitude change for the  roll  axis   is   taken after 0.5 sec,   it   is 
apparent  that even a low value of control  lag  (0.2 sec)  doubles  the 
required moment.     The attitude  change for the yaw and pitch axes   is 
taken after 1 sec  so the effect  of  lag on moment requirement   is  less 
severe. 

2.3.2    Types  of  control lags  tested.-  There  are two primary control 
lags   of  interest when engine thrust   is  used as part of  the control sys- 
tem.     These  are  the first-order and  second-order lags  whos 5  character- 
istics  are  shown   in generalized form  in Fig.   10.     Bie  shape  of  the 
first-order-type  curve  is  typical  of  large  turbojet  engines.     In this 
case,   the thrust  response  is  dominated primarily by large   rotary  inertia. 
The  initial  response depends  on the  addition of fuel  and the   increase 
in exhaust  temperature.     The final steady-state thrust value   is  reached 
with no  overshoot.     The  second-order system is  typical  of  small lift 
engines  with high thrust-to-weight ratios  and  lift  fans. 

The primary variables  selected for the study on  the piloted six- 
degree-of - freedom motion simulator were  the  time to  reach 63 percent 
of the final  steady-state value  and the perc^no  initial  overshoot. 
Such nonlinear effects  as  actuator rate-limiting and control  system 
inertia which affect  control power requirements were not   included  in 
this  simplified program. 

2.3.3     Effect  of  first-order lag  in  roll  control.- It was   of  interest 
to examine how differ  at types  of  control  systems were affected by 
first-order lags,   since a more sophisticated control system might be 
more tolerant  of poor thrust  response.     All the control  systems  used 
optimum values  of  control sensitivity and damping.     Zero lag was main- 
tained about the pitch and yaw axes.     Results  are shown  in Fig.   11  for 
unstabilized  (acceleration),   rate-damped,   and attitude command systems. 
A number of observations  can be made from these results:     (l) At  zero 
time lag only the  control systems  with stabilization feedback loops were 
rated satisfactory,   (2)  lags  could  reach approximately 0.2 sec  before 
stabilized systems  were rated unsatisfactory,   and (3) the more  sophis- 
ticated  (attitude  command)  system suffered more with the  larger control 
lags.     This  poorer behavior is  believed to  be due  in part to the fact 
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that the response of the attitude stabilization system also contains a 
similar value of lag.  For all types of control systems the pilots com- 
plained about the feeling of reduced damping and the tendency toward 
pilot-induced oscillations (PIO).  As lag vas increased, precise quick 
stops and reversals became more difficult and eventually even steady 
hovering became impossible.  It can be shown in a closed-loop stability 
analysis that as loop gain is held constant and lag is Increased, both 
frequency and damping are reduced and instability eventually results. 
In the simulator tests increasing the damping ratio of the attitude 
stabilization to the order of 1.5 reduced the oscillatory behavior, but 
with this high value of damping a sluggish response resulted in spite 
of the large control power used (2.0 rad/sec2). 

2.3.^ Effect of lag with increased control sensitivity.- Increasing 
control power to maintain the same bank angle after 1 second did little 
to improve the situation.  As shown in Fig. 12, pilot rating still 
deteriorated as the PIO tendency remained.  A nonlinear type of control 
system could possibly reduce the PIO tendency; however, tests to 
determine this effect were not conducted. 

2.3.5 Comparison of first- and second-order lag systems.- The overall 
thrust response of lift engines is inherently more rapid than that of 
larger turbojet engines.  However, depending on the degree of sophisti- 
cation of the fuel control, there may be some overshoot of the steady- 
state value.  Because the Initial thrust response may not be rapid if 
the overshoot is reasonably low, the stability and piloting character- 
istics of a second-order system might be expected to be no better than 
that of a first-order system.  The simulator results shown in Fig. 13 
bear this out; the pilot again complained about PIO tendencies.  There 
is essentially no difference in pilot rating between the two systems 
when the second-order system has a 3«5-percent overshoot which corre- 
sponds to a damping ratio of 0.7»  The fact remains that with the type 
of characteristics shown, control with thrust-modulated lift engines 
should still be adequate since pilot rating is satisfactory below a 
response time of approximately 0.2 sec, well within the time response 
capability of current lift engines. 

2.3.6 Effect of overshoot with second-order lag.- An additional 
consideration in the thrust modulation characteristics of some types 
of lift engines and also lift fans when used for control is the amount 
of tolerable overshoot.  The results in Fig. 1^ indicate that pilot 
rating deteriorates as overshoot percentage increases.  These results 
were obtained with an altitude stabilized control system using a constant 
value of roll control lag of approximately 0.12 sec (to 63 percent). 
These larger values of overshoot are obviously undesirable and could 
be avoided by proper design of the fael control system.  In the case 
of lift fans, lead terms could be introduced with an electronic control 
to improve lag and reduce overshoot. 
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2,3«7 Thrust margin required for maneuvering.- When thrust modulation Is 
used for attitude control for pitch or roll, a loss In altitude may occur 
unless sufficient excess thrust Is available.  Factors which affect the 
amount of excess thrust required to maintain altitude for a commanded 
change In roll attitude Include the moment of Inertia In roll, Ix, the 
distance between the engines and the roll axis, d, the weight of the 
aircraft, W, and the geometric distribution and excess thrust of the lift 
engines. 

Tests were conducted on the piloted slx-degree-of-freedom motion 
simulator to evaluate excess thrust requirements during moderately brisk 
lateral sidestep maneuvers. The results of the simulator studies are 
presented In Fig. 15, In terms of the usual pilot rating boundaries. 
Shown in the satisfactory region is the VJ-101 aircraft.  It is shown 
that the amount of excess thrust required to achieve a satisfactory pilot 
rating increases rapidly as the parameter Ix/dW increases beyond 0.1. 
At the larger values of  Ix/dW the pilot complained about the inability 
to maintain altitude during even mild roll reversals. Further studies 
need to be carried out on this problem to include pitch-roll coupling and 
the effect during transition. 

3•  CONCLUSIONS 

The use of engine thrust to control VTOL aircraft has been examined 
to point out the importance of certain itema that affect handling quali- 
ties.  The following conclusions have been drawn from piloted simulator 
and flight tests related to the vise of engine thrust for control by 
vectoring and modulation: 

1. Limited flight tests showed no serious limitations to the use 
of a vane in the engine exhaust to vector thrust for sideways translation. 

2. When using thrust vectoring directly to translate sideways the 
pilots preferred a separate proportional type controller mounted on top 
of the stick rather than direct gearing to the stick or programming the 
vane as a function of bank angle. 

3. Values of lateral acceleration of the order of 0.10 g were 
satisfactory for normal sideways maneuvering.  Values larger than 0.15 g 
are desired for moving forward and sideways. 

k.     Compared to the conventional roll-to-trans late method, using the 
vane reduced roll control power requirements.  It was necessary to provide 
only enough roll control power to adjust for wings leveling. Attitude 
stabilization in roll was needed to use the vane control method effectively. 

5.  When thrust modulation was used for control, simulator tests 
showed that control lags below 0.2 sec were satisfactory for stabilized 
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hover control systems.    For the type of system used the attitude command 
system deteriorated more rapidly with increasing control lag than did 
the rate-damped system. 

6,     There was essentially no difference between pilot rating of first- 
and second-order lag systems, provided the initial overshoots for the 
second-order system were small. 

7«     Despite increases  in control power to maintain a constant bank 
angle after 1 sec,  pilot rating still deteriorated as  control lag was 
increased. 

8.     Regardless of the type of control system used,  the pilots 
complained about poor damping and PIO tendencies  as  control lag was 
increased. 
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Pig.5      X-14A VTOL aircraft equipped with lateral acceleration vane 
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Pig.6      Effect of lateral acceleration on pilot rating.   X-14A 
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Pig. 7      Comparison of vane and conventional  roll  control methods for 
lateral maneuvering,   X-14A 
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Fig. 8       X-14A VTOL aircraft with  wing tip extensions 
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Pig. 9  Effect of time constant on moment required for attitude change 
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ABSTRACT 

The preliminary design of a jet-lift aircraft reaction control system has been 
completed.   The aircraft mission is one of terminal area flight control research; the 
research will involve variation of flight control parameters in hover and transition. 
The design work was sponsored by NASA-Langley Research Center under a study 
contract. 

Results of the study are presented describing the vehicle arrangement, the low- 
speed control power requirements, the reaction control system design) philosophy, and 
the preliminary design details of the reaction control hardware. 

The aircraft employs a vertical side-by-side compacted arrangement of lift en- 
gines and two horizontal lift/cruise engines.   An engine compressor bleed air system 
provides reaction control.    Maximum single axis control power levels were established 
on the basis of summed elements for trim, maneuver, and recovery from a single en- 
gine failure.   The all-axis simultaneous control power requirement established at 
60 percent of the single axis maximums was normally the critical requirement.    An 
engine compressor bleed rate variable up to 10 percent was available to meet all these 
demands. 

Important design requirements .vere:   1) minimum cross-coupling between atti- 
tude control and lift forces, 2) near constant control sensitivity, and 3) low system 
weight.   A system employing swiveling and differential discharge area nozzles offered 
the most satisfactory design solution. 
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MISSION DESCRIPTION AND GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

The technology associated with handling qualities and flight operations in the ter- 
minal flight area is in urgent need of research for V/STOL aircraft.   Vehicle response 
requirements, stability augmenter requirements,  landing aids, cockpit displays, pilot- 
ing problems, and operating procedures lack definition for low speed,  all weather oper- 
ation.    A design study has been completed under the sponsorship of the NASA which 
establishes a vehicle and control system configuration for gathering flight data on these 
problem areas pertinent to fighter-type aircraft.   The mission of the vehicle, then,  is 
to obtain the research data through flight tests. 

Because it is complicated and time-consuming,  the most demanding maneuver in 
the terminal area is considered to be the final instrument approach to a small VTOL 
site under low ceiling and visibility conditions; the time (fuel consumed) in the approach 
can be critical in jet-lift vehicles.    Other operations which may play a dominant role in 
subsystem selection include entrance into the landing traffic pattern,  acceleration to 
wing-borne flight,  and deceleration to thrust-borne flight     Air traffic control require- 
ments and terrain and obstacle clearance will place certain constraints on the operation 
that must be considered in any investigation.    Because of pilot control workload, there 
is added concern where configurations have lift engines; the engines and associated sub- 
systems (doors, etc.) must be started,  adjusted, and checked.    The impact of these 
variables on operations is also a mission objective. 

To meet the mission requirements,   it was necessary that the aircraft be capable 
of high hover endurance and utilize a mixed propulsion system comprised of lift-only 
plus horizontally mounted lift-cruise engines.    With this general propulsion definition, 
numerous trade studies were conducted to size the aircraft and finalize the general 
aircraft design requirements.    Some requirements of particular importance to the con- 
trol system design which were specified at the study outset include:   (1) developed hard- 
ware components available off-the-shelf in 1968 to 1969 with current technology were 
to be used in the design approach; (2) a bleed or bleed derivative (i.e. ,  bleed-burn) re- 
action control system was to be used because the superior time response characteris- 
tics of a bleed system allows simulation of most other control methods; (3) a variable 
stability system (VSS) operable through transition was necessary to encompass the 
range of control variables, (1) control system actuation had to be compatible with the 
high response requirements of the VSS.  and (5) the aircraft had to be capable of recov- 
ering and maintaining altitude and attitude after failure of any single engine during hov- 
ering and transition flight. 

VEHICLE DESCRIPTION 

General Arrangement 

Figures 1 and 2 depict the aircraft configuration as it evolved from the mission 
requirements.    The inboard view is descriptive of engine and equipment arrangement 
and volume devoted to control ducting.    Salient aircraft features include the compact 
vertical side-by-side arrangement of YJ85-GE-19 lift engines and the over-wing loca- 
tion of two YJ85-GE-19 lift/cruise engines.    A minimum moment arm from the aircraft 
e.g.  to the most remote lift engine was sought to minimize the pitching moment induced 
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by an emergency engine out condition.    The closest engine spacing for this purpose 
would have necessitated placement of two engines through the wing-box, with fuel tank- 
age at the extremities of the engine installation; however, such a structural compro- 
mise was ultimately avoided because the longest moment arm was to the forward lift 
engines, and the aft lift engine location was traded with fuel location without exceeding 
the same arm.    Vehicle pitch/yaw inertia at a single weight remained virtually un- 
changed by the trade.   Aside from the engine out consideration, the clustering of the 
engines close to the e.g. , with the fuel tanks fore and aft of the engines, produced fav- 
orable pitch/yaw moment of inertia changes during flight.   Consumption of fuel during 
a single flight results in a decreasing power setting with less available bleed air, a de- 
creasing pitch and yaw moment of inertia, and therefore a fairly constant level of avail- 
able control power. 

The wing with its high aspect ratio was the derivative of a design approach repre- 
senting the forward position of a variable sweep wing.    In addition to favorable drag 
characteristics, the high aspect ratio wing provided a reaction control roll moment 
arm advantage. 

The lift exhaust system of the lift/cruise engine is ducted back from the nacelles 
through the fuselage near the vehicle center.    Rolling moments induced by engine fail- 
ure, and possible hot gas reingestion in ground effects are minimized by the 
arrangement. 

Selected Engine Characteristics 

The Rolls Royce RB 162-81 and the General Electric YJ85-GE-19 lift engines 
were examined as candidates for research mission suitability.   Among many other cri- 
teria the lift engines were compared on the basis of installed thrust rating, T/W ratio, 
specific fuel consumption,  thrust vectoring capability, operating restrictions and unit 
co3t8.   To meet flight control needs, the installations were compared on the basis of 
control thrust to lift thrust ratio, operation with off-design bleed rates,  and ducting 
installation difficulties.    The research mission required engine out safety and long op- 
erating periods at high power settings with large bleed air extraction.    Although the 
Rolls Royce engine represents the best T/W technology that would be available in de- 
veloped hardware,  the YJ85-GE-19 showed the higher mission suitability. 

The thrust rating of the YJ85-GE-19 lift engine at sea-level,  and an ambient 
temperature of 800F,  is 3,015 pounds with a bare engine thrust-to-weight ratio of 7.2 
(Reference 8).    Installed thrust is 2,320 pounds when maximum bleed air is extracte i 
for control purposes and a vectoring exhaust nozzle is attached.   The YJ85-GE-19 en- 
gine is completely flexible in bleed operation, with no restrictions on variations in 
bleed rate up to the maximum of 10 percent of compressor airflow.    This allows the 
selection of either a variable or constant bleed system for attitude control.    Static in- 
stalled performance at the maximum 10 percent bleed rate with installation losses 
noted are shown in Table 3. 

Thrust diverter valves wore necessary elements of the lift/cruise engine instal- 
lation.    Hardware availability of the valves constrained the selection to a single lift/ 
cruise candidate:   the YJ85-GE-19 engine.    Bleed air was available from the lift/cruise 
engine manifolding lor either lift engine start or flight control; a portion of the air was 
also available for cabin and equipment conditioning.    The engine characteristics for 
the installed lift/cruise application are a part of Table 3. 
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Lift capability of the propulsion-control system as a function of engine speed is 
shown in Figure 3.   An important point is that lift is essentially unaffected in the 8 to 
10 percent bleed range utilized by the control system.    These data include control- 
system losses, but assume full utilization of the control thrust as lift. 

Control Design Objectives 

In addition to providing the required control power, objectives sought in the con- 
trol system design were:   (1) the least complex system compatible with performance; 
(2) very low cross-coupling effects between an applied control moment, lift,  and other 
control axes; (3) minimum mechanical interconnect between individual axis systems; 
(4) constant control sensitivity with control movement; and (5) minimum system weight. 

Various means of augmenting compressor bleed a<r thrust and the use of a sepa- 
rate seli-contained system using rocket-fueled reaction jets were investigated (Refer- 
ence 7).    Augmentation systems investigated were bleed-burn at the nozzles, a sepa- 
rate bleed-burn turbine driving a compressor,  wing-tip fans for roll control, and a 
separate gas generator.    All these augmentation systems are feasible and capable of 
boosting compressor bleed air thrust by factors of 1.20 to 1.50.    Flowever, augmenta- 
tion systems are relatively complex,  have higher overall system weight, and are more 
costly than an unaugmented bleed system since they are not available as off-the-shelf 
hardware in the necessary sizes. 

All factors indicated that an unaugmented bleed system using reaction jets was 
oest suited to this V/STOL design,  if a match between control power and lift and the 
mission requirements could be obtained.    Although both variable and constant bleed 
techniques were system candidates, the mission requirements of extended VTOL test- 
ing with probable high control power demands indicated the desirability of a constant 
bleed system with the engine exhaust sized for limit exhaust gas temperature nt the 
maximum bleed rate.    The bleed-rate range would have to be held to the minimum 
compitible with desired system operation to limit adverse effects on engine stall mar- 
gin.    Compressor stall margins of turbo-jet engines are reduced when bleed rates are 
rapidly decreased; individual engines vary considerably in sensitivity to this change. 
The YJ85-GE-19 engine is relatively insensitive to bleed-rate changes with no opera- 
tional restrictions although high performance lift engines designed specifically for 
constant bleed operation generally do restrict bleed-rate variations. 

CONTROL REQUIREMENTS 

Control Power Requirements 

The Northrop study delined a set of pitch,   roll,  and yaw axis control power re- 
quirements that would provide ample research mission capability.    To define desired 
control power levels, advantage was taken of current research findings from flight 
(VJ101 aircraft and hover-rig) and simulator efforts.    References 4 through (1 recount 
recent analysis of control power usage for jet-lift aircraft which provided in|xit to the 
investigation.    Many other general handling quality and variable stability requirements 
were examined including stick forces,  stick sensitivity,  trim rates,  static and dynamic- 
properties of tha vehicle-control system combination,   stability derivative simulation 
range,  and basic airfraine damping.    All these considerations influenced the mechani- 
zation of the control actuation arrangement, but the major influences on reaction sys- 
tem,  size and weight were the control power requirements.    The control power re- 
quirements, therefore, are singled out for review. 
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AGARD 408 and 408A (Reference 1) criteria were available and in general, their 
handling quality recommendations were considered as preliminary requirements for 
the aircraft.    However, a preliminary investigation by NASA prior to the contractor 
study had already revealed a need to employ modified single axis nominal control 
power requirements and simultaneous requirements to meet research objectiver     The 
NASA modifications were multiples of the AGARD nominal requirements and therefore 
based essentially on aircraft weight and moments of inertia.    The Northrop study of 
this area produced a set of control pow^i requirements tailored specifically for the 
vehicle. 

The study findings result in requirements which are configuration dependent for 
all contributions to total control power except that necessary to maneuver the vehicle. 
For the research mission, engine-out safety under IFR conditions is stressed.    Con- 
tributions to the total single axis control power are summed from the following input 
elements: 

1. Trim-Longitudinal control power must be available to trim all static mo- 
ments through transition; lateral and directional control power must be 
available to trim in a 35 knot sidewind or 15 degrees sideslip, whichever is 
greater.    Sufficient full scale and wind tunnel data were available on similar 
vehicle arrangements to estimate the low speed trim requirements for the 
chosen configuration.    Longitudinally, the greatest trim demand placed on 
the reaction control occurs at hover, and is the result of an interference 
moment in ground effect.    Expressed as control power, it is the order of 
0.5 rad/sec2.   Similarly, the greatest lateral trim requirement occurs at 
hover in the 35 knot sidewind, the aerodynamic and power effects amount to 
a control power demand of approximately 0.75 rad/sec^. 

2. Gyro-coupling-The vertical arrangement of lift engines gives rise to gyro- 
scopic pitch-roll cross-coupling during maneuvering flight.    The effects of 
the horizontally mounted engines were small enough to be neglected.    An es- 
timate of the control power necessary to offset this effect made necessary 
an analysis of the reference data rotational rates encountered during maneu- 
vering flight at hover.    Under VFR conditions a 10 deg/sec rate was essen- 
tially the maximum attained in the tests.    This gives rise to a maximum con- 
trol power demand of 0.03 rad/sec2 in the pit?h axis and 0.17 rad/sec2 in the 
roll axis. 

3. Engine Failure-Control power must be available to balance and recover from 
the most critical engine fp      re.    Simulator research involving engine fail- 
ures during low speed IFR .light (Reference 5) have indicated control power 
levels satisfactory for recovery from such an emergency upset.    Necessary 
control power is a function of the control dynamics and effective vehicle 
damping.    For this specific aircraft,   it is approximately 1.5 times the static 
imbalance caused by engine failure.    This amounts to 0.2 rad/sec2 in pitch 
and 0.2 7 rad/sec2 in roll. 

4. Maneuver-Control power must be available for maneuver based on control 
usage under VFR conditions.    By comparison to the sum of configuration 
dependent power elements,  the task-dependent maneuvering elements are 
small.    Analysis of the referenced tests and data reveal maneuvers con- 
ducted under VFR conditions rather than IFR conditions to be the most de- 
manding on control power.    As the mode of control is regressed from atti- 
tude (proportional to stick position) through rate to acceleration,  control 
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demands increase.   Because the research aircraft employs a dual redundant 
rate-damping stability augmenter which engages in event of VSS failure, the 
control demands attributable to a rate command control system were ap- 
plied.    Maximum encountered control power levels which cover more than 
99 percent of all maneuvers under these conditions were as follows*— pitch 
axis- 0.3 rad/sec  ; roll axis- 0.5 rad/sec  ; yaw axis- 0,2 rad/sec  .    The 
analysis of control power usage distribution in reference 4 produced a defi- 
nition that has been adopted in this work.    Because the maximum value of 
control oower in the usage distribution is difficult to define, the control 
power value sufficient to cover at least 99 percent of the usage for a maneu- 
ver is established. 

Rules for summation of the control power elements to establish a minimum in- 
stalled level per individual axis by all three approaches are defined in Table 1.    This 
table also compares the criteria for simultaneous all-axes availability of control power. 
Simultaneous control power is the initial acceleration available about each axis with 
full cockpit control displacements simultaneously in pitch,  roll,  and yaw.    The con- 
tractor conducted study recommendations for simultaneous control power availability 
are dominated by considerations of imbalance due to potential failure;   in the case of 
this aircraft, the critical consideration is failure of the engine most remotely located 
from the o.g.    The total simultaneous required control power represents the sum of 
control power both on axes affected and unaffected by the failure.    It allows for recov- 
ery of the engine failure while the vehicle is trimmed at the edge of its operating en- 
velope.   These recommendations are also numerically compared with AGARD 408 and 
NASA recommendations in Figure 4. 

Following the presentation of study findings,  the final decision of NASA was to 
employ its previously derived criteria as design guides for this vehicle.    The study 
did, however,   reveal differences between maneuvering and configuration dependent con- 
trol power requirements.    Because the compact jet-lift vehicle has relatively low trim 
requirements,  the methods result in similar individual axis nominal control power 
recommendations.    For moderate and low disk-loaded vehicles with large trim require- 
ments,  an inappropriate or dangerous level of design control power could result from 
a lack of consideration of the difference between maneuvering and configuration de- 
pendent elements. 

Performance-Control Requirements 

Because available control bleed air is a function of engine power setting which 
varies with lift,  the control power requirements were specified in connection with de- 
sired hover performance in and out of ground effect.    The single axis and simultaneous 
requirements must be met for all engines operating and one engine inoperative at al! 
flyable weight conditions of the aircraft.    Because of reduced power settings,  the light- 
est weight condition is the most critical; it also sizes the ducting system and maximum 
reaction nozzle areas.    The lowest weight design point is equal to 1   09 times the empty 
weight; this L/W factor includes a fuel margin of 5 percent of the empty weight and a 
4 percent allowance for lift interference out of ground effect.    Interference lift effects 
due to induced flow by the jet exhausts were estimated from model and full-scale tests 
(Reference 9) to be 15 percent in ground effect and 4 percent in free air.    Critical com- 
bined lift performance and control requirements were a lift-to-design weight ratio of 
1.20 in free air with all engines operating and a L/W of 1.09 with one engine  inopera- 
tive.    Control power requirements vhich had to be met at these lift performances were 
80 percent pitch and 50 percent of nominal roll and yaw levels with all engines operat- 
ing,  and 20 percent of nominal pitch and yaw levels and 50 percent of nominal roll lev- 
els with one engine out.    These conditions are tabulated in Table 2. 
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REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN 

Ducting System 

Pitch and roll system ducting are interconnected to insure control availability 
about either axis in case of failure of any engine.    Due to the numerous turns and re- 
stricted turn radius, the flow areas of the ducts were selected for a flow Mach number 
of 0.3 to limit system pressure losses.    Duct diameters of 8.5 in.  for pitch and 4.0 in. 
for roll resulted in a maximum pressure drop of 20 percent from the engine exhaust 
port to the nozzle on maximum control demand of a single axis.    For the simultaneous 
control flow rates,  pressure drops are in the order of 10 to 15 percent.    A layout of 
the ducting system is shown in Figure 5. 

because weight was a major consideration,  various duct,  bellows and flange 
materials and mixes uf materials were investigated: stainless steel,  titanium,  plastic 
and composite materials were those considered.    Recent developments in the field of 
electron beam welding allowed the consideration of a joined steel and titanium system. 
The potential advantage was reduction in the weight of the ducting and. particularly, 
the joints.    However, titanium bellows are not well enough developed to give assurance 
thrt they could be available in the required time frame.   Also, the cost and time re- 
quired to tool up for this type of production is not warranted for a prototype research 
airplane,  and the approach was abandoned in favor of more conventional materials. 
The design choice was 321 stainless steel.    Regardless of the duct and joint material, 
the weight of the insulation and radiant foil necessary for airframe.  equipment and 
personnel protection will remain essentially constant. 

The ducting is subjected to thermal shock,  an internal pressure of approximately 
70 psi with surge pressures, airplane bending loads and differential expansion.    Duct- 
ing five inches and under can be assembled with bellows and "V" type clamps.    How- 
ever, as duct diameters increase,  the strength requirements at the joints are such 
that bolted flanges are necessary.    If the internal pressure were the only load seen by 
the ducting, the steel skin gauges would only have to be in the order of 0.002 inches. 
Handling,   tension,  compression and bending loads forced the skin gauges to 0.03 - 
0.05 inches. 

One main duct runs fore and aft in the fuselage, with branches out to the wing 
tips.    The bleed air leaves the engine at about 475 'F. and insulation at selected loca- 
tions is provided to protect equipment,   structure and personnel.    The main duct is 
supplied by all the engines,  provides bleed air for in-flight start of the lift engines 
from the cruise engines and is the source for cabin and equipment conditioned air. 

In order to start the lift-only engines using bleed air from the cruise engines, 
it is necessary that the roll and pitch control nozzles be closed during start-up.   An 
alternate approach could utilize a separate duct for start with valving in the ducting to 
divert compressor air as required.    The latter approach,   requiring valving adequate 
for the 8.5" main duct is heavy,  and was not considered seriously.    The design ap- 
proach requires only a single duct with actuators at each of the roll and pitch nozzles 
to close the nozzles during duct pressurization and lift engine start-up.    The actuators, 
incorporated in the mechanism at the nozzles,  add only six lbs.  to the overall system 
weight and provide the added advantage of permitting the pilot to select sensitivity of 
the nozzles relative to control movement for the full range of stick movement. 
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Reaction Nozzles 

Pitch control, variable-area nozzles are located at the extremities of the longi- 
tudinal axis.   The pitch nozzles exhaust downward only, with differential nozzle reac- 
tion thrust generating the required control moment.   Yaw control moment is obtained 
by rotating the pitch nozzles differentially until the desired yaw moment is obtained. 
Reaction nozzles located at the wing tips and capable of exhausting either up or down 
provide roll control.   An up-down roll system was necessary to reduce duct diameters 
for compatibility with wing thickness.   Reaction system weight was also reduced by 
this approach.   The nozzle discharge areas are rectangular to provide a linear thrust 
change with movement of the control.   The nozzle designs are shown in Figure 6. 

Nozzle area schedules are shown in Figure 7.   Areas of both pitch nozzels in- 
crease when they are rotated for yaw control beyond 40 degrees up to a maximum of 
54 degrees.    This limits the amount of rotation necessary to obtain the maximum re- 
quired yaw moment and still retain null (zero control) areas small enough to achieve 
maximum roll moments without forcing a reduction in pitch nozzle areas.   Similarly, 
null areas of the roll nozzles were sized to allow maximum pitch control with no change 
in roll nozzle areas.    The total nozzle area with all nozzles at their respective null 
positions is 23. 3 sq.  -in. which results in an almost constant bleed rate of 8. 0 percent 
in the engine speed range between 92 and 99 percent rpra.    The maximum effective total 
nozzle area of 32. 0 sq.  -in. results in a bleed rate of 10 percent, the nominal bleed 
rate limit of the YJ85-GE-19 engine. 

The nozzle schedules allow the attainment of 56 percent of the maximum pitch 
control requirement and 36 percent of the roll requirement with no control cross- 
coupling or lift change and no change in the bleed rate.    Each roll nozzle is scheduled 
to open an additional 2.2 sq.-in. after the opposite nozzle closes before it starts to 
discharge in the opposite direction.    This allows the attainment of 50 percent of the 
available roll control with minimum cross coupling into the pitch axis and lift, and 
presents no problem in the mechanical design of nozzle area-control systems. 

The reaction jet nozzle design provides acceptable bleed air discharge coeffi- 
cients when the nozzle is full open, and a good seal when the nozzle is shut.    The noz- 
zle is intended to be of welded construction from 4130 type chrome-moly bteel with a 
thermal expansion coefficient of approximately 6.3 x 10~".    Designing the nozzle gate 
of a material with a higher thermal coefficient (19-9 corrosion resistant steel with a 
thermal coefficient of 8.5 or 9 x 10-6) insures that binding or sticking will not occur 
due to thermal shock.    The flanged sealing surfaces are coated with teflon to reduce 
the leakage rate and to minimize rubbing friction in case the nozzle or gate distorts 
under load.    The width of the flange was selected so that the rate of leakage cf com- 
pressor ai~ when the nozzles were closed would be a minimum.    The nozzle gate de- 
sign results in a low inertia, low friction load for the actuation system.    Good first 
order frequency response is indicated.   The variable stability and stability augmenta- 
tion actuators sum pilot commands through the same control .system to the nozzle. 
Control output under all conditions is assured by the capability of any one of the noz- 
zles to provide limited capability even if the opposing nozzle is jammed. 

Necessary redundancies, insulation and allowance for unpredictable stresses re- 
sult in a fairly heavy system design. The ducting, bellov.w, nozzles, flanges, valving, 
etc. add a total sy3tem weight of approximately 500 pounds or 3.6 percent to the empty 
weight of the airplane. 
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CONTROL SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 

Control Power Available 

As shown by Figure 8. the available simultaneous control power met the require- 
ments lor all hover conditions.    The simultaneous requirements with all engines oper- 
ating and the aircraft at minimum flight weight proved the more critical due to the re- 
duction in bleed air and available control-air specific thrust at the low engine power 
setting \N      91 .2% rpm) required for hover.    When the engine most remotely located 
from the e.g.   (forward lift engine) is inoperative, engine power required for hover in- 
creases to about 93 percent rpm.    No problem is indi ated in meeting the engine-out 
simultaneous control requirements.    A satisfactory match between required and avail- 
able control power was possible by allowing the bleed rate to vary from approximately 
8 percent to the maximum of 10 percent.    The single axis control power requirements 
can also be met continuously from maximum power to the low power setting required 
for hover at light weight.    Figure 8 also shows that a L/W ratio of 1.24 is obtainable 
with all engines operating and 1.10 with the forward lift engine out,  which more than 
meets the lift performance requirements.    Although not shown by the figure,  an added 
requirement of a minimum L/W ratio of 1.20 in tree air with control powers of HO |)er- 
cent pitch and 50 percent roll and yaw applied was also met. 

Control Cross-Coupling 

Control cross-coupling arises from two sources.    Because of engine rotational 
inertia, the application of a control moment about one attitude axis results in a mo- 
ment about another axis.    Secondly,   improper design in the physical arrangement of the 
reaction jets could introduce unacceptable moments about other than the commanded 
axis,  or changes in total lift that might be troublesome from a handling qualities point 
ot view.    Because a rate-damping SAS is basic to the control design,   no mechanical 
interconnects between control axes are included to offset the engine gyroscopic effects. 
This section will deal only with the effects of reaction jet arrangement. 

The application ol a pitching moment induces no roll or yaw moment, and results 
in insignificant lift changes because total system lift (engine plus control thrust) re- 
mains essentially constant.    The down-down pitch reaction jets do produce control mo- 
ments about a varying center of percussion rather than the aircraft e.g. .  but this ef- 
fect was found sma'l enough to neglect. 

The roll nozzles are slightly aft of the center of pitch rotation.    Therefore,   any 
change in the net lift of the roll nozzles indices a small pitching moment.    The induced 
pitching moment and lift resulting from the application of a roll moment arc shown in 
Figure 9.    No pitch or lift changes are induced i^r roll control applications up to 30 
percent of the maximum available; changes of only 300 lb.   in lift and 700 lb. -ft.   in 
punhing moment result from a maximum applied roll moment.    The application of a 
yaw moment induces no roll moment because the line-of-reaction of the pitch-yaw noz- 
zles intersects the n 11 axis.    No change in pitch or side force is developed by the appli- 
cation of a yaw moment in the absence of a pitch control moment.    A small lilt loss due 
to the angularity of the pitch-yaw nozzle to the vertical docs result,  but it is equal to 
only 300 lb.  for a maximum yaw moment.    When a yaw moment is applied simulta- 
neously with a pitch moment, side fcrces and a difference in commanded pitch moment 
result,   varying in magnitude with the amount of pitch moment.    With a maximum simul- 
taneous control application,  a 12 percent difference in commanded moment,  a side 
force of 500 lb. and a lift loss of 200 lb.  occur.    The induced pitching moment,  although 
small,  may result in the need for a pitch-yaw nozzle differential interconnect.    The side 
force results in an incremental translational acceleration of only 0 03 g which is not 
significant from a handling qualities viewpoint. 
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TABLE 1 

ATTITUDE CONTROL POWER (CP.) REQUIREMENTS 

(COMBINED AERO & REACTION'; HOVER AND TRANSITION) 

Af.AKl»  in« NASA Noralr 

Fiuh (Total) Nominal minimum la a fiaictton 
of W4I 

1.5 X AGARD 40« 
Minimum  InaUlIed C  P    <T)0<3) ^>'r 
^»^^ whichever t« greater 

MancuvfT     (a) Normal maneuvering CP    lor»»%uaage (>et   lilt a   i  »Ith nu                    ^"N 
damped M\ atemH)  under V KM condltlnna                   \U 

(b)   (i\ r».m<ipli   effe« l» (.vro i-fkru »hall cttnaumc «■> more 
Ihan  211 .   nl nomtn.il   C   V    levt'la  for 
maneuver ratea 

Same aa AGARO «O« CP    lorB^VFK maneuver roll   mua Ui                 fT^ 
oflM-t pitch changea (eommnndi'd b>                             \Zs 
gyro) 

Trim (Tolal) 

(,.i  InU'rU-rrnt r eflct In. 
thrunt Ualanctf 

C   P    to trim In tranaitlon not to 
eftieed 80% of the nominal level 

Same ja ACAHO 4()M C.P    needi-d U> offart trim change in ground          ^^^ 
effect or tranaitlon ibeyi>nd the trim CUlMthlllty   Ci) 
of   #..!  whichever  In greaU r                                                    ^—^ 

Emrrsenrv 
M i   KnKint- oul trim (.'   P    t.. balance ci ittL-al en|ini-  failure 

not hi exci-t  ' "0 ,   of the nominal level 
CP   remaining after balance 
of critical engine failure muat 
be at Iraat 20 .  of that avail 
able before  lailure (at worat 
eg.) 

C.P. equal  to that  lot   atatlc tailnnce of critical  C*J 
engine  failure                                                                                 ^^ 

Ibt Engim- out i'fci>M'i> (.* P. available (or reci.ver>   »hall be 
at Iraitt LJUx the engln«   out moment 

C   P. equal b>   15 K critical engine out moment./gN 
■>r aum ol^  <^.  whichever IM itreaUr                   ^-^ 

(Cl  SAS   tailurr 50".  of thf nominal CP.   must be left 
in th«   recovery direclhm at h<)ver 
lollcming aingle failure 

No effect from  »ingle lailure. 
dual  redundancy   rt-quireH 

No effect from  Mingle failure, dual 
redun^ncy  required 

SAS Ai.thonu   Limits Implied '»0.   «utho-lty 'tmit aa. oi^*<2)'(J) 
Roll  (ToUll Nominal minimum la a function if 

Wtl 
2 0 X AGAHU 40H Minimum tnatalled CP,    ©"O'<5) <!D 

or(^*Q^   whichever la greater 

M.miuMT      t.i) Nnrrmil mnncwering C P   (orM%un;ige under VFH conditionM ()et   lift (T) 
a 'c with  rate rtamju-tl ay «U-mai                                            ^' 

(in (iyruKii.pu  rfffcta Hfilannnit gyro effectN ol th-mon 
alratlon rate» ahall connume no 
more than 20,   of m>mlnal CP 

Sai.-ie aa AdAKU 4()a (    P.   for »Wl VFH maneuver pitch raUM u, ofUel   (7) 
roll changea (commanded by gyro) 

C  P   U. trim .i;, Witt Hidewlnd or  ■ 15 0   whifhevcrV*/ 
la greater at 0      0    (be,   -ml the trim capability of «a) 

1 i .rr.                 (.41 Sidi-nlii, borutrrf Trim  tor a 35 kl aide^mrt or   tlft'ß 
rwhlchev«r lH|[reatrr) ahMl]  conaume 
n.i more than :>0 .   of nominal  CP 

Same »a ACARlJ iOn 

Kmcrgcm*)   (u)  KnKim   i>ut trim 

(b>  En|[ifU' out  ncovtrv 

C  P.  to hulancc critical engine   failure 
not to exceed  *>()     of nominal 

C  P   lor recover>   Pth.ill be at  leaal 
2,0 X engine out moment 

('   P    remaining JIUT laihimc 
of (ritual engine fullure mual 
be at leaat 50 * of that avail- 
able befon   Enilurc 

C  P    equal  U> that for atallc bnluncc   of crltli.J^ff^ 
engine   failure                                                                                 ^-^ 

C   1'    cqu.il   t"   1.".   X  i ritual engine out  roll   ntom. nt; 
or «urn "1(^ ^ta-ht. hevcr i« greater 

(c) SAS  failurt- Krduction in ctimpir* ullowahli' with 
«ingle  fjiilure 

No ellect from «mgle lailun' 
itual  redundunt-y  rrquili'tl 

No eHeel   from   Ringle   failure     dual   retluntbint \ 
required 

SAS Authority   Limits .0     of<ff)*0 © 

Yaw (Total) Nominal minimum  la a  function of 1 5 X AGARO 40a Minimum InaUlIed C  M      O'O'O 

Manruvt-i       (a)  Norm:il  man»'uvrrin(( C    1'    for »•«luK.i^e under   V FK i ondilion» (^ I lift a   c 
With   rate  dam|wd  hyatem»)                                                          (T\} 

('   )'    Ui txlam e   35 kta aidcw Ind or       I "i  0   whiclx < . r 
ia greater at 0      0    (beyond trim capability uf *   i 

th} (;>roi%»,o|iic «rfecta Balancing gyro effect» ^»i (iemonatra 
tion  raU-n nhall conaunic no more 
than  20 .   of nominal  C   P 

Samt  aa AOAHD 

Trim                 U) Sldi>Mll|j Iwlamc 

tmergenty   fa)   f.ngirw   oul Inm 
(tranaiii'ifi) 

Implied thjt yaw  rea«. tlon control 
whould t»   IM D»H.irv   lor engine out 
Inn»   uou'  UPtti control  nnl)) 

(    i'   rcrnnmlng nfUi   Iwl.mtc 
of cnlical engine  failure muat 
be at leaat 20T of that avail 
able la lore  fcillur. 

CM*   equal to thiil foi   atntlc Iwl.iWi   of eritu al engine 

fb)  SAS   failure Id ilui tlon  in  rkimping  .illownblc 
*lth alnslr  failure 

No effet 1 from  ainglr frillun 
fiu.il rcdundnncy  retiuired 

No effect from Nin|{l<   failurt    dufll  n duniiim \ 
required 

SAS Aulhonu 

Sim    lUjni CUM Km .   ul the mdivlduHl nomlnnl 
P   l.veU available all aiiea 

- iniulL.n. oualy 

00 .   of mimm.il (     1'    U vel   muNt 
remain on each    , ■, i H  » nh   full 
cockpit control dinpl.it cmenta 
(implied    100     on critical 
aala with 50'.   remaining nn 
other aaea) 

Following  ninglr engim    failure,   lotil  niniullm« oun 
CP        C   P    on  failed .IMM       <    P   on un-.ll.iUd ..v. m 
>r where C   P   on fulled aala       t.'>X  l.< ilurc       liim. 
■ ml C.P    on  unafle. U-d anl«        Tim.       g) Iti efll-rl 
•   1 '2 normal  maneuver 
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TABLE 2 

NASA V/STOL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 

REQUIRED CONTROL MOMENTS 

Design Weight - 18,000 lb. 

Kmpty Weight - 13. 714 lb. 

Operating 
Criteria 

Pitch Roll Yaw 

'}; Req. Ib-ft % Req. Ib-ft % Req. Ib-ft  1 

|   Max.   control on 
individual axis. 
Lightweight hover. 

100 30350 100 11650 100 23250 

Simultaneous control. 
Lightweight hover. 60 18210 60 6990 60 13950 

Simultaneous control. 
j    Lightweight hovor 

1 lift engine out. 
20 15740 50 8060 20 4650   j 

Performance 
j       L/W = 1.20 min. 80 25700 50 5560 50 12500 

j   Performance 
L/W =    1.09 min. 

j       1 lift engine out. 
20 17810 50 8490 20 50 10 
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TABLE 3 

NASA V/STOL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT SUMMARY 

OF YJ85-GE-19 ENGINE PERFORMANCE 

(Installed Static Sea-Level Ratings at 80  F 
and Maximum Bleed Rate.  U_,/WA  = 0.10) 

Lift 
Engine 

L/C Engine (4) 

Lift 
Mode 

Cruise 
Mode 

(1) Engine Weight                lb 

(2) Thrust                               lb 

(3) Control Thrust, Fc      lb 

Thrust/Weight (Engine only) 

Thrust/Weight (Eng plus F ) 

Engine SFC        lb/lb-hr 

Total SFC           lb/lb-hr 

Bleed Press, at Port Exit PSIA 

Bleed Temp,  at Port Exit        0R 

Comp.  Bleed Air Rate       lb/sec 

Control Nozzle Specific Thrust 

Fc/WB 

420 

2320 

226 

5.52 

6,06 

1.11 

1.012 

78.5 

965 

4. 18 

56.9 

392 

2250 

211 

5.74 

6.27 

1.16 

1.06 

78.2 

965 

4, Hi 

56.4 

392 

2680 

6.84 

1.038 

(1) 

(3) 

(4) 

Includes vectoring nozzle for 
lift engine but not diverter 
valve and extended tailpipe for 
L/C engine 

Control System Losses 
A. Line press,   loss,   ap/p 0.15 
B. Bleed air noz.   leakage. 0.03 W 
C. Nozzle velocity coeff., 0.96 
D. Bay cooling, W        0.2 lb/sec 
E. Air cond.   (L/C only), W    0.2 lb/sec 

0,01 Bleed rate,  VVB/WA 

(2)        Installation Losses.   4F/F 

Lift Engine 

A. 0.007 (0.995 inlet recovery) 
B, 0.015 (Vector nozzle) 

L/C Engine 

A. 0014 (0.99 inlet recovery) 
B. 0.033 (Diverter and tailpipe) 

Cruise Mode 

A. 0.014 (0.99 inlet recovery) 
B. 0.025 (Diverter and tailpipe) 
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HOT-GAS INGESTION AND JET INTERFERENCE EFFECTS 

FOR JET V/STOL AIRCRAFT 

By Alexander D. Hammond and H. Clyde McLemore 

NASA Langley Research Center 
Langley Station, Hampton, Va., U.S.A. 



SUMMARY 

Tests have been conducted in the Langley full-scale tunnel and the 
Langley 7- ^y 10-foot tunnels to Investigate three of the problems that 
are unique with Jet-powered VTOL aircraft.  These problems are: 
(l) hot-gas Ingestion, (2) aerodynamic suck-down, and (5) Jet interfer- 
ence In transition flight.  The tests concerning hot-gas Ingestion were 
conducted on a large-scale fighter-type model which had a J85 turbojet 
engine mounted in the fuselage to provide the model exhaust and  inlet 
flow during the tests.  Results of the hot-gas Ingestion tests showed 
that aircraft configuration - particularly the exhaust and inlet 
arrangement - and surface winds can greatly alter the Ingestion prob- 
lem.  Deflecting the engine exhaust gases rearward and making rolling 
take-off to stay ahead of the hot-gas field appears to be one solution 
to the hot-gas Ingestion problem.  Another solution Is to design the 
aircraft so that components such as wings shield the engine inlets from 
the direct path of the hot exhaust gases.  The state of the art of hot- 
gas Ingestion is still in an exploratory stage.  It is certainly not 
such that one could accurately predict the inlet air temperature rise 
for any particular configuration or operating condition.  Only gross 
predictions of Ingestion tendencies of new configurations could be made 
within the scope of the present available data.  At the present time, 
therefore, it should be considered necessary, in the development of a 
VTOL airplane, to make hot-gas Ingestion tests of the particular con- 
figurations and operating conditions that are expected to be 
encountered. 

Tests concerning the aerodynamic suck-down and Jet interference 
have been conducted on a number of small-scale models.  The results of 
these Investigations have shown that the design principle that should 
be used to reduce the aerodynamic Jet interference effects, on ground 
and during transition, are in conflict with the design principles that 
should be employed to reduce hot-gas reingestion effects.  It is rec- 
ommended that future test programs should be coordinated and related, 
in a manner such that both aerodynamic interference tests and hot-gas 
reingestion tests will be made on identical configurations, though not 
necessarily the same model. 
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HOT-GAS INGESTION AND JET INTERFERENCE EFFECTS 

FOR JT3T V/STOL AIRCRAFT 

By  Alexander D. Hammond and H, Clyde McLemore 
NASA Langley Research Center 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the advent of the turbojet-powered VTOL aircraft several 
serious problems have been recognized. Three of these problems are: 
(l) hot-gas ingestion which occurs when the engines ingest their own 
exhaust or air heated by the exhaust, (2) aerodynamic suck-down, and 
(3) Je^ interference in transition flight which results from the Jet 
eff1ix beneath the aircraft. The purpose of the present paper is to 
examine these three problem areas in some detail with a review of some 
recent test information relating to these problems. 

The general exhaust and inlet flow patterns that cause hot-gas 
Ingestion are shown schematically in figure 1 for still air and with 
surface winds.  A single, fuselage mounted lift engine is illustrated 
for simplicity.  Multiple engine configurations would complicate the 
flow patterns; however, this same general flow pattern will still exist. 
In still air the main part of the exhaust flow will be carried far away 
from the aircraft and probably will not get reingested into the engine. 
As the mainstream flows outward it entrains surrounding air, however, 
and slows down.  The entrainment process is highly turbulent and some of 
the heated air is shed, and when these hot gases rise, because of buoy- 
ancy, they are close enough to the inlet to be sucked in, resulting in 
elevated temperature in the engine inlet.  In still air, therefore, the 
hot-gas ingestion problem is related to the near-field flow. 

The exhaust and inlet flow patterns with surface winds, however, 
are quite different.  The exhaust flow is blown back toward the aircraft, 
and in some cases, very hot inlet air temperatures occur before the air- 
craft can accelerate up and away from the hot-gas field. 

The hot-gas ingestion problem is serious because of the reasons 
shown in figure 1.  The elevated inlet air temperatures cause a loss of 
engine thrust; and in some instances very rapid inlet temperature 
increases or large inlet temperature distortions across the engine face 
can result in engine stall.  Some of the factors involved in the hot-gas 
ingestion phenomenon have been found to be (fig. 1):  (l) buoyancy of 
the hot exhaust, (2) surface winds, and (5) aircraft configuration. 

Although hot-gas ingestion is recognized as a serious problem 
(refs. 1 and 2), very little systematic research of a generalized nature 
has been done, and most of the generalized research that has been done 
has been at small scale.  (See refs. 2 and 5')  It is not certain that 
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known scaling parameters axe applicable In all cases, so large-scale 
testing needs to be done until the scaling parameters are verified. 
Because of this need for large-scale test Information, the NASA Ames 
Research Center Initiated an Investigation utilizing the large-scale 
model shown In figure 2.  The model was of a relatively specific air- 
plane configuration having in-line lift engine arrangements with aft, 
side-by-side mounted lift-cruise engines.  The results of the investi- 
gation are reported in references k  and 5-  In order to provide addi- 
tional large-scale information of a more generalized nature the Langley 
Research Center initiated an investigation to study the problem of hot- 
gas Ingestion of several Jet VTOL fighter-type configurations.  A photo- 
graph of the model Is shown in figure 2.  The tests were conducted out- 
doors (ref. 6) and in the Langley full-scale tunnel for four exhaust 
nozzle arrangements with test variables of model height above the ground, 
wing height, engine inlet position, and wind speed.  The data presented 
herein will be limited to those that were obtained during the Langley 
tests which were felt to be more generalized than the Ames Research 
Center investigation. 

NOTATION 

Cij     thrust coefficient,  T/qS 

De     equlvalen: diameter; diameter of a single nozzle having the same 
area as the sum of several nozzles of a multijet configuration, 
ft 

h height of model above ground, ft 

AL increment in lift due to Interference, lb 

ALt) Increment in lift due to ground proximity, lb 

Mjf rolling moment, ft-lb 

ALg increment in lift due to ground proximity, lb 

AM Increment in pitching moment due to interference, ft-lb 

q free-stream dynamic pressure, Ib-ft^ 

S wing area, ft^ 

T thrust, lb 

Vj jet velocity, ft/sec 

Vgo free-stream velocity, ft/sec 
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6f flap deflection angle, deg 

6j Jet deflection angle, deg 

p^ air density in Jet, slug-ft^ 

p free-stream air density, slug-ft* 
OO 

, /p  V 2 

(V/Vj) effective  free-stream-to-Jet-exit-velocity ratio,    '' ' 
,pJVJ 

2 

MODEL AND TESTS DESCRIPTION 

Hot-Gas Ingestion Model 

The model used in the Langley investigation was approximately a 
l/3-scale VTOL Jet-fighter configuration.  The exhaust and inlet arrange- 
ments used are shown in the sketches of figure 5-  The side nozzle 
arrangement is somewhat similar to that of the Hawker-Sidley P.1127. 
Although forward-facing side inlets are illustrated, top inlets (directly 
over the nozzles) were also tested for all nozzle configurations except 
the side nozzle configuration which was tested with side inlets only. 
The general arrangement of the model showing the engine-inlet and exhaust 
relationships is shown in figure k.     The engine was mounted horizontally 
in the fuselage with the engine inlet attached to a plenum which allowed 
inlet air to be taken from either a top inlet position or forward-facing 
side inlets.  The wing could be mounted in either a high or a low posi- 
tion on the fuselage. 

Hot-Gas Ingestion Tests 

The tests were conducted for an exhaust nozzle pressure ratio of 
about 1.8 and an exhaust gas temperature of 1200° F.  The single nozzle 
diameter was 12 Inches (30.^-8 cm) which was also the effective diameter 
of all the test configurations. 

Since with exhaust nozzles vertical hot-gas Ingestion would normally 
begin at the time of engine start, and since some time must be allowed 
for stabilizing engine conditions before recording data, some method is 
obviously needed to remove the hot gases from the vicinity of the model 
during this initial engine start and stabilization period.  The method 
used during the subject investigation was remotely controlled exhaust 
nozzles capable of deflection angles of straight down and 25° rearward. 
In order to establish realistic time intervals, discussions were held 
with NASA pilots who have flown Jet VTOL aircraft, and it was decided to 
conduct all of the Langley tests in the following manner:  (l) start the 
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engine and stabilize at idle speed with nozzles deflected rearward 25°; 
(2) advance the throttle to obtain 80-percent engine rpm and then 
deflect the nozzles straight down; (3) pause about 3 seconds (simulating 
time for pilot checks), and then (k) advance the throttle to full power. 
After running at full power for about 10 seconds the test was terminited 
by shutting off the engine. This 10-second interval provided amplr. time 
to establish the operating level of the inlet air temperatures. 

All the data obtained during the tests were recorded on oscillo- 
graph recorders in the form of time-history information utilizing bare- 
lead 0.005-inch (approximately 0.013 cm) thermocouples.  Each of the 
side inlets had l8 thermocouples and top inlets had 9 thermocouples.  A 
typical time history is shown in figure 5«  The time histories shown are 
in the upper and lower portion of the left-hand inlet of the side inlet, 
rectangular nozzle configuration for a nozzle height of about one-nozzle 
diameter.  The inlet air temperatures are seen to rise very quickly, 
following downward nozzle deflection, and are seen to vary in a very 
erratic manner.  The inlet air temperature rise data presented herein are 
the average temperature increase in the inlet that occurs between the 
instant of downward nozzle deflection to a relatively stabilized temper- 
ature condition following the attainment of full-engine thrust.  The 
engine thrust level is indicated by the nozzle pressure with time shown 
also on figure 5- 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Hot-Gas Ingestion 

Still air.- The inlet air temperature rise in still air of all the 
nozzle and inlet configurations investigated is shown in figure 6 for a 
range of nozzle heights above the ground in effective nozzle diameters. 
The wing used was a high-mounted delta wing. 

For convenience, the inlet air temperatures of the two forward 
inlets of the top, multiple inlet configurations were averaged and are 
presented herein.  The rearmost two inlets experienced somewhat lower 
temperatures because of wing shielding. 

With either top or side inlets the inlet air temperature rise was 
quite low for the single and in-line nozzle configurations, but the 
rectangular and side nozzle configurations resulted in very high values 
of inlet air temperature rise.  The inlet air temperature rise is seen 
to be very dependent upon the nozzle and inlet position.  The very large 
inlet air temperature rise experienced by the rectangular nozzle arrange- 
ment is believed to be the result of the fountain of hot gases that forms 
between the ground-Impinging Jets.  This fountain of hot gases spreads 
around the fuselage and quickly arrives in the vicinity of the inlets 
before it has had time for much mixing with the surrounding air and is, 
therefore, still very hot.  The side inlet, rectangular nozzle 
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arrangement has very high inlet air temperatures near the ground (the 
order of 100° F at a nominal landing gear height of about 1.5 diam- 
eters).  Of particular interest, however, is that the inlet air temper- 
ature rise in general decreases very rapidly with Increasing height and 
would probably be of little concern by the time the aircraft had risen 
5 to 10 nozzle diameters above the ground. 

Surface winds.- The effect of surface winds on the test configura- 
tions is shown in figure 7-  It is assumed that the aircraft would be 
headed into the existing wind, so that data are presented for head wind 
conditions.  The inlet air temperature rise in degrees Fahrenheit is 
presented as a function of wind speed in knots for a model height of 
about one effective nozzle diameter for a high-de It a-wing configuration. 

As previously stated, surface winds have been found to be cause for 
concern, and the reason becomes apparent here.  The inlet air temperature 
rise, in general, is seen to increase with very low headwinds.  Of par- 
ticular interest, however, is that at forward speeds of the order of 
50 knots, the hot-gas Ingestion problem has Just about disappeared.  It 
should be pointed out that the inlet temperature for the single-Jet con- 
figuration Indicates a significant temperature rise even for high-speed 
wind conditions, particularly for the side inlets.  The exact phenomena 
involved are not understood at this time; however, it is felt that the 
single-Jet case is not a practical configuration and it was included in 
this program to provide a base of reference.  The observation of smoke 
ejected through the exhaust nozzles shows that the exhaust gases are 
swept rearward and below the Inlets for speeds greater than about 
30 knots.  This suggests a technique for eliminating the problem of hot- 
gas Ingestion.  The technique is one called a rolling vertical take-off 
and has frequently been proposed.  For the particular configurations of 
the present paper, the pilot could leave the nozzles deflected rearward 
until forward speeds the order of ^>0  knots were reached and at that time 
could deflect '~he  nozzles downward and take off without experiencing any 
hot-gas ingest ion.  Of course vertical take-off from a raised gratiig 
would be effective in reducing hot-gas Ingestion, but the raised grating 
would present logistic and other problems for operational military air- 
craft.  The rearward nozzle deflection technique cannob be used to avoid 
the problem of hot-gas Ingestion during vertical or very low-speed 
landing, however, since a near vertical nozzle orientation would be 
required to support the aircraft in a condition of horizontal equilib- 
rium.  It appears that small rearward nozzle deflections would not elim- 
inate the hot-gas environment near the ground.  Tilting the engine noz- 
zles apart or some other technique may be effective in reducing the hot- 
gas Ingestion during vertical landings, however.  In any case, some 
method other than slow forward translation speeds, must be used for the 
elimination of hot-gas Ingestion on landing.  Even though some reduced 
thrust could be tolerated, because landings are normally made at reduced 
weight, any hot-gas Ingestion that could cause one or more engines to 
stop operating could not be tolerated during a landing maneuver. 
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In general, the side inlets are seen to result In higher values of 
Inlet air temperature rise than the top inlets (fig. 7), and  the various 
nozzle arrangements are seen to result In very different amounts of 
Ingestion.  Aircraft configuration - particularly the Inlet and exhaust 
nozzle arrangement -is seen, therefore, to be a major factor in the 
hot-gas Ingestion problem. 

Wing position.- In addition to the obvious configuration variables 
of inlet and nozzle arrangement, the placement of the wing on the fuse- 
lage was also found to be an important parameter.  The effect of wing 
height on the inlet air temperature rise of the rectangular and the 
In-line nozzle arrangements with top inlets for a zero wind condition is 
shown in figure 8.  Inlet air temperature rise is shown as a function of 
model height above the ground in effective nozzle diameters.  The wing 
in a low position is seen to greatly reduce the inlet air temperatures 
at all test heights of the rectangular nozzle configuration, but has 
little effect on the in-line nozzle configuration which had very low 
inlet air temperatures with either wing position.  The reason for the 
low inlet air temperature, as noted by observing smoke from the exhaust 
nozzles, was that the low wing caused the upward-flowing hot gases to 
be deflected outward.and away from the inlets.  The in-line arrangement 
has a much less intense fountain than the rectangular arrangements and 
therefore shows little temperature rise with either a high or a low wing. 
The effect of fore or aft inlet location is illustrated in figure 9.  The 
temperature rise data are for the rectangular nozzle configuration with 
top inlets for a range of nozzle heights and wind speeds.  The tempera- 
tures of the two forward Inlets and the two rear Inlets were averaged. 
The relatively unprotected forward inlets have higher inlet temperatures 
than do the rear inlets.  The reason for the lower rear inlet tempera- 
ture is that the wing shields these inlets from the direct upward flow 
of hot gases. 

Temperature distortion.- As stated in the outset, one of the main 
reasons for concern about the hot-gas Ingestion problem is that very 
rapid inlet air temperature rises and/or very uneven temperatures across 
the face of the engine inlet can cause compressor stall resulting in 
engine flameout.  Engine stall has been experienced by several investi- 
gators and, in particular, by the Ames and Langley experimenters.  Of 
course, an engine stall cannot be tolerated in a Jet VTOL aircraft so 
means of preventing the stall must be found.  To illustrate the very 
rapid rise in inlet air temperatures following downward nozzle deflection 
and the very large temperature distortions that can occur across the face 
of the engine, the data of figure 5 will be reviewed.  The time-history 
plot is for the rectangular nozzle configuration with side Inlets with 
the model height at about one effective nozzle diameter.  The two oscil- 
lograph traces represent the inlet temperature existing at two locations 
of the left-hand inlet for a zero wind condition.  The inlet air temper- 
ature near the bottom of the inlet is seen to rise almost immediately 
following downward nozzle deflection to about 150° F with very rapid 
variations in the temperature.  These rapid rises and variations are 
known to precipitate engine stall.  The upper temperature probe location 
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indicates very rap^j. changes in temperature also, but the temperature 
level is of the order of 50° F.  Comparison of the two traces shows the 
large distortions of temperatures that can occur across the face of a 
Jet VTOL engine.  Distortions of this magnitude or less (100° across the 
engine face) are also known to aggravate the stall problem. 

Although the engines used in the Ames and Langley investigations are 
early versions of turbojet engines and are known to be very susceptible 
to stall, the newer engines of today, because of their very high perfor- 
mance, will probably be Just as susceptible to these inlet temperature 
conditions.  In addition to the inlet temperature problem, rapid fluctua- 
tions of inlet pressures are also known to result in engine stall on some 
occasions.  Because the stall problem cannot be tolerated on a Jet VTOL 
aircraft, these inlet air temperature rise and pressure fluctuation prob- 
lems should continue to be given much consideration by the V/ETTOL engine 
manufacturers. 

It should be reemphaslzed that one of the principal factors of hot- 
gas ingestion is aircraft configuration, that is, how the engine nozzles 
and inlets are arranged.  The problem with multiple nozzle arrangements 
is that the exhaust gas tends to flow upward between the nozzles where 
it may reach the vicinity of the inlets very quickly while it is still 
very hot.  The solution to this situation appears to be to group the 
engine nozzles in such a manner that the hot-gas fountain effects are 
minimized; by placing the inlets in an area removed from the direct path 
of the hot exhaust gases; and by designing the aircraft so that compo- 
nents, such as the wing, shield the inlets from the direct path of the 
hot gases.  The other main cause of hot-gas ingestion is ground winds. 
In this case the problem is that winds tend to blow the far-field gases 
back toward the aircraft and into the inlets before these gases have had 
time to mix with the surrounding air and cool off.  This problem of 
winds is difficult to assess since different configurations are affected 
differently by winds.  One solution to the problem, and perhaps the con- 
figuration problem as well, appears to be to deflect the engine exhaust 
so that it is directed away from the aircraft and to make rolling take- 
offs to stay ahead of the hot-gas field. 

One observation that should be made from the foregoing presentation 
is that the state of the art of hot-gas ingestion is still in an explor- 
atory stage.  It is certainly not such that one could accurately predict 
the inlet air temperature rise for any particular configuration or 
operating condition.  Only gross predictions of ingestion tendencies of 
new configurations could be made within the scope of the present avail- 
able data.  At the present time, therefore, it should be considered nec- 
essary in the development cf a VTOL airplane, to make hot-gas ingestion 
tests of the particular configurations and operating conditions that are 
expected to be encountered. 
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Aerodynamic Interference Effects 

Grour.d effects for hovering flight.- The hot-gas reingestion data 
Just discussed as well as other work to date has indicated that the 
design principles which should be employed to minimize hot-gas reinges- 
tion are In direct conflict with those that should be used to minimize 
the well-known aerodynamic suck-down in ground effect.  For example, 
the hot-gas reingestion work indicated that use of a low wing is quite 
powerful in reducing inlet temperature rise.  However, from the aerody- 
namic suck-down in ground effect point of view, the high wing is pre- 
ferred (ref. 7)-  Also the rectangular array which produces a favorable 
pressure region between the Jets to reduce the aerodynamic suck-down 
(ref. 7) also produces high inlet temperatures as does spacing the Jet 
exits further apart.  As is well known, in addition to the loss of 
thrust from hot-gas Ingestion when hovering near the ground, there is 
the aerodynamic lift loss resulting from the proximity of the ground 
during hovering flight as illustrated in figure 10.  The flow character- 
istics are shown for a single-Jet nozzle with air exhausting vertically 
through a flat plate at a height  h above the ground.  As the ai r  from 
the Jet impinges on the ground, it flows outward along the ground as 
shown.  The entrainment of the surrounding air in this flow pattern 
creates regions of negative (suck-down) pressure.  The flow pattern for 
multiple Jet arrangements is also illustrated in figure 10.  The main 
differe.iCe between the single and multiple Jet flow patterns, of course, 
is the interaction of the flow between the Jets of the multiple Jet 
arrangement which results in the so-called fountain effect that creates 
positive pressures in the region between the Jets. 

Single-Jet model tests.- The aerodynamic suck-down for the single- 
Jet case is well understood and full-scale characteristics for single-Jet 
configurations can be predicted quite well as shown by the data presented 
in figure 11.  The increment of lift due to ground ratioed to the net 
thrust is plotted as a function of ground height expressed in effective 
nozzle diameters for full-scale flight tests and scale model tests of 
the X-l^A airplane.  L. A. Wyatt (ref. 8) has derived, from a correlation 
number of single-Jet model tests, an empirical method to determine the 
effects of ground on the lift of single-Jet configurtttions.  For compari- 
son with the model- and flight-test data, a calculated curve for the 
X-l^t-A airplane, using the method of ^att^ is also shown in figure 11. 
Since the Jets of the X-l^A are so closely spaced. It has been assumed 
that they act essentially like a single Jet.  It can be seen that the 
full-scale flight results are in good agreement with both the scaled 
model tests and the calculated results using the method of V^ratt.  For 
this type of configuration, the hot-gas reingestion problem would be 
primarily due to winds. 

Multljet model tests.- The serious problems of compromise between 
design for minimum hot-gas Ingestion and aerodynamic suck-down occur 
for the Liultijet case.  Although the suck-down for many multljet config- 
urations has been investigated and many of the results have been pub- 
lished in the literature, the story for multljet configurations is not 
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as clear at this time as for single Jets.  However, an interesting trend 
can be seen in the results (fig. 12) of a systematic investigation of a 
wing body with several different arrangements of multiple jets made by 
Wilhelm Seibold (ref. 9)-  Since the out-of-ground lift losses were not 
subtracted from the data of this group of tests the combined losses due 
to base pressure and ground effects have been plotted as the ratio of 
interference lift to thrust as a function of ground height to the fuse- 
lage lower surface expre.sed in effective nozzle diameters (fig. 12). 
The basic configuration consisted of four engines arranged in a cluster 
near the center of the wing body.  The delta-wing planform was a midwing 
configuration.  The single-jet case was obtained by ejecting air from the 
right near nozzle only and the results are indicative of the general 
trends previously shown for the single jets.  The two rear jets were 
tested together and since the spacing for this configuration was further 
apart than the X-l^+A model tests the data show a reversing of tne lift 
loss due to ground at very low ground heights.  As the number of jets is 
increased to four, the lift losses become smaller.  As the spacing 
between the jet exits increased, as is shown by the other two four-jet 
configurations, the interference lift becomes favorable at ground heights 
above approximately two effective jet diameters.  The results shown here 
indicate a consistent trend toward reduction of lift loss with clustering 
the engines exits and with spacing the engines apart so as to enlarge 
the model area experiencing favorable pressure regions resulting from the 
jet interaction on the ground under the model.  The increase on spacinp; 
would, however, be expected to aggravate the hot-gas Ingestion problem 
due to the reduction in shielding of the inlets and the probable large 
volumes of the fountain flow. 

The hovering ground effect of a model configuration having either 
a single row of jets down the fuselage centerline or a rectangular array 
of Jets in the fuselage, as indicated on the model sketch, are compared 
in figure 13»  The model as shown in the sketch at the top of figure 1^ 
had a low wing wj th an aspect ratio of 5.8, a taper ratio of 0.32, and 
a quarter-chord sweep of 28.2°.  The data were run in a recent Inves- 
tigation at the Langley Research Center and the results are as yet 
unpublished.  The incremental lift due to ground is ratioed to the 
thrust and plotted against ground height expressed in effective Jet 
diameters.  The beneficial effect of the rectangular array is shown by 
a comparison of the data for the single row of Jets with the clustered 
Jet arrangement.  An additional benefit can be realized by canting the 
nozzles outboard from the vertical through 10°.  This effect is similar 
to an increase in Jet spacing shown in figure 12 since canting the 
engines Increases the spacing of the Jet impingement on the ground. 
The effect of canting the engines on the hot-gas reingestion is unknown 
at this time, but indications are that engine canting will have an 
unfavorable effect. 

Although the general trends of the effects of interference of multi- 
Jets in the presence of the ground have been illustrated to some exteat 
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in figures 12 and 15, it should be emphasized that only the trends are 
known.  The results of many different multljet Investigations have been 
documented and have indicated that the magnitude of the lift interfer- 
ence due to ground effect in hovering flight is dependent on the model 
configuration as well as the Jet-exit arrangement.  Therefore, in spite 
of the fact that these two sets of test data seem to show consistent 
trends, attempts to correlate the effect of ground on the interference 
lift has not as yet produced the desired results. 

Transition interference.- The aerodynamic interference effects 
experienced in the transition speed regime between hovering and conven- 
tional flight has been the subject of a number of investigations sum- 
marized in reference 10.  A large part of the research effort on Jet 
VTOL configurations has been the investigation of the forces and moments 
induced on the aircraft by interaction of the vertical Jets with the 
free-stream airflow during transition flight.  As is Illustrated in fig- 
ure 14, during transition flight, the Jets issuing from an aircraft are 
swept rearward by the free-stream flow and are rapidly rolled up in a 
pair of vortices.  These rolled-up vortices and the vorticlty repre- 
sented by the velocity change across the boundary of the Jet induce suc- 
tion pressures and a downwash on adjacent surfaces on the aircraft. 

The results of an investigation of the aerodynamic interference 
effects during transition flight on this particular five-Jet VTOL model 
(fig. 15) have been discussed briefly in reference 10.  A typical set of 
interference data are shown in figure 15-  The incremental interference 
lift due to forward flight ratioed to thrust is plotted as a function of 
the effective free stream to Jet-exit velocity ratio representing flight 
from 0 or hovering flight to conventional flight speeds.  For this con- 
figuration with all Jets deflected down and operating, the expected suc- 
tion pressures and downwash cause a loss in lift and a nose-up pitching 
moment that increase with speed during the transition from hovering to 
conventional flight.  In an effort toward a better understanding of 
these transition characteristics, tests were run with the three front 
lift engines only operating.  The results indicate that Jets located in 
front of the wing result in an unfavorable lift loss.  Similarly tests 
were made with the deflected cruise engines (rear Jets) only operating 
and the results indicate that the lift interference is favorable.  The 
results of this investigation and others which have been made recently 
indicate that the loss in lift due to interference during transition can 
be minimized with proper location of the lift Jets with respect to the 
wing.  The pitching-moment trim resulting from engine location also 
shows that proper engine location will minimize the interference effects. 

In order to explore this effect of Jet position more systBmatically, 
a generalized study of Jet positions several wing-chord lengths ahead to 
several chord lengths behind an unswept wing was initiated at the Langley 
Research Center.  In this investigation, an aspect-ratio-6, unswept, 
untapered, wing-fupeiage model equipped with a 30-percent chord slotted 
Fowler flap was used.  Two Jets, one on either side of the fuselage, were 
positioned spanwise at about the 25 percent wing station and at the various 
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longitudinal and vertical positions shown by the plus marks in figure 16. 
The jets were mounted independently of the wing so that only the aerody
namic forces and interference effects were measured on the wing. The 
data show that with the exits on the wing-chord plane, considerable jet 
interference was experienced even with the jet as far as four chords 
ahead of the wing. Favorable interference effects, however, are encoun
tered with the jets beneath and behind the 50-percent chord point of the 
wing and the interferen e effects are most favorable fer poslt~.ons 
closest to the flap. These results show general agreement then with the 
results for the five-jet model which have just been discussed and results 
reported previously b,y Williams in reference 11. These favorable inter
ference increments are believed to be due to the action of the jet in 
helping the flap achieve its full lift potential. Another slightly dif
ferent configuration with jets both in front of and behind the wing 
indicated an overall favorable interference lift effect, again indi
cating the importance of configuration geometr,y on the jet interference 
lift and moment characteristics. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Hot-gas ingestion tests and tests concerning aerodynamic suck-down 
in ground effect and jet interference in transition have indicated the 
following: 

1. The hot-gas i ngesti on problem depends upon the airplane config
uration, particularly the position of the inlet relative to the nozzle 
exit arrangement and the relative position of the wing and other elements 
of the aircraft that could shield the inlets from the hot exhaust gases. 
The nozzle arrangements are an important parameter, in-line nozzles 
resulted in relatively low inlet temperatures whereas rectangular 
arrangements resulted in relatively high inlet temperatures. 

2. Wind speed has a large effect on the magnit ude of the inlet air 
temperatures. The maximum inlet air temperatures, in general, occurred 
for head winds between 0 and 20 knots, and the reingesti on disappeared 
for most multijet nozzle arrangements for head winds above 30 knots. 

3. Deflecting the engine's exhaust rearward and making rolling take
off to stay ahead of the hot-gas f i eld appeared to be one solution to the 
hot-gas reingestion probe. 

4. The art of hot-gas ingestion is still in an exploratory stage . 
It is certainly not such that one could accurately predict the inlet air 
temperature rise for any particular confi guration or opera t i ng condition. 
Only gross predictions of ingestion tendencies of new configurations 
could be made within the scope of the present avai lable data. At the 
present time, therefore, it should be considered necessary in the 
development of a VTOL airplane, to make hot-gas ingestion tests of the 
particular configurations and operating conditjons that ar e expected to 
be encountered. 
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5- The design principles that should be used to minimize aerody- 
namic Interference effects, both In ground effect and during transition 
are in conflict vith the design principles which should be employed to 
reduce the effects of hot-gas Ingestion. 

6. In the future, it is recommended that related and coordinated 
test programs, using Identical configurations (not necessarily the same 
model) be established to Investigate aerodynamic Jet Interference 
effects, both in ground effect and during transition, and the effects 
of hot-gas reingestion. 
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RECTANGULAR IN-LINE 

SINGLE SIDE 

Figure  5.-   Sketches  of hot-gas  Ingeötion model  showing  nozzle  arrangement, 
high-delta wing,   forward  facing  side  inlets. 

INTAKE PLENUM CHAMBER 

TOP INLETS 

INSULATED WALL 

SIDE INLETS 

TURBOJET ENGINE 
EXHAUST NOZZLE 

Figure  h.-   Schematic  arrangement  of   inlets,   exhausts,   and plenum chamber 
(in-line lift  engine   configuration  illustrated). 
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O     SCALE   MODEL 
 FULL-SCALE 

FLIGHT   TEST 
 CALCULATED 

(L. A. WYATT) 

Figure 11.- Correlation of model with roll—scale X-lUA. 

AL 

Figure 12.- Effect of multijet arrangements, 
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SUMMARY 

The  airframe-powerplant integration and the operational perfor- 
mance of V/STOL. jet transport aircraft can be largely influenced 
by special VTOL problems,   not easily to predict,   like  induced 
flow effects,   ground erosion,   hot gas  reingestion etc. 

The  paper is  concentrating on the interaction between airframe- 
powerplant integration and. hot gas  reingestion. 

To predict the hot gas  reingestion effects for the experimental 
V/STOJL aircraft Do 31   corresponding model tests have been car- 
ried out.   The important results have been confirmed by full- 
scale tests with the large hovei ing rig.   The intake temperature 
rise is governed by hot ^as fountains caused by opposing jet flows, 
meeting on the ground.   The hot gas fountains are of considerable 
influence on the propulsion engines,   but scarcely affecting the 
high positioned lift engine  intakes.   Hot gas  ingestion by buoyancy 
effects is of minor importance. 

Model tests for a proposed operational jet lift transport have shown 
considerably higher temperature  rises at the propulsion engine in- 
takes.   However,   these unfavourable results can be overcome by 
fairly small changes of the propulsion engine positioning. 

It is  concluded  that operational jet lift V/STOL. transport aircraft, 
especially of the first generation,   should take advantage from a 
less integrated powerplant system,   permitting configuration modi- 
fications without major structural changes,   even in an advanced 
stage of development,   thereby reducing the development risk. 
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INTERACTION BETWEEN AIRFRAME-POWERPLANT 
INTEGRATION AND HOT GAS INGESTION FOR JET  I^IFT 

V/STOL TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT 

U. Gittner 
F. Hoffe rt 
M.      Lotz 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Although several experimental V/STOL aircraft have already demonstrated the 
feasibility of high speed aircraft with vertical take-off and landing capability and 
promising proposals have  reached fairly advanced design stages,   the  V/STOL 
concept is  not yet accepted by the  prospective user,   neither civil nor  military. 
This  in especially true for the transport and passenger aircraft.   The  only pro- 
duction order  so far has been given to Hawker Siddeley for the well  known 
"Harrier" V/STOL, combat aircraft after  a  successful  squadron test programme. 
The  lack of enthusiasm should not be  surprising,   having in mind the  still con- 
fusing number  of different configurations  proposed.   It must be  Iiilly appreciated 
that there  are  still uncertainties and problems  confronting the  prospective user 
of V/STOL aircraft.   The customer can only be  convinced by full-s<;ale demon- 
stration under  operational conditions,   proving the commercial and  military use- 
fulness  of the whole V/STOL system. 

Since  more than  1 5 years  Dornier  is  active  in the field of V/STOL aircraft.   The 
beginning of the  Do 3 1   development dates  back to  1959.   In addition to the  Do 31 
eKperimental programme Dornier is  intensively investigating the  problems of 
high speed operational V/STOL transport.    These efforts  lead to a number of V/ 
STOL proposals  and feasibility studies.   For a two years  period,   some work, 
especially on hot gas  Ingestion,   has  been done  in collaboration with Hawker Sid- 
dely Aviation. 

V/STOL aircraft and propulsion systems  are interrelated to an unusual degree. 
The  airplane powerplant integration of a transport is dictated or  influenced by 
factors  like 

freight hold accessibility, 
control, 
engine  out safety, 
cruise   speed, 
lift loss  by secondary air flow, 
hot gas  ingestion, 
erosion    etc. 

The  degree  of integration of V/STOI    transport configuration varies  over  a wide 
range.    The  Bell  X-22A  is  considered  as  an example  of relatively high airframe- 
engine interaction.   The ducts  are an integral part of the  powerplant and serve as 
annular wings  and  lift generators  in aerodynamic flight.    The  engines  and  propel- 
lers  are  not independent from e ich other  but cross - shafted  together     [Fig.    l). 
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Dornier ha« done considerable work related to the V/STOL transport with a low 
degree of airframe powerplant integration. 

The Do 31 is a rather conventional aircraft with additional lift pods for V/STOL 
capability.   These pods can easily be removed or replaced by pods with a diffe- 
rent number or type of engines or by extra fuel tanks.  The degree of integration 
is low and comparable to conventional transport aircraft   [Fig.   2J. 

An example for an operational V/STOL transport with lift pods is the Do 131,  a 
direct derivative of the Do 31 experimental aircraft   [Fig.   3j. 

Special advantages of this concept are: 

No major problems in the conventional flight regime, 

high development potential and flexibility; the aircraft can profit from 
progress in engine development without major structural changes and 
may be operated without lift pods in a conventional manner [Fig.  4];. 

unexpected difficulties may be overcome by minor modifications even 
in an advanced development stage. 

This paper is concentrating on the interaction of hot gas Ingestion and the air- 
frame-powerplant integration,  having in mind the optimum overall solution 
for a V/STOL transport with lift pods.   Little attention will be given to other 
factors affecting the configuration. 

2. Do 31    RESEARCH PROGRAMME 

2. 1      Status of the programme 

In 1 962 Dornier received a contract for a comprehensive V/STOL research 
programme sponsored by the Federal Ministry of Defense,  including design 
and construction of two   different hovering rigs and two experimental V/STOJL 
transport aircraft Do 31    [Fig.   5j . 

The small hovering rig or control rig was equipped with four lift engines 
RB 1 08. It served as a very useful tool for the development of the VTOL 
control system and the attitude stabilizer. During I 964 and t 965 nine pi- 
lots have made mow, than 250 free flights. 

The large hovering rig is equipped with the original Do 31  powerplant, 
except the number of lift engines which is three per pod instead of four. 

Powerplant: 2 Bristol Siddeley Pg 5-2 
6 Rolls Royce RB 162-4D 

Take-off weight: 33 070 lb 

The general arrangement and the overall dimensions are identical with 
the Do 31 aircraft.   The aft fuselage is framework structure,  designed on- 
ly to take the control forces of the bleed air pitch nozzle.   The large ho- 
vering rig is therefore well representative for the Do 31 as far as hover- 

i 
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ing and ground effects like hot gas recirculation are considered.   Up to 
September  1st 1967 the rig n ade  17 successful VTOL.  flights. 

Two experimental aircraft Do 31  have been built.   Both have already flown 
conventionally 1 5 flights. 

Propulsion engines:      2 Bristol Siddeley BS Pg 5-2 
Nominal SLST      1 5 500 lb 
per engine 

Lift engines: 8 Rolls Royce RB  162-4D 
Nominal SLST        4 300 lb 
per engine 

Total thrust installed (ISA,  SL): 65 400 lb 

Design take-off weight: 50 000 lb 

After sufficient exploration of the hovering envelope and the conventional 
flight envelope it is intended to perform the first transition later this year. 
The Do 31   research programme is an important step towards an opera- 
tional V/STOL transport aircraft and the results will be of great value for 
all future V/STOL transport equipped with lift engines or lift fans.   Valu- 
able answers have been provided already for some of the most important 
problems as stability and control and hot gas Ingestion. 

2. 2      Model test results 

Recognizing the detrimental effects of hot gas Ingestion on V/STOL performance 
corresponding tests have been carried out with a movable 1/20t scale Ingestion 
model of the Do 31     [Fig.   6]. 

At this point some remarks regarding the model scaling laws should be made.In 
our tests the lift engine jet temperatures were limited by technological difficul- 
ties to about 1 50     C above ambient.   The main engine jet temperatures and all 
jet velocities were determined from the conditions described by Kemp [1   ],   i.e. 
equal model-to-full-scale ratio of momentum and temperature rise above am- 
bient for all engines,   and for the lift engines correct value of the similarity pa- 
rameter introduced by Cox [ 2 ] ,   which represents the ratio of inertial forces to 
buoyancy forces.   From the theoretical point of view,   similarity of flow fields 
can be achieved only if 

(a) Boundary conditions are similar, 

(b) the non-dimensionalized equations of motion are identical which leads to 
equal values of the various  similarity parameters such as Reynolds num- 
ber etc. 

Condition (a) also includes similar flow conditions at the boundaries of the flow 
field,   i. e.   in our case equal density or temperature ratio of jet exit to ambient. 
Only after this condition has been fulfilled it is useful to investigate which of the 
conditions (b) are the most important and which can be released.   Therefore,   in 
our opinion the low model jet temperatures are the main shortcoming of the 
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current model testing technique and we would rather violate the Cux conditions 
than intentionally choose a lower jet temperature in order to obtain a slower mo- 
del time scale.   Furthermore,  our experience has shown that the most important 
resultn can be obtained by steady-state tests as well.   Keeping these limitations 
in mind,  the model test results may be summarized as follows: 

(1) Lift losses due to hot gas Ingestion by buoyancy effects during take-off and 
landing are of minor importance,   since the hot gas cloud surrounding the 
aircraft forms sufficiently slowly to accomplish the VTOL, procedure be- 
fore the inlet temperature rise becomes a determining factor. 

(2) The real problem are the upward directed high speed hot gas fountains 
caused by opposing jet flows meeting on the ground [Fig.   7] .   These foun- 
tains are being formed without any useful time delay.   The intake tempera- 
ture rise of the Pegasus propulsion engines during a simulated take-off is 
in good agreement 'with the corresponding steady-state temperature rise 
[Fig.   8]. 

(3) The lift engine inlet temperature remains relatively low.   (AT = 5    C). 
The lift engine intakes are well above the ground and are protected by the 
wing from the hot gas fountains. 

(4) The temperature rise of the main engines is very sensitive to the nozzle 
position,  but can be kept relatively low by adequate thrust vectoring.   Fig. 
9 shows the effect of Pegasus nozzle deflection under idling and max. 

' thrust conditions. The max. temperature rise of 70 C occurs at a nozzle 
angle of 11 0 (20 forward from the vertical). A favourable jet configura- 
tion for take-off is a nozzle position of 80 (10 aft from vertical), where 
30    C temperature rise can be expected. 

(5) Fig.   10 shows the influence of height increase during take-off.  The model 
tests indicate a fairly rapid decrease of Pegasus inlet temperature. 

2. 3      Flight tests of the large hovering rig 

The most important result of the model tests, i. e. the strong increase of ingrs- 
tion temperature with increasing forward sweep of the propulsion nozzles, was 
confirmed by full-scale ground tests [Fig. 11]. The nozzle angle was therefore 
limited to 85 forward from horizontal. Together with the 1 5 inclination of the 
lift engines, this results in a horizontal thrust component which leads to a for- 
ward movement of the rig just before lift-off. This movement could however be 
limited to less than an aircraft length by quickly performing the take-off ma- 
noeuvre. 

A crosswind leads,   as anticipated,   to an increase of intake-temperature at the 
lee side which is larger than the reduction at the luff side.   Furthermore,  this 
reduction cannot be exploited from rolling moment considerations,   so that cross- 
wind leads to a reduction in available lift. 
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During take-off,  inlet temperatures cannot be considerably reduced as compared 
with steady-state ground tests.   Fig.   12 shows a typical flight test result.   This 
was also predicted from model tests.   Peak temperature rises from 10 take-off 
manoeuvres are between 25 and 70    C with an average of 50    C.   Since the tempe- 
rature is by no means constant across the inlet area,  the mean Ingestion tempe- 
ratures,   on which the thrust losses depend,  are much lower. 

Vertical landings were performed with sink rates between 1  and 2, 5 m/sec.   No 
consistent dependence of peak Ingestion temperatures on sink rate could be estab- 
lished.  Intake temperature rise only begins at about 3 m above ground as pre - 
dieted by model tests.   Therefore thrust losses lead to only moderate increase in 
impact velocity and no difficulties are encountered.   The main consideration is to 
prevent engine surge.   This can be achieved by shutting off the engines immedi- 
ately after touch-down,   since peak temperatures occur only after touch-down 
[Fig.   12].   Peak temperature rises from 10 vertical landings were between 25 
and 70    C with an average of 4 5    C,  the mean temperatures over the intake area 
being again much lower. 

Systematic comparisons of model and full-scale results are made at the present 
time and 'will be reported at a later meeting.   The limited comparisons available 
up to now show however,  that model tests are a valuable means of predicting in- 
gestion temperatures.   In spite of the fact,  that correct similarity of the flow and 
temperature fields cannot be achieved due to the low model jet temperatures,  mo- 
del tests do show whether hot gas fountains are sucked into the intakes or not and 
thus give an indication how this can be avoided. 

3. INVESTIGATIONS TOWARDS AN OPERATIONAL V/STOL TRANSPORT 

Based on the experience gained so far from the Do 31   programme,   Dornier has 
been working on the problems of operational V/STOL transport aircraft.   Con- 
siderable design and experimental work has been concentrated on the jet lift 
transport Do 131,  a direct derivative of the Do 31.   It was found that in the long 
term,  the turbofan aircraft with additional lift engines in removable pods is a 
very attractive and flexible concept. It offers a straightforward solution and can 
take full advantage of the Do 31  experience and the progress in engine develop- 
ment.   Fairly great modifications of the powerplant system are quite possible 
without major changes of the airframe structure. 

3. 1 Basic configuration 

The basic configuration is essentially determined by the powerplant arrange- 
ment, i. e. by the number and position of the engines and by the thrust distri- 
bution between propulsion and lift engines. 

The two propulsion engines are just powerful enough to meet the cruise and 
climb requirements.   The extra thrust required for VTOL. is generated by a num- 
ber of light and simple lift engines. 
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The number of lift engines is determined by engine out safety requirements.   If 
less than eight engines are installed,  the lift loss following an engine failure be- 
comes very high.   In order to maintain hovering capability and to balance out the 
disturbing moments,  an unnecessarily large amount of thrust would have to be 
installed [Fig.   13]. 

The Do 131 A [Fig.   14]  is equipped with engines currently available: 

2   Rolls Royce RB  168 with single sided switch-in cascade deflector 

14   Rolls Royce RB 162-81 turbojets with air bleed for pitch control 
and -  1 5    swivelling nozzles. 

The non integrated powerplant permits a conversion to the Do 131 B with better 
performance by installation of advanced lift engines or lift fans and high bypass 
ratio propulsion engines. 

Contrary to the Do 31  experimental aircraft the heavier lift pods of the Do 131 
are in mid-span position.   The two main engines are on pylons under the wing 
and positioned between the fuselage and the lift pod.   With the chosen configura- 
tion we did not expect any serious recirculation effects on the lift engines.   How- 
ever,  the position of the main engines regarding hot gas Ingestion could not be 
justified without experimental work. 

3. 2 Model test results 

To investigate the hot gas reingestion problems of the Do 131 and to determine 
the final aircraft configuration a model test programme was initiated [Fig.   1 5]. 

The experimental work shows the following results: 

(1) The small intake temperature rise of the lift engines (AT«*10  ) mea- 
sured on the Do 3 1  and its relative independence from the position and 
jet angle of the propulsion engines is confirmed. 

(2) The temperature rise at the main engine intakes is considerably higher 
than for the Do 31  aircraft. 

The reasons are: 

- A very large portion of the hot gases is concentrated in one strong 
fountain generated under the fuselage,  whereas the Do 31  configu- 
ration is producing a number of smaller fountains [Fig.   16]. 

- The main engines (RB 168) are fitted with single nozzles instead 
of four nozzles at the Pegasus engine, where the front jets have a 
favourable effect on the temperature rise by jet induced downwash 
near the main engine inlet and because ci their low temperature. 
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(3) The influence of the main engine thrust level and the thrust angle is a ve- 
ry limited one and not sufficient to prevent unacceptable high inlet tem- 
peratures. 

(4) As indicated by the temperature pattern a favourable "cold" zone with 
an average temperature rise less than 40    C can be found near the lift 
pods [Fig.   17].   These cold "corners" are far from the fuselage foun- 
tain and can be explained by the jet induced cold air downwash,  decreas- 
ing the hot gas fountain effects between main and lift engines. 

3. 3 Effect on powerplant arrangement 

It is not intended to discuss ponsible solutions of the reingestion problem by 
ground based devices,   like deflectors or grids.   Although such devices are not 
considered as practical for most military operation,  they should not be fully ex- 
cluded. 

Realizing the unfavourable tent results for the temperature rise at the main en- 
gine intakes,  a number of configuration changes have been considered.   Two of 
them shall be discussed: 

The first proposal is to shift the main engines outboard to the lift pods.   This is 
followed by two opposite effects: 

Lower intake temperature,  therefore more lift thrust available [Fig.   18]. 

Increased rolling moment after a main engine failure, because of greater 
distance of the remaining thrust vector from the aircraft centre line. This 
has an unfavourable effect on residual lift thrust available after a critical 
failure and results in a decreased safe VTOL weight    [Fig.   1 9] . 

The aim should be a configuration with a considerably reduced temperature at 
the main engine inlets without increasing the distance of the main engine thrust 
vector to the centre line.   Fig.   20 shows one possible solution which meets these 
requirements to a remarkable extent: 

The lift engine pods remain unchanged. The main engines are shifted by a small 
amount to the outboard In the VTOL phase the propulsion engines are swivelled 
upward and outboard. The air intake arrives in the ''cold" corner, whilst the aft 
end of the pod moves inboard and down. The single sided cascade is replaced by 
a swing down nozzle directing the jet vertically whilst the pod remains in an in- 
clined position. Durirg take-off transition this pod is tilted in the horizontal po- 
sition;  simultanously the nozzle is moving into the cruise position. 

By this means the average intake temperature rise is limited to 3 5    C and does 
not lower the safe vertical take-off weight.   This is determined by the residual 
thrust after the critical engine failure out of ground effect.   The thrust margin ne- 
cessary to cover this case is sufficient to allow simultanous intake temperature 
rises of 1 0    C at the lift engines and 40    C at the propulsion engines    [Fig.   21] . 
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4. CONCLUSION 

It has been proven by a considerable number of successful test flights, 
that the Do 31  can take off and land vertically,  without any configuration 
modifications or change of the powerplant system. 

Hot gas reingestion by buoyancy effects is of minor importance for prac- 
tical VTOL. operation. 

Model tests correctly predict the position of hot gas fountains and there- 
fore give useful information on interactions between airframe-powerplant 
integration and hot gas reingestion.   However,  model tests are not 100 % 
reliable and cannot replace flight testing. 

Therefore,   less development risk will be taken by chosing a flexible less 
integrated configuration,  permitting modifications of the powerplant sys- 
tem without major changes of the basic structure.  Reingestion and other 
VTOL problems may so be solved more easily,   even in an advanced stage 
of development. 

V/STOL transport aircraft like the Do 31  and its operational derivatives 
may profit from the progress in engine development by replacing the en- 
gines currently available by advanced by-pass jets or lift-fans,  without 
major modifications of the airframe.   Bypass lift engines would further 
alleviate the reingestion problem. 

Although the paper is concentrated on the military V/STOL transport,   it 
should be mentioned that the civil VTOL aircraft from the standpoint of 
reingestion and ground erosion is in a better position. 

For commercial application,  dependence on ground based deflection de- 
vices means no notable compromise in route structure flexibility.   In this 
case the reingestion problem needs not to be considered at all. 
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FIG . 2 V/STOL-RESEARCH AIRCRAFT DO 31 

FIG. 3 OPERATIONAL V/STOL TRANSPORT DO 131 
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FIG . s DO 31 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME 

large hovering rig 
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FIG 6    DO 31 HOT GAS INGESTION MODEL 
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FIG 8   DO 31 HOT GAS INGESTION MODEL TESTS 
comparison of transient and steady-state test 
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FIG 9 DO 31 HOT GAS INGESTION MODEL TESTS 
effect of nozzle deflection and thrust level g80 
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FIG.11 DO 31 HOVERING RIG 
HOT GAS INGESTION TESTS 

effect of prop, engine nozzle deflection 
and thrust level 
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FIG 12 DO 31 LARGE HOVERING RIG 
typical flight test result 
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FIG . 15 DO 131 REINGESTION MODEL 
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FIG . 11 DO 131 SURROUNDING AIR TEMPERATURE 
AT LIFT OFF 
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FIG is   TEMPERATURE RISE VS MAIN ENGINE 
DISTANCE FROM A/C CENTRE LINE 
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FIG 19    D0131 SAFE VTO WEIGHT VS RELATIVE 
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FIG 20   DO 131A WITH TILTING PROPULSION ENGINE 
TO REDUCE HOT GAS INGESTION 
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FIG  21   INGESTION LIMITED EFFECTIVE LIFT 
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Discussion of the Paper 
SOME   STUDIES   INTO   IMPROVEMENTS   IN   AUTOMATIC   THROTTLE   CONTROL 

presented by 
N.H.Hughes,   RAE,   UK 

F. Fett,   Technischen Hochschule,   Aachen,   Germany 

1. Over a relatively wide range of operating conditions,   Jet engines themselves show 
linear dynamic characteristics.     The engines themselves also show nearly the same 
characteristics for increasing or decreasing fuel  flow.     This is also valid for the 
transient response of thrust. 

However,   to avoid compressor surging and flame-out during acceleration and deceler- 
ation,   the fuel control units are normally equipped with non-linear elements.     These 
apply limitation which are very close to the working line,   especially at  low thrust 
settings. 

Hie thrust  itself may also change during the landing phase as it is a function of 
changing temperature and pressure in the atmosphere and also of flight Mach number. 

2. The time constants of big Jet engines of about  20,000 daN   (45,000 lbs)  thrust are 
not as high as one might expect  from the known behaviour of small engines.     This is 
especially correct  for two-spool engines.     The time response of a modern bypass engine 
of the above thrust  level  is nearly the same as that of a single-spool  engine of 
4000 daN   (9000  lbs)   thrust built  twelve years  ago. 

The time response of a Jet engine is a function of its thermodynamic data,. the 
materials used and the ability of the designer.     The improvements in all  these 
parameters on modern engines  lead one to expect an improvement   in the direction of 
shorter response times. 

N. H. Hughes 

I am indebted to Mr Pett for his comments on the dynamic characteristics of Jet 
engines. 

While such measurements as have  been made on engine response show a reasonably 
linear behaviour  in  thrust response to changes  in  fuel  flow,   this  is  insufficient 
information  for  the auto-throttle designer.     He has  to know the dynamic  relationship 
between pilot's  throttle level movement and  thrust,   including the effects of  all 
non-linearities  in  the  linkages and  fuel  control  system.     Such  effects may make the 
response of the  total  engine and  fuel  control   system very different  from  the  response 
of  the engine itself. 

For studies of the  final  approach  and landing,   the effect on  thrust of air tempera- 
ture  and pressure and Mach number may  be neglected. 
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DM.McGregor.  NRC/NA Est..  Ottawa.   Canada 

Why cannot the comparator to make the system non-linear operate on the forward loop 
gain of the airspeed error and replace entirely the requirement for the inertial system? 
Hence there would be an integral A/S error term and a non-linear direct term. 

N. H. Hughes 

In order to ensure satisfactory closed-loop speed stability of an auto-throttle 
system it is necessary to have a certain minlmir., airspeed gain.     In  practise,   conven- 
tional auto-throttles work near this minimum in order to minimise throttle activity 
in turbulence. 

If.   with the aim of reducing throttle activity,   the comparator in the modified 
system caused a reduction in speed gain,  provided airspeed error was within certain 
bounds,   the reduced gain would cause reduced damping of the overall  speed control 
loop.     Almost certainly in the presence of disturbances a limit cycle would occur, 
with airspeed oscillating between the comparator thresholds. 

In the modified system described  in the paper,   the speed gain of the system is 
constant,   regardless of the state of the comparator,   thus ensuring closed loop 
stability under all conditions. 

K. H. Doetsch,  DFL,  Braunschweig,   Germany 

Could any of the aero-engine people present help Mr Hughes to answer the very 
important request for data on dynamic engine response? 

N.H. Hughes 

This question was answered by Dipl. Ing. Pett. 



Discussion of the Paper 
AIRCRAFT   AND   PROPULSION   OPERATIONAL   CONSIDERATIONS 

RELATED   TO   INLET   DESIGN 
presented by 

P.T.Rail,   Jr.   Aeronautical Systems Division, 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,   USA 

M. Seidel,   DFL,   Braunschweig,   Germany 

I kindly ask the author to give the de fining equation of the distortion parameter "D" 
used.     Only then an Interpretation of the values presented seems to be reasonable. 

P. T. Rail,   Jr 

The distortion parameter "D"   is an area weighting of the compressor  face total 
pressures below the average total pressure.     It weights the distortion on both a 
circumferential  and radial basis. 

D.J.Stewart,  BAG (Weybridge) Ltd.,   UK 

Has any structural damage to either engine or alrframe resulted from known 
OCCIT. »nces of intake "buzz". 

If not. what  is the current design philosophy to cope with this problem? 

P. T. Rail,   Jr 

In  general,   no structural   failures of primary structure,   either alrframe or engine, 
have occurred during inlet buzz.     Basic structural design philosophy generally  is 
predicated  upon hammer shock phenomena which produces sizeable overpressures  in the 
inlet. 

P.Lecomte.   Sud-Aviation,   France 

Can Mr Rail  make any comment  on  the use of buzz detectors  for  flight  testing 
aircraft  inlets? 

P. T. Rail,   Jr 

Buzz detectors have been utilized   in  at   least  three different  aircraft  designs 
that  I  am  familiar with.     The buzz detectors have worked essentially  as  designed. 
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W.Schreiber,   Entwich lungs ring Süd GmbH. München,   Germany 

The definition of compressor stall? Pressure gradient in Psi/sec when stall  happened, 
absolute value of pressure decrease  (compressor delivery press). 

F. T. Rail,   Jr 

A limited amount of compressor instrumentation was utilized in these tests.     These 
included compressor exit pressure measurements.     Much more compressor instrumentation 
would have been desirable.     The stalls in this test were quite "hard"    stalls and were 
easily observed by noise alone.     The compressor instrumentation seemed primarily to 
verify that stalls had occurred. 

P.C. Ruffles,   Rolls-Royce Ltd..   Derby,   UK 

Rolls-Royce experience on engine intake pressure distortion has shown that the 
engine surge margin is not only dependent upon the level of distortion,   but also on 
the distribution, particularly   in  the circumferential sense. 

Has Mr Rail's experience shown that distribution of turbulence in the intake is 
important as well as its absolute level and does he consider that the effects of 
pressure distortion and turbulence on engine surge margin are additive? 

F. T. Rail,   Jr 

Insufficient data are available to permit a definite conclusion regarding the 
importance of the spatial distribution of turbulence.  There exist some indications 
that it is significant but a definite conclusion requires additional testing. 

Turbulence and distortion are believed to be additive.  But again, tests have not 
yet been conducted to conclusively prove this point. 



Discussion of the Paper 
A   DISCUSSION   OF   THE   USE   OF   THRUST   FOR   CONTROL   OF   VTOL   AIRCRAFT 

presented  by 
Beth B.Anderson.   Ames Research Center,   Moffet Field,  US 

X. Hafer,   Institut für Flugtechnik,   Darmstadt,   Germany 

In Figure 11 you show the Pilot Rating for different values of roll control  lag for 
rate and attitude control where the latter was more effected by  the control  lag time. 
Did you optimize the attitude control system for every test with changed  lag time? 

Seth B Anderson 

No.     For these tests,   which were considered to  be a first  look at the problem,   the 
frequency and damping of the attitude control  system were held constant as control  lag 
was varied.     It  is  expected that  less deterioration  in pilot  rating would occur if the 
feedback loops for the attitude control system were adjusted to remove their own lag 
effects.     The point to keep  in mind is that the pilot complained about the tendency  to 
oscillate and not the lack of response. 

T. K. Szlenkier,   Hawker Siddeley Aviation,  Hatfield,   UK 

I  would like to offer Mr Anderson our appreciation  for a very  interesting lecture. 
Mr Anderson is a well  known authority in the field of VTOL control and his views  are 
highly  respected.     Regarding the control of the lateral  aircraft  translation  by means 
of the thrust deflector vane,   it appears to offer potential performance improvement 
in terms of thrust to weight ratio,   at least for configurations where lift engines 
are arranged close to the aircraft longitudinal  axis.     Further elaboration,   by 
Mr Anderson,   regarding this aspect would be appreciated. 

Seth B.Anderson 

The point to  be brought out   is that  the lateral   thrust deflector will have performance 
(weight  reduction)   benefits on configurations where adequate  rolling acceleration  is 
difficult to achieve;   for example,   on  large VTOL transports with  large roll   inertia 
and on configurations where  lift  engines have a short moment arm  in  roll.     Our limited 
tests on the X-14A VTOL aircraft have only  indicated  that the lateral  acceleration 
control  can offer a means  to   reduce  the amount of  roll   acceleration required;   a more 
detailed study must  be made  to adapt  this type of control  to a  given configuration.    In 
this  regard consideration must  be  given to the amount of roll  acceleration   required   for 
lateral   upsets and  landing on uneven  terrain. 

F.O'Hara,   RAE. Bedford.   IK 

I agree that constant attitude is the natural ideal manner of low speed manoeuvres 
on VTOL aircraft.  We have found this so also in the pitching plane.  However it may be 
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that the pilot's assessments of handling with the side vector arrangement would be less 
good at low control powers in rough air conditions. It is true that lateral distur
bances can be minimised by attitude stabi isation, but I think the goodness of a control 
arrangement can best be measured by how satisfactory it is without artificial stabilis
ation, and I wonder what Mr Anderson thinks about the side vector control in this respect 
in rough air. 

The other point I should like to make is that in general it appears desirable to 
minimise large sidesl ip t o develop at low speed ~d it is probably prefer able therefore 
to turn the aircraft into the direction of side mo+ion as was done by pilot s with the 
large span simulation on the X-14A. 

Seth B.Anderson 

In regard to the use of the side vector control in rough air - the tests on the 
X-14A were purposely restricted to calm air in order to examine more clearly maneuvering 
requirements. In spite of this , ground effect disturbances and self-induced upsets 
were such that the pilot consid red attitude stabi lization necessary for the vane 
control method. Without attitude stabilization the pilot would have the additional 
task of providing wings leveling as well as sideward translation. I would emphasize 
that for the large a i rcraft , for which t.he vane control is more appropriate, the upset 
problem would be less severe. 

R. P. Harper, Jr, COrnell Aeronautical Lab., Buffalo , NY, USA 

1. Do the quoted time constants include t he inherent dynamics of the thrust control 
system (vane, etc.)? 

2. Are the stabilization inputs (rate, attitude) affected by the simulated time 
constants? 

Seth B.Anderson 

1. No, the time constants used in the simulator studies did not i nclude the time 
constant of the vane system: however the effect would be small since the measured first 
order time constant of the vane system used in flight was less than 0. 1 seconds. 

2. Yes, the stabil i zation inputs also included a time constant . In this regard it was 
assumed that the time constants would be the same for increasing or decreasing values 
of the stabilization input. 

D. M. McGregor, NRC(NA Est . , Ottawa, Canada 

1. Do you feel that a programme covering a pi lot rating range of only 3 ~ 5% gives the 
pilot enough variation to maintain his calibration? 

2. Another consideration in the type of system is the characterist ics (i.e. damping & 
control sensitivity) of the system. 



3.   The slope of the P. R. V.'s time lag curves being different  from zero could indicate 
that the pilot is sensitive to the inherent time lags of the simulator. 

Seth B.Anderson 

1. I agree that,   in general, a wide variation of pilot  rating should be obtained  to 
improve accuracy.     For the case  in question  (Pig. 3)  however,   it was intended only  to 
define an optimum value of max.   lateral acceleration and not  so much the limits.     In 
defining limits,   the 6° simulator obviously has the advantage over the flight vehicle 
(X-14A) since  it  is difficult to explore towards  the 6H boundary safely  in flight. 

2. It was recognized that  in comparing the control  systems,   optimum values of damping 
and sensitivity were  important considerations;   and  in fact,   optimum values were used 
for the tests presented. 

3. The pilot  is  sensitive to the lags of the simulator as discovered during early 
evaluation of the motion characteristics of the simulator itself.     These simulator 
response lags were  removed  for all practical purposes by compensation to the drive 
mechanism of the simulator.     The fact  that the curves of pilot rating versus control 
lag are not at zero slope at zero time lag is a result of curve fairing.     In  reality 
the pilot could not detect changes in the response characteristics below 0.1  sec. 

D.L.Hirsch,   Advanced Aircraft Organization,   Northrop Nor air,   Cal. ,   VSA 

Was the control  sensitivity   (I.e.   control power per unit of stick deflection)  held 
constant as the control  power maximums were increased during tests of handling quality 
requirements? 

Seth B. Anderson 

Control sensitivity was held  approximately  constant at  optimized values while 
maximum control power was varied.     In all cases maximum stick travel  (±5 inches) 
remained constant  and maximum control power  for   lower values  was obtained at  less 
than full stick travel. 
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Discussion of the Paper 
REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM PRELIMINARY DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

FOR A JET - LIFT RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
presented by 

D. L. Hirsch, W.W.St ark and W.B. Morris , NASA, USA 

T.K. Szlenkier, Hawker S iddeley Aviat ion, Hatf ield, UK 

I would like to offer the authors congratulatio~s for a very valuable study. 
Regarding the bleed control ducts the approach adopted by HSA and Dornier in t he case 
of multiple lift engine insta llations with two banks of engines i s t o use t wo indepen
dent duct systems to provide an additional safety in ~he event of duct fai lure. It 
would be of interest to know why t his provision was not made in the Northrop design. 

D.L.Hirsch 

This aircraft in i t s research role does not face the risk of combat damage as do the 
tactical aircraft named. The single duct system was overdesigned in wall thickness and 
number of bellows to provide a saf~ty margin against manhandling and estimated a ' rplane 
bending loads ; these are expected to be less for ~he 300 hour research mission life than 
for a typical operational design life. This design approach proved light er than 
including a second independent system. The J -85 bleed system in the Nort hrop vehicl e 
is also a much lower pressure (and temperature) system than that associated with the 
Pegasus engine. 

F.O'Hara, RAE, Bedford, UK 

The question raised with Mr Hirsch was covered a.Y t he notes that Mr ~Hara gave for 
the questior. to Mr Anderson. 



Dtacuaatoa of tbe P~~~ter 
HOT-GAS INGESTION AND JET INTERFERENCE EFFECTS FOR 

JET V/STOL AIRCRAFT 
presented by 

A. D. Hu.ond anc\ H. C. McLemore, LU1gl8) Research Center, 
NASA, Lancley station, Ha.pton, Virginia 23365, USA 

Raurka by Pb. Potaaon-•lintoa, ONERA, France 

NOTE ON BASIC RESEARCH CONDUCTED BY ONERA IN THE FIELD OF 
AERODVNAIIC INTERACTION NEAR LIFTING JETS 

1. Wind-tunnel and flight tests performed on two VTOL lift engine aircraft developed 
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by the Dassault Company revealed the extreme complexity of lifting jets/wing interaction 
problems, in particular in transition flight, between vertical climb and forward flight. 

It is difficult to inv~stigate such problems on ~ saall wind ··tunnel model in view 
of the adequate miniaturization of the lifting ei.emertt (air intakes and jet exit) and 
the measurement of all the force and m011ent compo1&e01ts \l!hich are required. 

However, wind-tunnel predictions have generally been rather well corroborated by 
overall flight measurements 1 , for the research VTOL aircraft ·~ALZA~'. as well as for 
the military supPrsonic version, MIRAGE 3V (Fig. 2). 

In both cases, a lift loss increasing with the speed has been observed; this loss 
is related to the aerodynamic jet interaction with the delta wing lower surface flow. 
This jet induced lift loss results also in the following effects: 

- increase of the nose-up effect with the speed, 

- interference roll torque when the aircraft is sideslipping. 

The intensities of these ph~nomena must be known with accuracy to adjust the control 
jets in pitching and rolling over the whole transition range. 

Figure 2 also brings out the necessity of accurately representing the shape of the 
lift engine nozzle: the addition of a central plug (which, for instance, exists behind 
the turbine disk of the RB 162 Rolls-Royce jet engine), somewhat reduces the jet 
induced lift loss as measured in a wind-tunnel, which is then similar to that noted in 
flight. 

The influence of the plug on the nozzle was confirmed in the course of systematic 
tests on an elementary single nozzle configuration (Fig. 3) . 

2. In order to carr,y out a more fundamental investigation into the ~ixing process in 
the vicinity of a lifting jet, and particularly into the jet induced lift loss process, 
ONERA has developed and placed in the Sl wind-tunnels in Cannes (diameter = 3m) and 
in Modane (diameter 8 m), two experimental set-ups with which a large variety of 
thorough tests can be conducted, in, and near, singl~ or multiple jets. 
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2. 1    Figure  3 shows  the diagram of the Cannes   facility  (V0 < 40in/s.  V,   ranging  from 
0 to 600m/s),    and Figure 4 gives a few examples of jet visualisation,   obtained by 
injecting water on  the periphery of the jets   (note  the difference in curvature of 
the two jets placed  successively  in  line and side by side). 

Figure  5 analyzes  the suctions induced  by   this double jet on the wall:   the interac- 
tion created is considerably higher ii   the case of side by side jets;   however it is 
possible to  reduce this interactioii appreciably by making the jets converge:   such a 
result points out now the interaction problems on a VTOL lifting jet aircraft could be 
improved. 

2.2    Even more accurate studies can be conducted with the experimental   set-up now 
completed in the SI wind-tunnel  in Modane (Fig. 6),   in view of the high scale which 
it is possible to  achieve in this tunnel  whose velocity can reach    V0 =  300 m/s ;    its 
120mm diameter jet can reach velocities ranging frcm 0 to 700m/s,  with temperatures 
ranging from 0oC to 700oC  (simulation of a real jet engine).     Besides,   a motorized 
device makes  it possible to carry out a thorough analysis of the jet   (Pig. 8)  while 
pressures and boundary  layers are measured alone the wall. 

Figure  7 illustrates the wall visualizations obtained in the presence of a jet,   and 
Figure 8 gives an example of the stagnation pressures measured at some distance down- 
stream of the nozzle. 

3. Analyzing the mixing area near the jet  and the wall remains difficult  in a wind- 
tunnel;   this  is why a simultaneous study of these problems is conducted  in  the Chfttillon 
hydrodynamlc  tunnel2,   where flow visualizations can be performed along successive cross 
sections through the jet  (Fig. 9). 

4. Conclusions 

The experimental  studies on  lifting jet/wall   interaction effects which  are being 
conducted in  various ONERA laboratories  should  lead to a better understanding of ver 
complex  interaction phenomena,   and to  a validation of a certain number of  theoretical 
diagrams  in  simple  fundamental  cases.     Moreover,   such experimental  set-ups,   which are 
very easy to modify,   should enable us to  find ways of minimizing parasite interactions 
detrimental  to the development of VTOL lifting jet  aircraft. 

5. References 

1. Poisson-Quinton,   Ph. From wind-tunnel   to flight;   the  role of  the   laboratory 
in aero-space  design.     AIAA 30th Wright  Brothers 
Lecture January   1967.     To be published in  "Journal of 
Aircraft". 

2. Werle,   H. Essais  de   soufflage   au  tunnel   hydrodynamique   a  visual- 
isation.      ONERA,   NT No.61   (1960). 

Discussion  by A.D.Hammond  and H. C.McLemore  is continued on page  20. 
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T. S. R. Jordan,   Hawker Sidde ley Aviation Ltd.,   Kingston-Upon-Thames.   UK 

1. Figure 3 of the paper is said to represent the P. 1127 configuration.     On the P. 1127 
we have measured a temperature rise of 7% of the front Jet excess total temperature. 
Although on the P.1127 this is low   (about 80-90oC)  the percentage correlates well with 
Mr Hammond's data if the Jet nozzle is 4 to 5 diameters above the ground.     (This is 
about the actual  figure from memory.)     Has Mr Hamnond,   however,   an explanation for the 
sensitivity of temperature rise to height/diameter ratio of Jet exit? 

2. Do NASA. Langley, propose to measure intake temperature rise on the P. 1127. If so, 
what  instrumentation do they propose to use? 

3. What are Mr Hammond's views on the minimum size of model, the scaling of exhaust 
velocities, and the representation of nozzle exhaust velocity distribution, as they 
affect  the accuracy of results from "aerodynamic suckdown" models? 

Mr Haaaond 

1. The side nozzle arrangement of Figure 3 is similar to the P. 1127 in the mechanical 
arrangement of the swiveling nozzles; however, it should be pointed out that all four 
nozzles of the Langley model were hot Jets,   whereas the two  forward nozzles of the 
P. 1127 are cold Jets.     A direct correlation with the P. 1127 in terms of temperature 
rise in the side inlets should not  be expected because of this difference.     The 
sensitivity of the temperature to nozzle height above the ground can  be compared to 
the  aerodynamic  lift loss in the presence of the ground.     As the Jets get closer to 
the ground,   the interaction of the Jets,   and hence the so-called fountain effects, 
become stronger.     The hot gas is reflected quicker with  less temperature loss;   and, 
therefore,   the resulting temperature rise  is higher close to the ground as shown by 
side inlets of Figure 6. 

2. The NASA Langley Research Center tests will not include hot-gas Ingestion aspects; 
and,   therefore,   no inlet temperature measurements will be made. 

3. The minimum size of models for  aerodynamic suck-down investigations are dictated 
by the purpose of the tests.     Static models with one-inch diameter nozzles may be 
sufficient  for hovering ground effects,   for example,   where the entire aerodynamic 
shape may not have to be duplicated.     However,   the size of the wind-tunnel model is 
dictated more by the requirement of getting good Jet simulation,   that is,   good 
nozzle flow characteristics within the confines of the required aerodynamic model 
shape.     Ejector type Jet simulators with two-inch diameters have been designed and 
built  in the United States and used by NASA and others.     Tests have indicated that 
the Jet  thrust of cold Jets,   as  related to the inlet mass  flow and the free-stream 
dynamic pressures,   to be the important correlating parameters.     Although there must 
be some  effect of the nozzle exhaust velocity distribution,   there are indications 
that this distribution is  important only if the dynamic pressure decay downstream 
of the exhaust nozzle is affected.     Tests have shown for example that two nozzles 
having entirely different nozzle velocity distributions,   but having the same decay 
characteristics,   resulted in the same  aerodynamic lift loss hovering out of ground. 
On the other hand,   two nozzles having the same nozzle velocity distribution,   but 
different dynamic pressure decay,   resulted in different aerodynamic  lift loss 
hovering out of ground. 
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T.Szlenkier,   Hawker     iddeley Aviation,   Hatfield.   UK 

This very  interesting paper by Mr Hammond and Mr McLemore ends witn a set of 
recommendations  already adopted by Hawker Siddeley Aviation.     However  this  involves 
a considerable expenditure of money and effort if a variety of aircraft configurations 
deserving study is  fully covered.     A co-operative effort to spread the load is 
desirable.     Perhaps AGARD could provide a suitable platform. 

I  have one speci fie comment on Figure  13 of  the printed paper.     The effect of the 
sideway angling of the Jets is beneficial.     However it was stated  that  the hot  gas 
Ingestion problem would become more severe.     Our experience at HSA makes us think that 
the jet angling would reduce the strength of the  central ho*  gas  fountain  and,   hence, 
the hot  gas  Ingestion problem would  be alleviated.     CoiPu Mr Hammond  explain why he 
expects  an  adverse effect? 

A. D. Hammond 

As stated  in  the text,   the effects of canting the jets on the hot-gas  reingestions 
is unknown.     However,   the effect  of canting the engines  at  a given height  with respect 
to  the  ground would  be to  increase  the spacing of the jet  Impingement on  the ground. 
It  is   felt   that  this would cause a larger volume of the surrounding air  to be mixed 
with  the hot  gases  and would also  cause the  fountain to be moved out   from under the 
protective surfaces such as  the body undersurface,   and this in  turn would allow the 
hot gases  to rise in the vicinity of the inlets. 
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Discussion of the Paper 
INTERACTION   BETWEEN   AIRFRAME-POWERPLANT   INTEGRATION   AND 

HOT   GAS   INGESTION   FOR   JET   LIFT   V/STOL   TRANSPORT   AIRCRAFT 
presented by 

U. Gittner,   F. Hoffert and M.Lotz 
Domier QnbH,   Friedrichshafe.n,   Germany 

T. K.Szlenkler,   Hawker Siddeley Aviation.   Hatfield.   IK 

Let me  congratulate  the authors on an  excellent  paper.     I would  like  to stress  strong 
personal  links between HSA and Domier  forged during two years of project co-operation 
in  1964-65.      We hope  that  some official   support  will  be  given to a further joint  work, 
since both  firms believe strongly about  the merits of  the direct  lift   formula  for VTOL 
transport aircraft 

Commenting on the Dornier paper I would like  to  suggest that  the configuration with 
lift pods on  the wing was the most sensible choice   for the  first generation of the 
aircraft of this type  because the very absence of close  integration  between the power- 
plant and airframe permitted a relatively easy resolution of such problems as hot  gas 
Ingestion,   lift  loss etc.     However a considerable performance improvement could be 
achieved by  engire/airframe integration.     The advantages would be an  extension of buffet 
boundary to  high ir Mach  numbers and reduction of profile drag by some  20%.     Domier 
comments on  these points would be welcomed. 

L. Gittner 

At the present time wejlknown configurations with close integration  between power- 
plant and airframe   (configurations with powerplant  in wing and powerplant  in  fuselage) 
are under investigation at Dornier.     The corresponding best solutions can have,   of course, 
a smaller basic drag  respectively an extension of   buffet    boundary to higher Mach  numbers. 
Initial studies considering all  the important factors like engine weight,   engine mounting 
weight,   additional  fuel  weight due to powerplant fairings of changed wing induced drag 
etc.   that means the total   expense for VTOL-capability,   show that with  currently available 
lift engines  the non-integrated concept  seems  to be very  sucessful  using either lift 
jets or  lift   fans. 

At the present time we must help the prospective user to define specific VTOL- 
requlrements. Domier believe they will be able to achieve this by demonstrating 
solutions to  specific VTOL-problems on  an aircraft which  looks quite conventional. 

W. Schreiber.   EWR Sud GmbH,   München,   Germany 

1. How were  the mean  temperatures determined? 

2. What about  the scattering of test results when repeating the tests under the same 
conditions  (repeatability)? 

3. How is the quotient of model  temperature  rise versus temperature rise  in the aircraft 
defined? 
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M. Lotz 

1. The mean  Ingestion  temperature is  taken as  the  temperature measured  in  the suction 
tube. 

2. Steady-state temperatures are taken  as average values of recorded  temperatures which 
vary  in a  random manner.     The so determined  temperatures again show differences  in 
repeated  tests.     All  values  given  in  the paper are  average values  from a considerable 
number of tests.     In   the Do 31 model  tests,   the scatter was approximately  20oC  full 
scale. 

3. In the conversion of model  test  results  to  full   scale,   it  was assumed  that 

Ätmodel _    ^full   scale 
At Jet, model ^tJet,   full   scale 

where At  denotes  temperature rise above  ambient.     With our present  knowledge,   this is 
the best what  can  be done unless model   tests are  run with  full  scale jet  temperatures. 
In spite of this  uncertainty,  model  tests give correct answers  to  the main  question, 
namely,  whether hot gas  fountains  are  sucked  into  the  engine intakes or not. 


